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THE WORLD'S FASTEST DISK DRIVE

plusDISK Is a MAJOR breakthrough in storage technology, combining the lightning performance of
a RAMDisk with the c£?/7ve/?/er7ce of a hard disk! No other storage device can match the sheer speed
of plusDISK (over 20,000 times faster than a hard disk}. It has no moving parts, makes no noise and
plugs straight into any standard slot in a 11 +, //e or IIGS.

CHECK OUT THE PERFORMANCE: SOME PRACTICAL EXAMPLES:
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plusDISK comes fitted with 128K of superfast, low-power permanent storage memory and is easily
expandable to 512K on the base card, and up to 1 Megabyte with an add-on Adaptor. It is 100%
compatible with a// standard Apple operating systems and programs (ProDOS, ProD0S16, Pascal,
CP/M, DOSS.3, AppieWorks, etc.) and can even be used by AppieWorks for desktop expansion!

Adaplof connectoi (or

expansion to 1 Megabvlu

Memofy Controller Unit A full-
custom LSI CMOS circuit

specially designed by CIRTECH

Expansion sockets for up to
512K memory on the main card

ID Selector Switch - plusDISK can
be configured to 'look like' a hard disk
or a RAMcord

On board firmware contains full

SmartPorl, ProDOS & DOS3.3
support

128K of high speed,
low-power memory

B.ick up power sriurce
keeps data s.ifi.- for over
two months lif vou don't
use your Applel and is
automatic ally recharged
when the compuier is
turned on

Memory protection circuit
prcvertts data corruption
during Apple switch on/off

You can start up any standard Apple program in a fraction of the normal time and your data files can
be stored on plusDISK just like any other disk, but they are instantly accessible as soon as you turn
your Apple on!

plusDISK is supplied with partitioning software which lets you store ProDOS, Pascal 1.3, DOS 3.3
and CP/M programs on your expanded plusDISK - all at the same time!

And if you're thinking a device with this amazing performance
must cost a fortune - you're wrong!
plusDISK costs less than an ordinary disk drive!

£128
(Each additional 64K Expansion costs £16.00)

Prices exclude VA T

CIRTECH (UK) LIMITED, Currle Road Industrial Estate, Galashiels
Selkirkshire, Scotland, TD1 2BP Telephone (0896) 57790
Telex 265871 (Attn. 84iCPD001)-Telecom Gold Source Mailbox-AAHSS
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Link your Apple 11 or Mac to the outside world with,

rhiaoliDK
Electronic mail - The cheapest
and fastest form of

communication possible. It costs
the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 500!

Telex - Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5

million worldwide. You can even

send and receive telexes after

office hours or while travelling.

Telemessages - Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

Tele-booking - Reserve train and

theatre tickets, check flight details
worldwide, or order from a vast
range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.

Advice - Call on a team of

professional legal and financial
advisors as and when you need
them, for both business and

personal problems.

Company searches - Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on
over 100,000 major companies.

Translation - Access tbe biggest
and most up-to-date
multi-lingual dictionary
in the world, with
over 380,000 words.

News - Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the

world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.

Radiopaging - If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent
message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

When you join MicroLink you've got
the whole business world at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the

facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

(L
POSSIBLE PACKAGES

Apple II range

Pace: Nightingale -!■ Serial/
Parallel card + Data Highway
software (£218.15)
Miracle: WS2000 + serial
interface + Vicom software
(£238.65)

Pace: Linnet + Serial/Parallel
card + Data Highway software
(£275)
Miracle: WS4000 f serial
interface + Vicom software
(£299.90)

Apple Macintosh

Miracle: WS4000 + Vicom
software (£339.95)

All you need - apart from your Apple - is a
modem, which plugs into your telephone wall
socket, plus suitable communications
software.

We have provided a list of possible combin
ations below, ranging from the very cheapest
to ones which can automatically dial the
MicroLink telephone number and connect you
to the service - all you have to do is type in
your personal security password.

Whichever equipment you use, you will be
able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,
save to disc any messages waiting for you,
and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

More than
90 per cent
of subscribers
can connect to
the MicroLink
computer at
local call
rates.

TO FIND OUT MORE
Fill In the coupon and
send rt to the address
below. You will receive
full details of services
and costs, together with
an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your Apple will be able
to use all the services of
MicroLink and Telecom
Gold.

I
Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information
sheets about the following hardware and software options
(please circle):

ABODE

Name.

Address-

Postcode.

Send to: MicroLInk, Europa House, Adiington Park,
Adiington, Macclesfleld SK10 5NP.

AU2
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THE Desktop Publishing Show
1988 IS set to return to the scene

of last year's acclaimed inaugural
event - London's prestigious
Business Design Centre.

Organiser Database Exhibitions
has announced that it will again
run for three days - from October
13 to 15 - and will once more be

sponsored by the UK's Print
industry Research Association
(PIRAJ.
And once again it will feature

all of the major players in the
industry which is currently
dominated by Apple.
"We intend to build on the

success of last year", says Michael
Meakin, joint managing director
of Database. "It is certainly not a
question of resting on our laurels.
For although the 1987 show
more than lived up to our expec
tations, there were lessons to be

learned".

Within days of last year's event
ending, the Database DTP Show
team began formulating plans for
1988.

The 1987 exhibition provided
them with invaluable market

research data - information that

will be be pur to good use to
ensure that The Desktop Pub
lishing Show 1988 will reach even
greater heights.
A survey undertaken during the

first show revealed that 70 per
cent of all visitors had attended to

evaluate the technology, a further
18 per cent intended to purchase
their first system there, while the
remaining 12 per cent were look
ing for upgrades.
Of the 30 per cent looking to

buy, 98 per cent of those
interviewed fell into the decision

maker category.
Questioned on the time period

within which they intended to
purchase, 46 per cent said three
months, 28 per cent stated six
months, 5 per cent replied nine
months, while 21 per cent
indicated 12 months as the time

scale.

"It is this sort of research which

puts us in the position to ensure
that The Desktop Publishing
Show 1988 reinforces its position
as the premier showcase for the
industry", says Michael Meakin.

rt • ■
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Friendly Mac puts
Apple Into lead

POSITIVE signs are emer
ging that Apple Computer
has broken through to the
very top rank of the com
puter industry, in fact The
Times even suggests the
company is now showing
the way to IBM in the
world of business

computing.
After the money troubles and

boardroom battles of the recent

past there are smiles all round at
Cupertino.
And with good reason. Industry

and commerce have discovered

that Apple's user-friendly tech
nology means higher productivity

and bigger profits.
The Financial Times reports

that "compelling evidence is
emerging in the US and Europe
that the productivity of white
collar workers increases dramati

cally if they use friendly com
puters such as Apple's Macintosh
family - rather than the industry
workhorse, the IBM PC with its

formal data processing format".
Research and case studies arc

proving that for the first lime
managers and executives are
using computers themselves - if
they are from Apple - instead of
relegating them to junior staff.
"The Macintosh has estab-

Tandy done mooted
INDUSTRY rumours in

the United States sug
gest that the giant elec
trical retail store Tandy
is planning to release a
Macintosh clone.

Tandy, currently one
of the largest manufac
turers of IBM clones,

held a meeting last
Christmas to decide

which direction the com

pany and its products
should take.

The full outcome of

the meeting is not yet
known, but sources sug
gest that a move towards

a Macintosh clone would

be a sensible one

following the machine's
tremendous corporate
success in America.

Tandy recently adver
tised for hardware and

software engineers
familiar with the Mac

intosh.

However, cloning the
Mac will not be easy.
Unlike IBM, Apple chose
to opt for a closed archi

tecture system which
effectively ruled out any
third party develop
ments.

Iished Itself firmly in the business
sector as the personal computer
of choice with executives and

other users who were put off by
the complexity of IBM's PC/dos
operating system", says the
Financial Times.

A study by American manage
ment consultants Peat, Marwick

Mam says that ease of use
promotes use in personal
computing.

"Productivity, quality, efficiency
and effectiveness gains are
reported by all levels of white
collar workers from vice-

presidents to clerks".
In the UK a pilot project invol

ving networked Macintoshes and
IBM PCs has been carried out at

the Trustee Savings Bank and
monitored by management

Jack Large, controller of finan
cial services development for the
TSB, said: "As of today, I believe
the Macintosh is the most effec

tive executive workstation

available".

Says The Times: "IBM and
Microsoft arc seeking to imitate
aspects of Macintosh technology
with the OS/2 Windows Presen

tation Manager,
"Apple has done everything it

could over the last few years to
prove that the Macintosh was a
good deal more than the execu
tive toy that many critics sug
gested when first announced in
1984".
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Two top adventure
trilogies for you to play

Award-winning software house Level 9 has
extensively re-written some of their best-selling
adventures, and released them in two trilogies:
Jewels of Darkness and Silicon Dreams.

In the Jewels of Darkness trilogy you start with
Colossal Adventure, containing all the
treasures, creatures, rooms and puzzles of the
mainframe original.

In Adventure Quest you must discover the Old
Roads to the Dark Tower, Fortress of the Demon
Lord. Only there can you defeat him. There's
magic in the air in Dungeon Adventure. Can
you discover the treasure while facing the perils
of skeletons, carniverous jellies and ores?

The first adventure in the Silicon Dreams trilogy
is Snowball. You awake from suspended
animation to find your spaceship on a collision
course with Eden. In Return to Eden you must
prevent the defence robots from destroying your
ship. You have lost your memory in the Worm of
Paradise, and you may have to join the
governing party to regain it.

Each features:

Over 600 illustrations

New language interpreter
Huge 1,000 word vocabulary
Multi-command sentences

Ultra fast response times
64 page novel and 12 page guide

Apple lie or Mac RRP Special You Offer Inc. You

Reader Offer Save Subscription Save

Silicon Dreams £19.95 £14.95 £5 £30.95 £7

Jewels of Darkness £19.95 £14.95 £5 £30.95 £7

Silicon Dreams and £39.90 £27.90 £12 £41.90 £16

Jewels of Darkness

You sav(
When you
one of

Pacfcs or f
you buy b,
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NEWS

MODULAR DESIGN FOR

NEW LASER PRINTERS
A NEW range of laser printers that
spans the range of activities from
general office printing to sophisti
cated desktop publishing has
been announced by Apple.
One of the main features of the

LaserWriter II series is the new

modular design. All three printers
share a common platform, the
Canon LPB SX second generation
printing engine.
The LPBSX offers darker blacks,

higher reliability, longer lifespan
and enhanced paper handling
capabilities.
Apple claims that by having a

common printing engine it
provides an easy and cost effec
tive method of upgrading the
printers as users' needs grow.
The LaserWriter II can handle

Upgrades
cheaper

eight pages per minute at a resol
ution of 300 dpi and its 300.000
page rated duty cycle is triple that
of the earlier models.

And Apple II users have not
been left out - the UNIX and lINT

models are fully compatible with
the llgs.
The LaserWriter IINTX is the

personal computer industry's first
available Motorola 60280-based

laser printer.
It is claimed to meet the high

performance, high volume needs
of workgroups and is also cap
able of sophisticated text and

Print centres plan
A PURCHASING agreemem to
install desktop publishing systems
based on the Macintosh has been

signed between Kall-Kwik Print
ing Centres and Apple UK.

Under the terms of the contract.

Kall-Kwik's 140 franchised print
ing centres will be able to buy
DTP systems for design, illustr
ation. page layout and printing.

The systems will be based on
the Macintosh SE with internal

20Mb hard disc. Apple LaserWr
iter Plus, selected Apple and third
party software, and a number of
downloadable fonts.

Kall-Kwik Centres will also be

UPGRADE

FOR

RAGTIME
DESKTOP publishing specialist
Heyden has announced that it is
to distribute the revised version of

the popular German package,
RagTime.
RagTime2 is a fully integrated

office tool which offers word

processing and spreadsheet func
tions along with powerful page
make-up facilities.
The package is now capable of

working in colour when used

able to support customers with
MSdos data files by adding the
Apple PC drive and card to their
suggested DTP configuration.
"The addition of Apple

DeskTop Publishing to our cen
tres' resources will provide a
wider range of artwork and
production methods, and greater
flexibility in terms of editing
capabilities", said Ian Bartlett.
Kall-Kwik's marketing manager.

Richard Bradley. Apple UK's
DTP marketing manager said:
"We see the agreement as im
portant as it will allow us to
penetrate the quick-print market".

agtinie''

with the Macintosh II. Heyden
(01-203 5I7IJ claims that the
graphics capabilities of RagTime2
are much more sophisticated
than the earlier version.

Price £.495.

graphics that are required by
design professionals.

Apple's general business prin
ter. the lINT, offers improved print
quality and more memory than
the LaserWriter Plus. It gives users
the versatility to perform a variety
of publishing tasks from corre
spondence to complex news
letters and presentations.

The LaserWriter lISC is a low-

cost, single user laser printer
offering 300 dpi full page text and
graphics-

It has 1Mb of ram and an SCSI

interface which provides high
speed data transfer capabilities for
fast printing and daisychaining up
to SIX additional SCSI peripheral
devices. Prices from £1,995 to

£4,495.

Data

transfer
WITH Dataware's Macstreamer

9-track tape system it is now pos
sible to transfer data between the

Macintosh SE, II, and other mini

and mainframe computers by
using industry standard tape.

Half inch tape has been the
tried and proven medium for data

storage, archiving and data
exchange for more than 20 years.
Dataware (0734 699688) says

that Its Macstreamer can read and

write IBM/ANSI compatible tape
formats at up to 1Mb per minute,
and can handle 7in or lOin reels

of tape.
Macstreamer comes as a

complete package, including tape
drive, controller, software and

cables. Price £3995.

Adobe's

choice
THE newly established
European subsidiary of
Adobe — Adobe Systems
Incorporated — has
appointed Jerry Byma as
managing director.
Based in Amsterdam,

Mr Byma wiM be
responsible for mar
keting, sales and
support of PostScript
products, Adobe Illus
trator, and Typeface Lib
rary for the Macintosh.

Biyth
Software

expands
PRODUCER of the Cmnis range
of micro database programs -
BIyth Software - has announced
that it IS to take on 22 extra staff

for Its sales department.
Niroo Rad, BIyth Software's

European sales and marketing
manager, said: "People arc the
lifeblood of any company; our
target is to recruit the right people
for these demanding but rewar
ding positions".
The company's success m

developing business software for
the Apple range has put it in a
strong position in the UK and
European markets.

BIyih Software has undergone
rapid growth since it first released
the Omnis database for (he Apple
II in 1982.

In 1985, Omnis 3, a relational

database for the Macintosh

appeared on Softsel's Software
Hotlist, the first time that a British

applications product had ever
achieved such a penetration in
the US market.

Fvbruoiy 1988 AI'I'IE USER /



Review

Getting started
PROLOG, the language, has been on main
frame computers since around 1970 and
exists in a number of rather different imple
mentations. In the early 1980s Logic Pro
gramming Associates produced Micro-
Prolog running under CP/M and this has
since migrated to 6502 based micros such
as the Apple II. as well as other micro
processor systems such as 8086/8088
MSDos machines and the 68000 basc"^
Macintosh.

On the Apple II, Micro-Prolog runs under
Prodos 8 and will run equally on a ll-t-, a He.
lie or llgs. If is loaded by running the SYS file
PROLOG, following which you are greeted
by the Prolog sign - on message shown in
Figure I.

Microprolog needs BASIC.SYSTEM to be
active, so you cannot simply make a
turnkey Prolog disc by renaming the Prolog
SYS file as PROLOG.SYSTEM. The obvious

thing to do is to create a Basic STARTUP
program which runs Prolog. This works
perfectly and I cannot quite understand
why It IS not already on the disc.

Micro-Prolog expects upper case input
and so on most Apples you must remember
to keep the Caps lock key down. However,
Micro-Prolog is characterised by an
apparent lack of faith by the authors in their
own product and so there are not one, not

David Stevens works out

with Micro-Proiog

on the Appie //

two, but three front-ends to the system,
each of which expects lower case input.
This can cause confusion to someone not

used to the system. For example in one of
the front-ends, the two commands list all

and LIST ALL will list the program but in
two entirely different formats.

Actually, I am being very unfair sug
gesting that the authors have no faith in
Micro-Prolog. A more likely reason for so
many front-ends is a desire to make it more
user-friendly, coupled with a wish to pro
gram something useful in Prolog.
Each of the front-ends, which go under

the names of MICRO. SIMPLE, and MITSI.

acts as a translator and consequently slows
the compilation and running of Prolog pro
grams considerably. However, they do
make writing, reading and understanding
Prolog much easier. Compare listings I. II,
and III which show the same program In
standard Micro-Prolog with the MICRO
front-end, in SIMPLE, and in MITSI.

Chris Colbourn, when looking at Mac-

Prolog V 2.0 In January's/1pp/e User, noted
that many users' problems with Micro-
Prolog were related to rather impoverished
programming environments on other
machines. Well, I'm sorry to say it. but the
Apple II version 1.3 comes In this category.
The only real help with programming is

that'when Return is pressed and you have
not entered enough right hand brackets -
the system prompts you with the number
outstanding. This is actually very useful
since Micro-Prolog is heavily dependent on
brackets. Anybody who is used to standard,
(Edinburgh or DEC type) Prolog will have
noticed from the first listing that Micro-
Prolog IS quite different. There is basically
only one kind of term in Micro-Prolog - the
list - and lists are enclosed in round

brackets with list elements being separated
by spaces.

Editing technique

The & prompt of Figure I indicates that the
supervising system is ready to accept a
command or a clause. The dot following
the & prompt is the keyboard read prompt.
Editing is accomplished by loading an
editor module, then Issuing the EDIT
command followed by the clause which

((diet is-soLution))
((diet legalise))
((diet transforns))

((diet opposite))
((diet is-peacefuD)
((diet safe-for-goat))
{(diet safe-for-cabbage))
((safe-for-eabbage (X Y Z X)))
((safe-for-cabbage (X Y Z x))
(opposite Z x)
(NOT EQ X x))

((safe-for-goat (X Y X Z)))
((safe-for-goat (X Y Z x))
(opposite Y Z)
(NOT EQ X Z))

((opposite N S))
((opposite S H))
((is-peaceful X)
(safe-for-goat X)
(safe-for-eabbage X))

((transforss (farner rows hinself) ((X Y Z x) to (y Y Z x)))
(opposite X y))

((transforms (farmer rows wolf) ((X X Y Z) to (x x Y Z)))
(opposite X x))

((transforms (farner rows goat) ((X Y X Z) to (x Y x Z)))
(opposite X x))

((transforms (farmer rows cabbage) ((X Y Z X) to (x Y Z x)))
(opposite X x))

((legalise 0 (S S S S)))
((legalise (XY) Z)
(legalise Y x)
(transforms X (x to Z))

(is-peaeefol Z))
((is-solution X)

(legalise X (N N N N))
(PP))

Osf/ng /• The Farmer Problem iri Micro Prolocj Pnci in Micro
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Figure /.
The MicroProlog
sign-on mcssnge

Apple micro PROLOG 3.1
(C) 1985 LPA Ltd

26922 bytes free

X is-solution if

X legalise (N N N N) and
PP

0 legalise (S S S S)
(XY) legalise Z if

Y  legalise x and
X transforns (x to Z) and

Z  is-peaceful
(farmer rows himself) transforns ((X Y Z x) to (y Y Z x)) if

X opposite y
(farmer rows wolf) transforms ((X X Y Z) to (x x Y Z)) if

X opposite X
(farmer rows goat) transforms ((X Y X Z) to (x Y x Z)) if

X opposite x
(farmer rows cabbage) transforms ((X Y Z X) to (x Y Z x)) if

X opposite X
N opposi te S
S opposi te N
X is-peaeeful if

X safe-for-goat and
X safe-for-cabbage

(X Y X Z) safe-for-goat
(X Y Z x) safe-for-goat if

Y opposite Z and

not X EQ Z

(X Y Z X) safe-for-cabbage
(X Y Z x) safe-for-cabbage if

Z opposite X and
not X EQ X

Listing H: The Farmer Problem in Simple



Review

needs attention. You then have the stand

ard Apple screen editing via the Escape key
sequences and the arrow keys, which is not
very exciting to say the least. After editing it
is advisable to remove the editor from

memoiy to Increase program work space.
On the positive side, programs are stored

as standard text files so you can create
them with a word processor, but then, on
the negative side, running and testing then
becomes a real chore with so many
changes of system.
The program mentioned above, solves

(with multiple, correct answers) one of
those logic problems which always appear
in kid's comics. This one is where a farmer

has a goat, a wolf and a cabbage on one
bank of a river and he can either row

himself, or at most himself and just one
possession, across the river in a single pass
age and yet he wishes to get himself and
all three possessions across.

Unfortunately he dare not leave the goat
with the cabbage nor the wolf with the
goat. How does he do it?

Well. I could never solve that type of
problem without a lot of pencil and paper.
Yet this program, which Is based on one
described by Tom Conlon in Learning
f^icro Prolog (Addison-Wesley Publishing)
can do it quickly. It is worth noting that this
book which Is considered by many to be a
very good introduction to Prolog is written
entirely around SIfVlPLE. and this Apple
Micro-Prolog implementation of it comp
lements the book very well as a teaching
tool.

The other two front-ends are not so well

known, although there is a book called
Micro-PROLOG RulesI which concentrates

on MITSI. Indeed, if you want to know

Is-soLution :

legalise :
1  0 legalise (S S S S)
transforis :

1  (farner rows himself) transforms ((X Y Z x) to (y Y Z x))
if

if

opposite if

2  (farmer rows wolf) transforms ((X X Y Z) to (x x Y Z)) if

if

opposite if

3  (farmer rows goat) transforms ((X Y X Z) to (x Y x Z)) if
if

opposite if

4  (farmer rows cabbage) transforms ((X Y Z X) to (x Y Z x))
if

if

opposite if

about MITSI you more or less have to buy
the book because the manual which

comes with Micro-Prolog tells you very
little. The manual is. by the way, very con
cise and quite difficult to understand If you
don't already know Prolog.
The drawback with using the syntax

simplifying front-ends Is that after loading,
for example SIMPLE, there is only about I2k
of memory left in which to put a program
and so the tracing/debugging utilities
which are provided on disc are almost
impossible to actually use. This is a pity
because Prolog is memory hungry in oper
ation and a very small programming slip
can easily cause programming execution to
cease for that reason without any easy way
of finding out where or why.

Pros and cons?

Without the front-ends in operation there is
about 26k of program space available,
which IS very much better for debugging
and tracing - but of course you have lost
the simplicity of their programming syntax.
Fortunately, a program created under a
front-end will still load and run under

Micro-Prolog itself, but the syntax is very
different in appearance and as such Is
rather confusing to a beginner.

Micro-Prolog has a number of built-in
programs. These cover functional areas
which comprise arithmetic and string oper
ations. input and output to disc and serial
ports and printers (if you have them), data
base operations and the handling of logical
operators. There are in-built primitives for
cursor handling, lo-res graphics, and con
trol of the Apple soft-switches and Joysticks.

opposite :
1  N opposite S
2  S opposi te N

is-peaceful :

safe-for-goat :

safe-for-cabbage :
Listing III:
The Fatmer Problem

in MITSI

To people versed in the ways of impera
tive programming - that is using "normal"
sequential languages such as Basic. Pascal
or Fortran - the arithmetic of Prolog may
seem limited in some senses, but very pow
erful in others.

I do not want to get into a description of
Prolog but you can. for example, not only
ask what is the sum of two numbers (as in
other languages), but also ask what
number .has to added to a particular
number to give a particular sum. This may
not be greatly useful - you can with a
minimum of thought do the same in Basic
- but look again at the listings and the
problem as posed. Can you program Basic
to handle that? Of course you can, but it
will take quite some time.
To me this Is the nub of the problem of

programming in Prolog. The farmer prob
lem posed above is interesting to solve, but
you can do it with pencil and paper, and
having done it you do not need to do it
again. A computer program Is only worth
writing if it can be used over and over again
to save time in the long run or to give
pleasure for a long time as with a game.
Hence, word processors are veiy useful

programs, spreadsheets are very useful,
data bases are useful and graphing pro
grams are very useful. (Little Brick Out is
also useful!). The farmer problem, as a pro
gram. is not useful - except as a teaching
tool.

Prolog can of course be used to write
useful programs. These consist of data
bases of facts and rules about those facts

which may be interrogated to provide
answers which may not have been
immediately obvious to the user because of
the sheer quantity of data available. It must
be clear that such a program is never going
to run on Micro-Prolog because of the
memory constraints of the system.

Micro-Prolog, then, is not going to be
useful for writing useful programs. It is.
however, very useful for teaching the con
cepts of programming in Prolog and. per
haps more importantly, for teaching
concepts of logic.

If you are interested in learning about
Prolog and the questions it can raise in your
mind then LPA's Micro-Prolog is well worth
considering. On the Apple II it is very similar
to Micro-Prolog on other computers, which
could be important if you need to use
machines in different places. It is even simi
lar to the basic system on the Macintosh -
but not. alas, the full blown MacProlog
described last month.

Product: Micro-Prolog from Logic Program
ming Associates wuh SIMPLE and MITSI as
front ends.

Price: £65

Requirements: An Apple II series computer
with at least one disc drive and preferably
an 80 column card or built-in equivalent. A
11+ should be fitted with a I6k language
card to run Prodos.

Supplier: Logic Programming Associates.
Studio 4. Royal Victoria Patriotic Building,
Trinity Road. London SWI8 3SH.

Tel: 01-871 2016
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mean. Figure I shows the four main short
cut keys. The marked short-cut keys are in
exactly the same position as on the old
128k Mac keyboard: "Clover" is used to
describe the key sometimes called the
"Function" or "Command" key.

Let's start with what must be one of the

oldest Mac programs still in regular use -
MacPaint. Originally supplied (together
with MacWrite) free with every new Mac
intosh, it's still popular over three years later,
even though subsequent programs such as
FullPaint and Superpaint have greatly
improved on it.
The principal advantages of MacPaint -

apart from the fact that, for most, it was free
- are the small amount of memory it needs

FullPaint and Superpaint
improved on it.
The principal advantages

^  apart from the fact that, for rr
- are the small amount of m

Software

shortcuts
Duncan Langford

explores the realm

of the Mac's

undocumented features

LAST month I gave some hrnts on the oper
ation of the Mac's Finder, and promised
that this time I would bring together
shortcuts and undocumented features on

other programs released by Apple for the
Macintosh,

Incidentally, although the phrase
"undocumented feature" is usually used by
programmers to describe a program bug.
I'm using it to mean the opposite!

Before the shortcuts themselves, a

repeated word about the keyboard. As I
said last month, most users probably have
either a MacPlus or a Mac SE, where keys
are labelled. But to make sure that when I

mention a particular key it's clear which I

to operate, making it easy to use with the
Switcher, together with the excellent qual
ity of its ImageWriter "Final" printing mode.
The printing is so good that I'd suggest

even for those with later paint programs
that it's well worth while importing a pic
ture into MacPaint for a test printing. You
could well be surprised at the improvement
in quality.
To draw a box or circle, the relevant

shape is of course chosen from MacPaint's
menu. But, if you'd like your shape to be
drawn in the currently selected pattern,
rather than black, just hold down the
Option key while drawing.
When drawn, it's possible to resize the

shape. First select it with the rectangle - the
famous "marching ants" display - then
move the cursor to the edge of the selected
box, when it will become an arrow. Hold

down Clover and click-drag in the required
direction. Dragging inward makes the
shape smaller, outward, larger (see Figure
II). Should your shape contain a pattern, it

IDh -— K»'g rnps - —=— -

SHlFTv^ iiir

H'
OPTION i ll

1 |2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0|-|»|
q iue r t y u l o p | I | 1
_a $ d f gh j k | I | ; | '
ZH c u b nm , / 1  I 2 3 III

0  . □ 111

COMMAND (Clover)

Figure I: The four rmm shortcut keys

will remain undistorted if Grid has first been
selected from the Goodies menu (see
Figure III).

To move an object, it's selected with the
rectangle or lasso, and click-dragged from
inside the box. Sometimes, however, the
object is too small for accurate positioning
- the cursor arrow itself may cover up the
object.

In these circumstances, try selecting with
the lasso and moving the cursor away from
your object, to the bottom edge of Mac
Paint's drawing window. There's a position
about two pixels up from the lower edge of
MacPaint's display window where the
cursor will change from the lasso to an
arrow: Click-dragging will then move your
object, wherever it may be located on the
screen (see Figure IV).

While your object is selected by either
the rectangle or lasso, multiple copies of it
can easily be made. Simply holding down
Option while click-dragging the object
clones a single copy (see Figure V), while
holding down Option Clover allows mul
tiple copies. The speed of dragging controls
the number of copies (faster = fewer),
while the currently selected line width
determines the extent to which multiple
copies are offset from each other (see
Figure VI).

As always in MacPaint, holding down
the Shift key constrains movement in either
the horizontal or vertical direction, depen
ding on which you first choose.

The spray can has always been one of
my favourite tools, but it was only compar
atively recently that I found it is possible to
spray beneath objects already on the
screen, by holding down the Option key
while spraying. This also works with the
brush, incidentally.

Finally, MacPaint has several admittedly
unfriendly aspects. One of these which
may be useful - if not done accidentally - is
to hold down Clover while Quitting the
program. This automatically ejects discs
from internal and external drives, and gives
the Mac a cold reboot.

MacWrite
The other program introduced with Mac
Paint was. of course, the word processor
MacWrite. Later word processors such as
Microsoft's Word or Write Now have unfor
tunately left MacWrite far behind, but as a
lower-level processor there is still some life
left in the program.

Most new text processors make a feature
of mixing words and graphics, allowing
text to 'run around' an illustration.

This effect can be obtained with Mac-
Write. by creating the text/illustration com
bination in MacPaint, and moving it over
via the Clipboard. The principal point to
watch in creating this blend is careful
matching of type, to ensure that there are
no unsightly gaps or duplications.

For this reason, it's best to leave adding
Che illustration until the text part of your
document is complete, and to add new
illustrations only after the text has been
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m.&XI

I
Figure II: Resizing using Command+chck-drag
on the selection rectangle

Goodies

^ rile Edit Goodies Font FontSIze Stijte

Figure IV: Movmg a selected object from the bottom of fVacPamt's
window. The cursor has changed to an arrow, even though the selected
object is nowhere near. Click-dragging will now move the object

■/Grid

FatBIts 9€F
ShOLU Page XS
Edit Pattern

Brush Shape
Brush Mirrors

Introduction

Short Cuts
Figure III: Selecting Grid
will ensure a pattern
remains undistorted

dupllcBtes

m

adjusted around earlier Insertions,
Before I'm drowned in a chorus of

reminders, I am aware of the major diffi
culty that Paint illustrations inserted into
Write documents usually appear paler than
the surrounding text when the document is
printed by ImageWnter, This is because the
special printing formula of MacPaint, which
I mentioned earlier, obviously isn't present
Inside MacWrite.

However, the DA called FixPic, by
Michael Casteel (see Figure VII) resolves the
problem. Selecting this DA while your illus
tration is held on the Clipboard will auto
matically convert it to "high density" dots,-
so that it no longer stands out.

In using MacWrite for the entry of text, it
can be useful to remember that letters or
words deleted with the Backspace key can

Figure V: Option+chck-drag will clone the selected object

be restored by Clover-f-Backspace. Charac
ters deleted are stored in a 50-character
buffer, which can not only restore text acci
dentally removed, but also be used to move
text from one location to another.

Text and fonts
Selecting larger areas of text is done by
click-dragging over it. Should you wish to
select even larger areas, though, this can
easily be done by clicking once at the start,
then simply scrolling to the end and Shift-

clicking there.
I've sometimes been asked why page

numbers in MacWrite don't appear in the
same font as the rest of a document. The
answer is actually straightforward - page
numbers take their appearance from the
font chosen inside the Header or Footer
windows, when selected from the Format
menu - and these will always be set to the
default values. If you set a different font for
your document, you will need to reset it
inside your header and footer windows,
too (see Figure VIII).
MacProject is an Apple program which is [>

duplicates

Figure VI: The effect of using Command+Option-hdick-drag

FIkPIc - uersion 2

by
Michael A. Casteel

FIkPIc lets you print MacPaint (bitmap) Images in
Maclilrite documents uiithout the usual gray
appearance.

Select 'Conuert Clipboard' Just before pasting the
picture Into your MacUlrlte document.

® 198S by Michael R. Casteel

Permission Is granted to copy,
for non-commercial purposes.

Figure VII: The FixPic DA "about" screen
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(fc File Edit Search Format Font Style

L^-1-..i . r. ■ ■ 1 ■ 1
El SI 0 6 lines/Inch
Although the rest of the document is printed in New York 14, unless reset
independently the Header is still printed in the default font - Geneva i 2.

* File Edit Options

Finished. No repair necessary.

Uolume: MacUlhte

default font - Geneva 12. Although the rest of the document is

printed In New York 14, unless reset independently the Header is
still printed in the default font - Geneva 12.

Figure VIII: The Header window in MacWriie. Note that although the
main body of text - visible under the Header window - has been set in
New York-14. the Header itself is still set to the default ofOeneva-12

< perhaps not as widely known as it should
be, but here are a couple of tips for it
anywayl
Moving quickly from the Task Info

window can be done by pressing the Tab
key. which will present a Task Info window
containing duration and resources for your
new task - the first blank is automatically
selected. Hitting Tab again moves the
insertion point to the next blank, or to the
first task, should you be in the last blank.

26/11/87 .11:17:08 PH: $cc^'•noir>g b*giv>.

Ch4cklr>9 4Uk void**.
Ch«ckln9 8Tr««.
Checking ixiani flit.
Checking catolog BTr4«.
Chtckkng catalog fll«.
Checking cdtolog hl«rorchg.
Chacking uoluoia Info.
Seavanging taralnatad.

26/11/67 11:17:11 PH: Scovtnging andad.

Figure IX: Disc First Aid. The lower window is additional
information displayed after Clover+S has been invoked

Dependency boxes

Adding a dependency box is easily done by
drawing a dependency line from the centre
of any existing task or milestone box out
ward to the right: When you release the
mouse button, a new task box the same

size as the original will be drawn auto
matically - the new box is dependent on
the task from which you started the depen
dency line.
To simulate cursor key movements in

MacTermlnal, hold down the Option key
and click in the position you would like the
cursor to be: MacTerminal will then trans

mit the necessary key sequences to the
mainframe computer.

Apple's Disk First Aid - supplied on new
System/Finder discs - I've found teaUy
useful, particularly a month or so ago when
my Mac had a period of ignoring some
disks. As the program is almost totally auto
matic I had a problem finding a tip,
although I eventually discovered that if you
press Clover-hS afrer selecting the disc to be
repaired, additional information on the
repair process is displayed (see Figure IX).

Fonc/DA Mover is a useful tool, too, and

I've sorted out a couple of tips which may
add to its usefulness. Keep in mind that
although Font/DA Mover always displays
Fonts when first started, holding down

Rlign Objects:

O l-BFt Sides ® L/R Centers O RIgtit Sides
OTops QT/BCenters OBottoms

Option when running the program will dis
play DAs instead.

Perhaps the most profitable tip for this
application, though, is to try holding down
Option while clicking Open from within
the program. This will display all files
having resource forks - which in this case
you can take to mean all files into which
fonts and DAs may be installed.

With this tip, it is possible to install DAs
which are specific to a particular appli
cation into the application itself, rather than
having them always in your DA menu.
Fonts may be chosen and installed in a
similar way.

Holding down Option when closing a
DA or font list will automatically eject that
disc, while holding down the same key -
Option - when leaving Font/DA Mover will
eject all discs except the one with the cur
rent System/Finder.

MacDraw

Finally, some MacDraw shortcuts. Centring
can be a frequent headache, but it's easier
with these two tips: To centre an object -
perhaps on a particular spot - first select
and cut the object, click on the spot where
you wish the centre to be, and paste, Mac-
Draw will automatically centre the object
into the position you have chosen. To

centre text in a box, Shift-Click to select

both the box and the text, then go to the
Arrange menu and choose Align Objects,
with either [7R for horizontal or T/B for ver

tical centring (see Figure Xj,
To capitalise the first letter of every word

in selected text, incidentally, try going to the
Style menu and choosing Title.

Triple-clicking with the text tool will
select a paragraph block of text, by the way
- the only use of triple-click I foundl

Still on text: To wrap pasted text within an
area, createyour rectangle and, before pas
ting text into it, type a "space" - or any key,
actually. Then paste in your text, and Mac-
Draw will wrap it exactly to the size of the
rectangle (see Figure XI).
A last point. After drawing an object, it

may be automatically redrawn on another
location by simply holding down Clover,
and clicking on the new location; This
operation may be done several times.
When Clover (and mouse button) are finally
released, all the drawn objects will be auto
matically selected.

It's not really a tip, but I have found that,
with MacDraw particularly, it pays to
repeatedly save your work, just in case of
trouble with the program.

I hope that these shortcuts will be of
help: Do let me know if you would like
more - perhaps on applications from out
side Apple. ^

< File Edit style Font Loyout Rrronge Fill Lines Pen

.. to wrep posted text within on oreo, creote your rectangle
and, before pasting text Into It. type a 'space' - or any key,
actually. Then paste In your text, and nacOraw will wrap It
exactly to the size of the rectangUj

.. to wrap pasted text within an area, create

your rectangle and, before pasting text Into It,
type a 'space' - or any key, actually. Then paste
In your text, end MacOraw wl11 wrap It exactly

Figure X: Using Ahgn
Objects from the
Arrange menu in
order to centre text Figure XI: Wrapping pasted text within an area
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WOULD you like to be able to switch on
your Apple 11 and have your favourite pro
grams ready to run within two seconds?
On a 512k Apple ligs, AppleWorks 2.0,

which automatically loads most of the pro
gram into the extra memory, takes 45
seconds to start up from floppy discs or 28
seconds from a 3.5in disc. But with Cirtech's

PROMDisk Adaptor, you can have the
AppleWorks main menu on screen within
two seconds of switching on.
The PROMDisk Adaptor is a piggy-back

board for Cirtech's PlusRAM-gs2 or gs8
cards which fit into the memory expansion
slot of the Apple llgs. (Reviewed in Apple
User. September 1987). The PROMDisk
Adaptor comes with at least 64k of low-
power high-speed CMOS static ram which
can be expanded up to 256k.
The board also has a small rechargeable

nickel-cadmium battery which acts as a
built-in power supply to the CMOS chips
when the machine is switched off. While

the machine is switched on, it auto

matically recharges the battery and supplies
the power to the CMOS chips. Once fully
charged, it can supply the full 256k with
power for about two months.

Installation

Fitting the board is easy, though the
manual has the usual warnings about dis
charging static electricity from your body
before handling the board and, of course,
switching the machine off before installing
Che card.

There are two ways of using the memory
on the PROMDrsk Adaptor; As a rom disc -
which acts in much the same way as a ram
disc - or as addressable memory, ranging
from address SFO/0000 to SF3/FFFF. Few

current programs make use of this range.
For example, AppleWorks 2.0 does not use
it as desktop memory.
To use the memory on the PROMDisk

Adaptor as a rom disc, you must install the
PROMDisk Driver. You need do this only

Aide memoire

for your Apple
Faster access and more

memory — Geoff Wood

looks at some recent

add-ons for the Apple II

once, unless the PROMDisk is erased by
disconnecting the battery.
The PROMDisk Driver is a program on

the disc that comes with the PlusRAM-gs
card. All you have to do is to boot up the
disc, press P followed by I and then cold
start the machine. You must then format

the rom disc with Prodos or another suit

able operating system.
You can then copy programs and files to

the rom disc, up to the limit of the memory
available. With AppleWorks 2.0 in the 256k
of memory, there is still 70k available for
other programs or files.
You can write-protect and write-enable

the contents of the rom disc by using a
toggle in the PROMDisk Driver program -
some programs such as AppleWorks do not
work if the disc is write protected.

Alternatively, you can enter the monitor '
from Applesoft Basic with Call-i5I, then
type FO/OOOC:OI to write-protect or FO/
000C:00 to write-enable the rom disc. Write

protection is limited to write-attempts
through the smart port. If the program
crashes, it may corrupt the contents of the
rom disc.

When you install the PROMDisk Driver,
all the memory on the PROMDisk Adaptor
Is automatically assigned to the rom disc.
This is used by Prodos, Pascal 1 ,3 and
Cirtech's CP/M Plus as an ordinary disc

drive. You can use the same commands

with the rom disc as you would with a disc
drive or a ram disc.

The control panel program of the Apple
llgs normally assigns slot 5 as the smart port
which acts as an interface for storage
devices such as the Apple 3.Sin and 5.25in
drives, and the ram and the discs. You can

use the Control Panel Program to choose
which smart port device to start up from.
Depending on the configuration of your

llgs, the smart port assigns certain unit
numbers to the devices connected to it. For

example, if the rom disc is the start-up
device, it will be unit i, If you have also set
a ram disc, this will be unit 2, The first 3.Sin

drive will be unit 3: Any other drives will be
units 4 to 6.

If the ram disc Is the start-up device, it
will be unit 1 and the rom disc will be unit

2. If the 3,Sin drive is the start-up device, it
will be unit I, the ram disc will be unit 2

and the rom disc will be unit 3.

Translating the unit numbers into slot [>

I ■ A f*

The PROMDisk .iclaptcr
oiggy-hPCks on to a

PiusRAM-GS card



Feature I

< and drive numbers can be tricky until you
learn the rules. Unit 1 appears as slot 5 drive
I. unit 2 as slot 5 drive 2, units 3 and 4 as
slot 2 drives I and 2.

If you have 5.25in drives chained to the
3.5ln ones, these will appear as slot 6 drives
1 and 2 - even if you have only one 5,25in
drive, drive 2 will be listed. In addition, the
Apple Filer program will show /RAM in slot
3 drive 2.

Pascal 1.3 and Prodos I were designed
for two disc drives so they only use smart
port units I and 2. Prodos 8 and 16 can use
the first four smart port units and any 5.25in
drives chained to the 3.5in drives. Cirtech's

CP/M Plus lets you use up to 8 units con
nected to the smart port. To use Dos 3.3 or
Pascal 1.2 with the smart port, you need
Cirtech's UniMate program.

At a price of £88, the 64k PROMDisk
Adaptor is a useful device, but you need at
least i85k to store Prodos and AppleWorks.
Extra CMOS static ram costs £24 per 64k so
the 256k PROMDisk Adaptor costs £160. If
you wanted to store only Prodos and
AppleWorks, a 192k PROMDisk Adaptor
would be required.
The board sits on the left front of the

PlusRAM-gs card so it prevents you from
using a long card such as the Cirtech Plus-
RAM card in slot 7 of your llgs. In practice,
though, you are unlikely to need both types
of memory card, especially if you have a
PlusRAM-gs8 card. There is sufficient room
to insert a smaller card such as the Cirtech

Z80 for CP/M Plus.

The main limitation of the PROMDisk

adaptor, apart from the maximum memory
size of 256k, is that you can't use it in an
Apple lie or II Plus.
A card which can be used in the lie and II

Plus, as well as the llgs, is Applied Engi
neering's RamFactor ram card [Apple User.
January 1987] for which an independent
power supply is available.
However, the RamFactor card uses

dynamic ram chips, not low-power CMOS

chips, so the power supply is in a box
outside the computer and it must be left
switched on when the computer is off.

In the event of a power failure, a re
chargeable battery in the power supply
retarns the memory in the ram chips for up
to five hours.

The RamFactor power supply is Intended
mainly as a precaution against power cuts
- which occur quite frequently in some
parts of the U.S.A. - and is hardly vital in
most parts of Britain

French card

Apple computers are very popular in
France. So much so that a company called
Thot Informatique has produced a memory
card called the Speedrsk, It is fitted with
either 384k or 1Mb of CMOS chips and a
small rechargeable battery. The cards can
be used in an Apple II Plus, lie or llgs. I
tested the 1Mb version and was very
impressed

Unlike the Cirtech PROMDisk Adaptor,
which can behave as a rom disc, the

Speedlsk behaves as extra memory which
can be used as a ram disc. After fitting the
card in the computer, you should format it
with Prodos and copy your programs and
files on to the card.

If you fit the card in slot 7 of your Apple
lie or II Plus, the computer will start up from
the ram disc. In an Apple llgs, you must use
the control panel to set the start-up slot.

There was no mention of Pascal in the

leaflet that came with the card, but I tried

out Pascal 1.3 and had no problems. There
IS a patch available to permit use of Dos 3.3
with UniDos.

The 384k card is about the same size as

an Apple Memory Expansion card but the
1 Mb version has a piggy-back board almost
the same size. This means that, in some

slots, the piggy back card may be almost

-kpplelpdate-

touching a card in the slot to its right.
For example, in slot 7 of an Apple llgs the

piggy back card seemed dangerously close
to the Apple llgs Memory Expansion card.
And if you fit it in any other slot, you may
lose some other function such as the

mouse.

I  loaded Prodos, AppleWorks, Apple
Writer, Sensible Speller and SuperCalc 3a
into the card, leaving 274k for further pro
grams. Using Allan Bird's version of Prodos
8 though, which, when you quit a pro
gram, displays a list of the system files on
the disc -1 could switch from one program
to another in a few seconds.

And with the Sensible Speller dictionaries
in the ram disc, it was easy to check all my
word processing whereas, with the pro
gram on discs, I tend to use it only for
important files.
The Speedisk card is ideal for large pro

grams that seem to take ages to boot. For
example. Paintworks Pius needs over 400k
of disc space and it takes more than a
minute and a half from the time you switch
on the machine to the time you can start to
draw or load a picture. With the program
and Prodos 16 in the Speedisk, it took less
than 30 seconds.

Always on call

If you want instantprograms for your Apple
lie, ll-i-, or llgs, this is the card for you. It's
much faster than any hard disc and it
means that you can switch off your com
puter, move it to another site, switch on
and instantly resume work where you left
off. Also, you can remove the card from
your computer and plug it into another
without losing the contents of the memory.
Of course, if you don't move your com

puter about and if you have very few
power cuts, you could leave your machine
switched on permanently. The extra cost of
electricity would be much less than the cost
of battery backed rom or ram, but you
would not have the other advantages of
these devices.

THE new battery back-up for Ram
Factor, RamCharger enables one or two
Ram Factor cards to retain their memory

contents even when the computer has
been switched off. The user can then

directly "cold-boot" from the RamFactor
so as to be up and running in two
seconds from power on.
From the same supplier comes

Pocket-Rockets, a 16k language card
with four chips for the Apple ll-h.

Product: RamCharger. Pocket Rocket
Price: £ . £79

Supplier: Bidmuthin. PO Box264, Harrow.
Middlesex HA3 9AY.

Tel: 01-907 8516

Product: PROMDisk Adaptor
Price: £88164k}: £1601256kl
Supplier: Cirtech lUKj. Carrie Road Industrial

Estate. Calashiels. Selkirkshire ID! 2BP.

Tel: 0896 57790

Produa: RamFactor Card (IMbj
Price: £319

Product: Thot Speedisk
Price: £339 1384k). £499 flMbl
Product: Ramfacior Power Supply
Price: £179

Supplier: Bidmuthin Technologies. Brent
House. 214 Kenton Road. Harrow. Mid
dlesex. HA3 8BT

Tel: 01-907 8516
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Gore galore in
the Netherworld

EVERY Apple owner must by now have
trodden the slippery slope of adventures at
least once, whether a straight text effort full
of tortuous puzzles or a sword and sorcery
offering of epic proportions. Certainly there
are enough around to choose from - the
problem is finding one that's worth the
effort.

SSI is stepping into the arena for a second
time with Gemstone Healer, the sequel to
Gemstone Warrior: I can't really believe that
disc-bound heroes can attract a cult

following, but presumably the company
decided that something about the mix was
right.

Packaging, as ever with SSI, is glossy and
sturdy, and the product is uncluttered with
gimmicks; Disc manual and that's your lot.
Still, what else do you need? In fact the
manual is a skeletal 15 pages, and once
you've subtracted the Instructions for non-
Apple owners, a not particularly well drawn
map and the obligatory scene-setting in
curly lettering, there isn't a great deal left to
go at.

Speaking of setting the scene, your aim
in life is get hold of the healing tool which
will restore the Gemstone of the title to

working status-yes, I know you repaired it
in Gemstone Warrior, but sticking the bits
together wasn't enough.

Needless to say, the tool is not available
from all leading suppliers, but is located in
"the nightmare that Is the Netherworld",
guarded by assorted demons, ghoulies and
things that go bump in the night. Also
needless to say, you don't get the chance
to turn the assignment down - it's Brave
Healer's turn in the barrel again.
Snide comments and the irrelevancies of

plot aside, the essence of any adventure is
playability, and Gemstone Healer scores
highly here. The Netherworld is not the
most straightforward of places, but it can
be approached on three levels - Beginner's,
Normal and Kamikaze. The three modes

are similar, but the more advanced ones

provide faster, hungrier monsters and less
reliable spells.
As if that weren't enough, the configura

tion of the Netherworld keeps changing.
The maze which comprises the playing
area is randomly generated at the start of a
session, although you have the option of
calling up an "old" pattern.

Whichever level you choose, mapping is
essential. That said, I hope you fare better
than I did - I'm not exactly in the Prince
Henry the Navigator class. However con
scientiously I drew my squares and charted
my graph paper, I still managed to get lost
all too frequently, and generally managed
to charge off on a course that took me off
the edge of the paper. To add to my prob
lems. the maze contains hidden doors

Product: Oemsrone Heeler

Price: £19.99

Requirements: Apple if with Applesoft ram.
II+, lie. lie

Supplier: SSI/ US Gold, Unit 2 + 3, Holford
IVay. Holford. Birmingham 86 7AY.

Tel: 021-350 3388

which can only be found by the suck-it-
and-see method.

But negotiating the maze successfully is
only one of parts to Healer. You've also got
a constant procession of monsters to dis
pose of or avoid, a succession of cryptic
messages to decipher and the eventual
healing to accomplish. This, incidentally, is
why you keep finding hammers and chisels
dotted around the landscape.

Control is byjoystick or keyboard: I opted
for the latter for more precise steering, but I
did lose quite a few lives getting used to
the spread of keys - a fumble or a moment
of hesitation can be fatal. I also opted for
the keyboard because my joystick seemed
only to function half the time - either that
or I'd misread the instructions.

To give a flavour of the play, you'll start in
an empty room, having created the maze of
your choice. This will give you chance to
get used to handling the keys, and time
spent here is not wasted. Once you're con
fident of your skills, and resigned to the fact
thatyou're wearing moonboots and a visor
and carrying a crossbow, head for the exit.
The odds are that the nasties will

immediately home in - bloodsucking
terrors, ghosts, skeletons or whatever. Most
can be despatched by your trusty crossbow,
eventually, though it does seem an odd
choice of weapon for the task in hand. You
do get a chance to swing a sword oc
casionally. but as only running attacks work
you'll probably be wiped as you charge in. I
was. Frequently.

Long range destruction is the order of the
day, as all the baddies will sap your life
force in close order combat and one, the

contagious shambler, leaves you with a
socially undesirable disease which will
eventually be the death of you. Or as the
manual cheerfully phrases it "if you do not
have the cure, you may find yourself in
trouble": Has aids finally made it to adven
ture land?

Survive this onslaught and you'll find
treasure, weapons, spells and other desir
ables lying around in chests and coffins
(though beware - coffins tend to have
occupants). You'll also find that dead
monsters leave the same goodies in their
wake, so it's always worthwhile to inspect
a corpse - though how a giant amoeba
manages to hide a hammer and a couple

of quivers of crossbow bolts about its
person beats me.
You won't be able to carry everything

you find, so learn to be selective. Extra lives
(to a maximum of the traditional three) are
worth having, but cluttering yourself up
with magic wands that freeze your oppo
nents isn't exactly essential.

In addition to your physical weapons -
always displayed to the right of the screen
(the scrolling map occupies most of the
remainder) - you have access to a variety of
spells and potions. So, anyone with an urge
to disguise himself as a skeleton, turn
invisible or obliterate all his opponents in
one fell swoop is well catered for.
Be warned though: The magic healing

potion, which restores active life, is very
easily confused with the vial of poison in
the heat of the moment. One nice touch is

the symbol used for "an ancient illusion" -
a floppy disc: I always thought there had to
be something else you could do with them.
As you'd expect, the game supports the

usual functions of save and resume, and

pause. Sound is very limited, but useful and
not annoying- though it can be turned off -
and the graphics are more than adequate.
My only complaint is that the manual could
have been a little more helpful, but trial and
error resolves most queries.

In several (real time) days of play I
amassed a great deal of treasure, explored
acres of maze and annihilated baddies in

their droves - and got no nearer to a sol
ution. Gemstone Healer is simple,
appealing - and totally addictive.

John Hickman >
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Listen to the rebel

yell . . .
<] ULYSSES S. Grant was one of the more

memorable generals thrown up by the
American Civil War, and one of the more

competent. This competence, however,
wasn't particularly in evidence at the Battle
of Shiloh. a bloody two-day affair that
claimed 25.000 lives and had the dubious

distinction of being the greatest battle
fought on the American continent,

SSI has chosen Shiloh as a com

plementary title to Gettysburg, and has used
the same elaborate - but very workable -
play system. All units that took part in the
action are represented, down to brigade
level, either by icon or figure, and the scroll
ing map which fills the bulk of the screen is
clearly drawn and sensibly shaded,
although a colour monitor certainly helps.
A major drawback with many simu

lations IS that battles can only go one way if
the players are halfway competent; There's
not really too much fun playing the
American role in a recreation of the Alamo,

however faithfully it's rendered, and with
the benefit of 20-20 hindsight, how many
gamers would launch the Light Brigade
down the proverbial valley?

Shiloh (here subtitled Grant's Trial in the
West) escapes this criticism. The battle is a
natural choice for a wargame. being a self-
contained affair - more or less a campaign
in Itself - and one which can go either way.
And the geography of the area involved
allows the battle to be confined to reason

able limits. About the only thing it can't
cater for is human irrationality - one unit in
the battle proper continued the attack after
taking 70 per cent casualties.
To set the scene. Grant, with an army of

45.000 supported by two gunboats, is
moving down the Tenessee valley with the
intention of securing the state. Ranged
against him is Johnston, one of the South's
best generals, with considerably less men
and recent Confederate defeats fresh in his

mind. As Grant has another 25,000 men
moving to join him. Johnston attacks
before the odds are too ovepArhelming,

Historically. Johnston almost got away
with It. catching Grant unawares and
almost pushing him into the river. Grant,
however, held on: Johnston was killed.

Federal reinforcements arrived in time and

both sides retired to lick their wounds.

Technically a draw. Shiloh proved to be the
turning point in the battle for control of the
west.

In the game - against jhe computer or a
human opponent - things can go very dif
ferently. Three levels of varying complexity
are offered, and main menu options allow
a considerable number of permutations on
these - varying ammunition supply, for
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example, and arrival of Federal reinforce
ments.

Control can be either from keyboard or
joystick, and there are options to fine-tune
the latter for maximum responsiveness.
However, given that this is not in any sense
a shoot-'em-up type game, speed is not of
the essence. With an estimated minimum

playing time of 10 hours, it's hardly necess
ary to hurl units around.

Graphics are competent, movement
smooth and sound thankfully optional:
There's a limit to the number of times you
want to hear a shell "whistle" past or a
volley of rifle fire rattle out. The "wait"
messages between turns and some phases
are spartan, but that's scarcely a major
criticism, and at least disc swapping is kept
to a minimum.

At the beginner's level - and you'd be
well advised to get some practice in here, at
least - you start with all units in the lo--
cations they held on the morning of the
battle. The battlefield is displayed on
screen. but SSI has also thoughtfully
provided the same map on paper as a quick

Punster always has
a word for it

CURIOUS title and even curiouser game.
Although Nord and Bert is from Infocom.
you could hardly call it an adventure.
Infocom quite rightly describes it as "inter
active short stories" as opposed to the usual
"interactive fiction".

The game is pure text right enough, but
Instead of one complete adventure, wfiat
we have here is eight vignettes. The link
between them is that the stories are all set

in the strange town of Punster and each
tale centres around a particular usage of the
English language.
The citizens of Punster have recently

been victimised by a series of odd happen
ings which have ground business to a halt
and played havoc with everyday life. The
plague, if such it can be called, seems to be
focussed around an area of the English
language.
The effects are widespread and bizarre.

For Instance, objects and even citizens have
been transformed overnight into weird
mutations of their former selves. In other

cases, what were once simple actions to
perform now require the use of old time-
worn phrases to accomplish them.

Your task is to unravel each tale and get
the town of Punster back to some

semblance of normality. With one excep
tion. you can play the stories in any order,
the exception being the one called Meet
The Mayor - you will only be allowed to
play this when you have completed all the

others. The program tests your knowledge
of the other stories before it will let you into
this final tale.

One unusual feature of this game is that
it has built-in help. Typing HINT brings up a
list of topics for that tale and by moving a
pointer to the desired topic, you can gain
access to one or more hints on that subject.

Typing HINTS OFF at the beginning of
the game helps avoid temptation since the
program will not then allow you to access
the hints for the rest of that session.

Another aspect unusual to Infocom
games is that no mapping is required. Each
tale is self contained and includes only a
handful of locations, all of which are stated

at the top of the screen. Typing the name of
the location takes you straight there.

Each tale is really nothing more than a
connected series of puzzles, all solved by a
particular use of English. Points are scored
for each solution - the number of points
possible varies from tale to tale.
Now to the tales themselves. In

Shopping Bizarre, you first find yourself in a
dessert aisle (note the spelling). Your way is
blocked by a broad-shouldered, dark
brown, adult moose chewing brown cud.
Type in the word MOUSSE and "There's

a sudden belching poof of smoke and the
odour of burnt chocolate". What you now
see before you is a chocolate mousse and
you have scored one point.

Elsewhere in the same tale, you'll come
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reference guide. To make life easier srili, it's
possible CO toggle between overview and
close up at any time.

Victory is achieved by gaining and
holding certain key positions, and by inflic
ting casualties. Simple menus allowyou to
move units, and have them fire, attack or

both. Decisions made and orders given, the
computer resolves the action, calculates
casualties, and Implements subsequent re
treats and advances.

This all takes time, with some 20 units
per side to agonise over, but the effort is
worth it: Factors such as morale, ammu

nition supply, casualties suffered and so on
are" all taken into account, and actions are

not determined by a simple throw of the
dice.

SSI has done an excellent Job of making
the simulation as realistic as possible, and
you very soon appreciate that careless
orders cost lives. Shiloh is not a game for
the gung-ho merchants used to space
invaders - pressing on regardless of casual
ties is suicidal, resulting in enforced retreats
at best and uncontrolled routs at worst.

And the fact that many enemy units can be
concealed iMtil you bump into them can
make life a little too interesting.
The battle Is fought over 15 turns - each

consisting of artillery fire, rifle fire, move
ment, melee and more movement - and at

the beginning of each a status screen dis
plays victory points gained and casualties
lost. The victoiy conditions are weighted to
favour the aggressive, organised player,
and sound tactics will usually win the day.

At the intermediate and advanced levels

the game is considerably more sophisti
cated, taking leadership and command
control into account and refining the detail
of the sequence of play. For the truly
dedicated, numerous tables in the manual

supply facts, figures and probabilities and
these repay careful study.

Shiloh IS not a game to fill an idle half
hour; It is a very well crafted wargame
simulation that will quite possibly spread
over several evenings, and f suspect many
wargamers will use the game as a basis for
tabletop battling.
And as such it will probably have a very

limited appeal. The pack blurbs that you'll
enjoy Shiloh "regardless of wargaming
experience", but the manual is less than
helpful to the beginner - a demo game,
explained step-by-step in writing, would be
invaluable.

The manual is packed with detail, charts,
maps and tips - but It does seem to be
aimed more at the wargamer than the
game player; It's not patronising, but it does
assume rather too much.

As historical simulations go. Shiloh Is one
of the best on the market, and the mechan

ics of play are superb. Wargamers should
make a beeline for it; Non-wargamers
should think very seriously about
broadening their experience.

Peter Walls

Product: Shiloh

Price: £19.99

Requirervenis: Apple II with Applesoft rom.
//+. He. He

Supplier: SSI/ US Gold. Unit 2 + 3. Holford
Way. Holford. Birmingham 86 7AY.

Tel: 021-350 3388
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across such such sights as a large block of
stationary (be careful, that's the way it's
deliberately spelt in Nord and Bert) and a
bear clause in the stationery section.
Nearby is a man in a dark tuxedo taxing
huge bites out of packets of cereals. Strange
is the right word for this game.

In Buy The Farm, you'll wander around a
barn, barnyard, road, stable, loft, field and
market trying to come to grips with the
many puzzles there. For instance, a tired old
dog sits in the road. You'll need to get him
to liven up a bit - well, you know what
they say about teaching ancient canines.
Cliches are the key to all the problems in
this little number.

Play Jacks sets you down in a one-room
house confronted by a really mystifying
contraption. This thing is sort of square, sort
of longish, with a fluffy ball at one end. Its
surface is made of thick cloth and it has a

movable strip of metal. A hand crank, a
water faucet and an electrical switch are on

different sides. Completing the ensemble is
a pair of sieeves.
What IS It? Easy - a jack of all traits. Think

of all the words beginning with JAC that
you can and you'll be on your way to
solving Play Jacks.

Eat Your Words finds you in the Teapot
Cafe where the waitress is doing her level
best to look busy. This vignette revolves
around plays on words connected with
food.

Looking at the food the unhelpful
waitress brings you reveals that it is "Just
desserts". Giving these to the waitress
causes her to perk up, thinking she Is about
to get a big tip. When she sees what your
offer really is she frowns and brings you a
pie (humble pie, of course). Eat it and
there's another point scored.
My favourite is Act The Part. This tale

places you as one of the stars of a fifties
sitcom. It's full of such dreadfully corny stuff
like knock, knock humour, pratfalls and
mane practical jokes. There's even a studio
audience who giggle in anticipation and
go into hysterics at each development.
Shake A Tower is all about spoonerisms.

You know, the sort of transposition of let
ters made famous by the good Dr Spooner
- "You have tasted a worm's work", "Leave

on the town drain", and "We will now sing
Kinkering Kongs".
Manor of Speaking is a guest house

whose attic is below the first floor and

whose rooms are possessed by the warped

personalities of former occupants. One of
the rooms is called The Doldrums, a mas

sive, still-aired chamber whose centre is a

vast wasteland blending into a grassy plain
that spills over a chasm.
Above the cliff hangs a shapeless cloud

through which a line of sheep arc jumping
in slow motion. Repeat a word or
command in this room and the chasm

yawns. As you can see, not much is hap
pening in the Doldrums, but you can
always counr sheep or watch the grass
growing.

Nord and Bert comes with a book of

delightful and original Kevin Pope colour
cartoons which illustrate the various types
of wordplay used in the stories. Jeff O'Neill,
author of Ballyhoo, wrote the game.

Nord and Bert is a unique game and
Infocom IS to be congratulated for taking
this innovative step. The game offers intel
ligent stimulation and the beaut>' of it is
that each tale can be completed in one
sitting, making it ideal for an evening's play
with family or friends.
Many adventurers will enjoy Nord and

Bert for the puzzles even though the game
lacks the atmosphere and escapism nor
mally craved by such players.
And because of its zaniness, originality,

mental stimulation and built-in optional
assistance, Nord and Bert should appeal to
a wider audience than that catered for by
Infocom's usual games.

Brillig

Program: Nord and Bert Couldn't Make Head
or Tail of It.

Price: £29.99

Supplier: infocom/AcrMsion. 23 Pond Street
Hampstead. London NW3 2PN.

Tel: 01-431 noI
>
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Flying high . . . it's good,
ciean, iethai fun

<! IF you thought Subiogic's graphics in Flight
Simulator were great, you'll love them in
Thunderchopper. If not, you'll at least know
what visuals to expect from this package, a
helicopter simulation from ActionSoft.
Though not as complicated as Flight

Simulator, Thunderchopper demands prac
tice to acquire the necessary skills in what is
probably as close as an Apple II gets to the
real thing.

Using a Joystick, I spent considerable
time on the practice circuit. Flying wasn't so
bad - it was just that I needed a new

A^ONPpH
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helicopter every time I landed.
Suspecting a faulty Joystick, I reluctantly

resorted to the keyboard. I improved my
performance within minutes and was soon
able to complete the course, earning
promotion from Pilot to Instructor and later
to Commander. However, a crash on my
first combat mission landed me back in

school.

The program offers five different games
- or missions - in addition to a demo mode

showing Thunderchopper on various
combat sorties under different conditions.

The lamentable lack of a landing demon
stration surely contributed to my collection
of severely bent helicopters.
The most important mission is Flight

Training. You sit Skyfox-style in a transpar
ent bubble in front of an initially confusing
instrument panel and attempt to fly
following a black line over green terrain.
You are expected to avoid contact with
mountains and to land on the helipads
appearing at spaced intervals. Your per
formance is evaluated and. if you were
good enough - you don't have to be per
fect - you may be promoted.
Your onboard computer periodically
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Product: Thunderchopper
Price: S29.95

Requirements: Apple II with 64k
Supplier: ActionSoft. 201 \A/est Springfield
Avenue. Suite 711. Champaign. IL 61820
USA.

Tel: 0101 217398-8388

feeds you information, but don't take it too
literally. When told to decrease altitude, I
dutifully obeyed expecting the instruction
to change as I descended: It didn't. The
result was another buckled helicopter.
The next mission is Rescue Alert, with

you searching for downed pilots, assisted
by your onboard computer, radar and said
pilots lobbing flares in your direction. Land
ing near the site of a crash is charitably
deemed a rescue and the grateful pilot
climbs aboard. Thunderchopper must be
deceptively roomy, as I had several pilots
aboard when I carelessly crashed at high
speed.

In Combat Alert, the third mission (not to
be tackled until you're confident at the con
trols) the craft is armed with a spiteful array
of weaponry which will allow you to take
out anything up to and including a tank -
sundry rockets, missiles and a machineigun.
All of which can come in handy as you are
quite likely to get shot at from the ground
and in the air.

Your computer tells you when damage
has occurred, and pressing the ? key reveals
its extent; fYlore to the point, you have the
chance to return to base for repairs if
necessary - an improvement on the usual
"three lives and you're dead" routine.

Combat mode is not for the trigger-
happy - choppers don't carry unlimited
ammunition, television epics notwithstand
ing, As you'll score points according to how
efficiently you use your firepower as well as
how many targets you destroy. It's worth
bearing in mind the manual's tactful warn
ing that machine guns don't do a lot of
damage to bridges.
A fourth mission, Armed Escort, is a vari

ation on the theme with you shepherding
troops and light vehicles home through a
guerilla-infested valley.
And if you've still got the energy, you can

try your hand at Rescue at Sea, retrieving
water-logged survivors from an ongoing
naval battle. A combination of the earlier

Rescue and Combat modes, this particular
set piece will test all your skills. Incidentally,
I  learned the hard way that helicopters
generally come off second best when
pitted against battleships.
Thunderchopper is supplied on both

5.25in and 3.Sin disc, and the neat 64-page
handbook is informative and interesting,
giving full game instructions but also
explaining the principles of real helicopter
flight and control. It is a mite heavyhanded
at times - "If a pilot Is on the far side of a
mountain he won't be able to see you" -
but generally it's clear and helpful.
Hours of entertainment here for

everybody - Just fly around honing your
skills or get a kick out of using them to save
lives. For us armchair warriors, there's
plenty of shooting and blowing things up -
all good, clean, lethal fun. □

Lew Norris

Gnome Ranger
heads for the Mac

GNOME Ranger is still with us, or
rather with us again. The Apple ii
version was reviewed in last
month's issue of Apple User, and
now the game has been released
for the Mac.

The heroine of the piece is ingrid
the gnome, an essentially well-
meaning young lady whose
friends, relations and neighbours
have dumped her a long way from
home.

Your mission, should you decide
to accept it, is to steer ingrid back
to the reluctant bosom of her
family, guiding her past a variety

of dangers, puzzles and so on.
The Mac version includes the

graphics sadly missing on the
Apple a conversion, and ifyou can
tolerate the game's trademark — ail
words beginning with N are spel
led with GN, as in go gnorth young
man - they're well worth a look.

Product: Gnome Ranger
Pnce: £ / 4.94(Macj. £9 95(Apple III
Supplier: Level 9. PO Box 39. Weston-Super-

Mare. Avon BS24 9UR.
Tel: 0934 814450



EVERYTHING
YOU NEED

TO KNOW
ABOUT

DESKTOP

PUBLISHING
The Desktop Publishing
Yearbook 1988 is an

invaluable buyer's guide
containing the most detailed
survey available of hardware, software
and services in the electronic publishing
field.

And there are clearly-written "how-to"
articles for both the newcomer to

Desktop Publishing and the experienced
user.

Articles cover single-user and multi
user publishing systems, publishing
software, laser and other electronic
printers, matrix printers, digitisers and
scanners, computer typesetting,
magazine and newspaper composition,
documents and forms creation, bureau
services, word processors, and many
other key topics.
This unrivalled reference source was

enthusiastically received by visitors to
the recent Desktop Publishing Show.
You can purchase your own copy for

only £2.50 (plus pStp) - a saving of £2.50
on the normal price. Simply fill in the
coupon and send it to the address
below.

ORDER COUPON

Please send me. .copy/copies of the Desktop Publishing

Yearbook 1988 at C2.50 each plus 50p p&p per book. (UK only/

□ I enclose a cheque payable to Database Exhibitions
□ Please debit my AccessA/isa card no:

Expiry
I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I date:

Signed.

Name.

Address-

-Postcode.

Send to: Desktop Publishing Yearbook, Database Exhibitions,
Europe House, Adilngton Park, Adiington, Macctesfield SK10 5NP. AU2

HllCKO COMPIJTKK
COKSUM'ANTS

UNBEATABLE
offers on

Macintosh SE
Macintosh Plus

LaserWriter
Apple IIGS

Trade-ins Welcome

*SPECIAL OFFERS*
AVAILABLE ON

APPLE II GS
BUNDLES

A
Authorised Apple and
LaserWriter Dealers

Level One Service Centre

'■ ''iWSkJS BarclayHouse, 151 Elliott St
8'ap Tyldesley, Manchester
■"■"■■"■■a M29 BEL

Tel: 0942-892818

OVERSEAS ORDERS
A SPECIALITY
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Review 1

Taking TimeOut

THE move to incerrupt-driven hardware has
prompted the production of pop-up pro
grams in almost every microcomputer
system in common use. They cover spelling
checkers, thesauruses, calculators, program
ming aids, clocks and calendars. In fact if
you can think of a use for one, I'm willing to
bet you can go and buy a version right
now.

On the Macintosh and under Prodos 16

on the ligs they usually take the form of
Desk Accessories, but life is not necessarily
interrupt-driven under Prodos 8 and
pop-ups only appear within certain appli
cations.

In fact, pop-ups really only appear within
AppleWorks, which probably says
something about the tremendous
popularity of that program. It also perhaps
suggests that there is a need for adding to
or improving certain aspects of it.
To date we have been offered

AutoWorks, MegaWorks, MacroWorks,
various desktop expanders and the Pinpoint
series of accessories.

Compatibility

Now, from the Beagle Brothers, comes an
integrated set of pop-ups, under the collec
tive title of TimeOut. The set Is prom
ised to be compatible with earlier pop-ups
but this is almost impossible to check, given
the tremendous number of combinations.

So I have, deliberately, only installed
TimeOut on an otherwise unadorned copy
of AppleWorks version 2. By the way,
TimeOut only works with version 2 and it

Lew Norris tests a new

generation of

AppleWorks add-ons

has to be the USA version - fortunately or
unfortunately, depending on how you look
at it, we in the UK have the USA version and

I guess that other English speaking coun
tries do too-

There is a whole range of TimeOut
pop-ups. To use them you do a once-and-
for-ail installation of TimeOut on a copy of
the AppleWorks startup disc (you can re
install if you want) and copy to it - or to
another, named disc - the pop-ups you
require.

Then, at any time within AppleWorks,
the key combination Open Apple+Escape
will bring up the master menu shown in
Figure I in much the same way as Open
Apple-I-Q brings up a menu of the desktop
files.

Menu selections are made exactly as in
AppleWorks and once made the pop-up
will load from disc and run. Or it will have

been loaded from disc at startup and have
stayed memory resident - if so configured -
and therefore is more quickly accessed
although startup time is longer.
The pop-up utilities presently available

cover file-handling, macros, data conver
sion, multiple font printing, graphing, spel
ling and sideways printing of spreadsheets.
They integrate nicely at the software,
tutorial and manual level, but there are one

or two niggles.
I decided to first install the FileMaster

(version 1 .0), believing that with it I could

File: timeout Eacape: Main MenuREVIEW/ADD/CHANCE

The move to Interrupt driven hardware has prcsnpted the production ot pop-up
programs In almost every micro-computer system In common use. They cover
spell ing checkers, thesau mlng aids, clocks and
calendars. In fact if yl lone I'm wl1 1 ing to bet you
can go and buy a versloni TimeOut Menu id under ProDOS 16 on the
Ilgs they usual ly take tt Is but l ife Is not
necessarily Interrupt dri
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Macro Compiler
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Now. from the Beagle Brothers, cones an Integrated set of pop-ups under the
collective title of TimeOut. The set Is promised to be compatible with
earlier pop-ups but this Is almost Impossible to check, given the tremendous
number of combinations.

Type number, or use arrows, then press Return 971K Aval 1

Figure I: The rmster menu
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move the other files around from within

AppleWorks. And indeed, I could, but - it
has to be said - not safely.

Frankly, the FileMaster is a good Idea,
but it could be better implemented and it is
not safe. It will lose the ends of files under

certain circumstances and several of the

files on the TimeOut discs will not copy
correctly. A good example is the Beagle
Brothers' picture from the SuperFonts disc
which changes from 9k to 5k in the process.

Inconsistent exits

The lesser niggles I have about FileMaster
are first its exit mode to AppleWorks which
is inconsistent with the AppleWorks and
the other pop-ups. After all, anyone familiar
with AppleWorks would expect to press
Escape - here, you have to exit via the
menu.

Second, there is no way of changing a
data disc from within FileMaster. I found

myself frequently having to move back to
the Other Utilities option of AppleWorks in
order to do so and then having to re-enter
FileMaster. This may be due to my inability
to remember the exact pathways to files,
but I'm sure that I'm not alone in this.

It would be better to dispense with the
ability of listing files on the current disc
(after all, this is in AppleWorks) and instead
make it possible to change discs in a
sensible way. Curiously, when copying
files, source and destination selection is
much better. Why not make it a general
option?

I cannot recommend FileMaster - per
haps in version 2 the bugs and niggles will
have been ironed out. FileMaster nearly put
me off TimeOut altogether because it gave
me such trouble in understanding why the
other pop-ups weren't working. As it
turned out, this would have been a pity
because they are generally much better.
Luckily I turned to Copy II plus, spotted
what was wrong and started out again.
Next I tried SuperFonts (version i.O),

which allows you to print from the word
processor, in a variety of fonts, sizes and
styles, to a range of printers. The fonts are
those from the Mac and Prodos 16 and the

discs with the package contain Courier,
Helvetica, Times, Geneva, New York and

Symbol in sizes from 9 to 24, with others
such as Los Angeles, Chicago, Monaco,
London, San Francisco, and Mobile in a

more restricted range.
There may be a slight problem here. All
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the TimeOut packages contain two
unprotected discs. One is a single or double
sided 5,25in and the other is a 3,Sin

duplicate. However, in this case there are
more fonts on the 3.5in than on the 5.25in.

So if you only have 5.25in drives you will
have to find someone (your dealer?) who
will copy the extra fonts to your format.
SuperFonts supports Apple, C-ltoh.

Epson, Integral Data Systems, fvlannes-
mann Tally, NEC. Okldata, Panasonic and
Star printers among others and Apple
Interface cards and ports along with CCS,
Dumpling. Epson. Fingerprint, Grappler.
Microtek. Mountain Computer, Pkaso. SSM.
Versacard and Videx interface cards.

SuperFonts will also print hi-res and
double hi-res pictures, or parts thereof,
within the text, although you cannot wrap
text around the picture. The system is quite
easy to understand and is well illustrated in
the examples given on disc.

At the start of the text you indicate which
fonts (held on disc) and which hi-res pic
tures (also held on disc) are to be used.
These are then loaded into memory and
the text IS printed. SuperFonts understands
AppleWorks print formatting commands

of using a font of twice the asked for size to
do the actual printing.

According to the manual, if the required,
double-sized font is not available the

normal size will be used. In fact a high
resolution print at half the required size is
obtained, properly formatted - compare
Figure IV with Figure III. This SuperFonts
"bug" should be left as a "feature" as it is
very useful for footnotes and picture cap
tions.

Good variety

Some of the fonts contain extra characters

(Figure V) and some maths symbols and
Greek are available from the Symbol font.
All fonts may be printed in italic, outline,
shadow or inverse and of course

AppleWorks' super and subscript,
underline, bold and line-spacing com
mands all work. In fact the only
AppleWorks Open Apple-fO commands
which do not function are Cl, PI. P2. LI, GB.

GE. PH and EK.

I recommend SupcrFonts. It is easy to use

Figuie II: Chicago
The moue to interrupt driuen hardware ha
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The move to interrupt driven hardware has
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aids, clocks and calendars. In fact if you can
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but life is not necessarily interrupt driven ui

S16on thelh

Figure III. Courier

and adds some of its own. These arc

included in angular brackets. The examples
in Figure II and III show a couple of the
fonts available.

A preview of the pages to be printed is
available on screen although on a colour
monitor it is diabolically difficult to read.
You can elect to print in draft, standard or

high resolution mode or in a 50 per cent
reduction mode. SuperFonts uses the Mac
intosh trick, when in high resolution mode.

and totally accessible from within
AppleWorks. There is no need to write the
file to disc, exit and run another program
and then return to AppleWorks. It will also
print from a given page to another,
something that AppleWorks will not do.
The quality of output is excellent and

with an ImageWriter is equal to that from a
Mac. I do wonder how long it will be
before a LaserWriter version comes out! The

only problem is that the manual does not

describe the variety of characters and sym
bols available. You have to set up and print
a file to find out. You can of course add

more fonts if you have access to Prodos
16/llgs fonts.
The next TimeOut application I tried was

UltraMacros (version 1 .3). This differs from
the others in that another install program as
well as TimeOut has to be run. This puts
the required macros into memory for
immediate use. In case you don't know,
macros are Just two or three-key combin
ations which can accomplish a wide variety
of tasks; A simple AppleWorks example is
ControH-L which switches underlining on
and off.

There are a number of default macros

and plenty of examples in the manual and
on the disc. In my opinion the most useful
default macro is Solid Apple-i-Delete which
deletes the character under the cursor.

Others allow the case of the character

under the cursor to be changed, and the
date or time to be entered. The date comes

from Prodos (it's the one you enter at
startup) and the time comes from a clock -
if you have one: If not you get 12.00.
Two of the default macros move the

cursor left or right through text to the next
space. This could be incredibly useful when
highlighting blocks of text for deleting or
moving, but unfortunately they do not
work in the highlighting mode. This should
be remedied - perhaps I will have to write
my own.

Mice welcome

As well as macros there other goodies.
Owners of a mouse card or a Ilgs can use
the mouse to move through text, cells,
records or menus just like using the arrow
keys and the mouse button may be used to
select from menus or to quickly scroll
through a file. I found this very convenient.

Another good idea is the Screen Preser
ver. If the keyboard or mouse have not
been touched for a while the screen will

blank. At a touch most keys restore it
without inserting anything.
The Data Converter allows data to he

quickly transferred between the spread
sheet and the data base. Incidentally there
IS a very good demonstration on disc of
macros, data conversion and TimeOut
graphing.

Your own menus may be created within
AppleWorks or you can use precompiled
macros called Task Files which arc saved as

system files on the startup disc and which !>

the mgue to inlerrupl dnuen Aordivore hot prompted ine production of pop-up proQromt in ouonj mirro-tompuier ijou ii likpig to tome
ocrott. met) couer tpollmq cnecitort, tnetoun, roicuioton. programming aidi, rlorki and caiendari in tort ii gou can inink of a uta tor ona
I m uiilllnq to Dot gou can go and Dug a uartion right noiu. On the Mac and under ProOQS 16 on me iiqi thog utuailg take tnc lorm oi Ofck
Rrietioript Put life it not naceitanig intarrupt drtuan under ProUOS 8 and pop-upt onlg appear untmn cariam epplireiiont.
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< may therefore be used from outstde (as
well as inside) AppleWorks to accomplish
specific, repetitive tasks.
Of course I have not yet fully described

the most powerful aspect of UltraMacros,
Che macros themselves, and so it is difficult

to comprehend how powerful this system
can be.

There are two pop-ups associated with
UltraMacros: Macro Compiler and Macro
Options. The latter allows configuration of

To avoid disaster and make life easier 1

have always wanted a command to restore
my default pathway. Now I have it and it
may be invoked from anywhere by pressing
just Solid Apple+D.

The precompiled macro to do this is:
D:<all><oa-q esc>5<rtn rtn>5<rtn

oa-y>/appleworks/files/<rtn esc eso
<oa-q><rtn>l

I produced it by recording my keystrokes
and saving it to disc so that it always loads.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuwxyz
D«£.§* <113(8)©™' ■VD0«±ii¥fta2nn/

■ ,.DAEAEEiniOOtOUUUi

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
AQ!ER0U6^aaaAp66eeliiin6666
i-.Vfa:A«»... AAOOD—"'^'-rOyY/

you have been warned!
Whether others on disc are as dangerous

I do not know - there are so many combin
ations possible. Even after losing half an
hour's typing I still like UltraMacros - I'm
just not going to use other people's macros
from now on. not even chose from the
author. Randy Brandt, unless I thoroughly
test them first.

Interestingly, there is one more option
available on the UltraMacros disc at install
time. This is intended as an advert for a set
of AppleWorks patches which may be
bought from the same author. What it does
IS patch AppleWorks so that Control+(ft'
may be entered from the keyboard.

You may remember that there has been
discussion in Apple User about this prob
lem. especially with reference to printer
interface control. Well, this patch works, but
only on a non-patched AppleWorks. In

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwiyz
ACENOUaaaaaaqeeeeminoooo ''t£S*^l3®©""'n.£0nnnn¥nnnQDn
!□□□□□ AACKEoe—"""Doy^D
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

the macro system and the launching of
Task files. The former compiles macros from
an AppleWorks text file into memory and
these may be saved to disc and used as the
default set from startup. It is also possible to
"record" macros directly from the keyboard.

A macro can use all possible keystroke
combinations but there is much more to it
than this. There are number and string vari
ables available, together with commands
(called tokens in the manual) to perform a
varies of "programming tasks".

There are too many options to describe
here, but to give a flavour of what is avail
able. you can input strings from the key
board. and wait for keypresses. There is a
repeat structure and an if-then-else struc
ture. Macros can be defined to work any
where within AppleWorks or be restricted
to a certain area.

Cursor commands

Any one macro can of course call others
and there are commands to move the
cursor around the screen. Macros can be

very useful in conjunction with other
TimeOut utilities: A good example on the
disc makes the setting up of SuperFonts
even easier.

One simple example of my own may
make things more obvious. I keep my word
processor files on an 800k startup disc in a
subdirectory, the path to which is
/APPLEWORKS/FILES/. Now every time I
look at another directory, which is often,
the data disc pathway is destroyed and
commands such as Open Apple-i-S will not
work properly and could even be danger
ous if I have multiple copies in different
locations.

Step by step the commands break down
like this. The D: governs the character to use
while <all> describes it as valid in all areas
of the program, and <oa-q eso is a quick
and nifty way of ensuring that you reach
the main menu.

I select option 5 (Other Activities) then
option I (Change current drive or Prodos
Prefix) with the two rtns. I select option 5
from this menu and issue oa-y to delete the
prefix which AppieWorks displays. I then
type my prefix and issue a <rtn>. press esc
twice to reach the main menu and use

oa-q to return to where I last -was within
the last file used.

As I said, this is just a simple example, but
it saves me a lot of time and wasted key
strokes.

Another thing that annoys me about
AppleWorks is the rigmarole of having to
press Return twice to start up. even though
the program automatically puts in the
correct date from the on-board clock. By
adding one more macro and creating a task
file called START.SYSTEM I can. not only
start the whole system without any key
presses. but also set up my default prefix.
The new macro is this:

J:<all : rtn : rtn : sa-D>l
Note that the last command of this first

macro calls my macro described above.
The only problem with macros is that

they can be too powerful I There is a file
called Macros.startup intended as an
example of creating menus and task files.
After compiling this the Solid Apple-i-up
and down arrows are deadly and all too
easy to use by mistake, especially on a llgs.

The cursor will move erratically around
the document, highlighting odd parts.
AppleWorks menus will then flash before
you and all your desktop documents will be
emptied. They still exist but in name only -

Figure V: Some
fonts contain
extra characters

other words use it first before installing
TimeOut and UltraMacros. Incidentally, it
comes back on my machine as if it has
failed and displays an apparent
AppleWorks error message, but It does in
fact worki

Consistency

I will cover the other TimeOut utilities next
month: For the moment I will say that in
general, and omitting FileMaster, the
utilities are good and consistent with them
selves and with AppleWorks. The only real
problem is that to be used at their best they
should be in memory and they can con
sume quite a bit (pun from a Christmas
cracker).

With the system described here (Figure I)
with each pop-up in memory I lose IBTk
from the desktop. Then SuperFonts needs
more memoiy for each font and picture at
print time and UltraMacros can use more if I
compile and use more macros.

Ideally you need an Apple Memory card
or Applied Engineering's expanded
desktop system (I have not been able to test
Cirtech's system). I think that the TimeOut
system is built around a llgs rather than a He
and the He could well be left behind, even
with a 394k desktop courtesy of Applied
Engineering's Z-Ram. □

Products: TimeOut vl.O - FileMaster vTO.
SuperFonts vl.O and UltraMacros vl.3

Supplier: Beagle Brothers
Price: £29.5!. £47.77. £35.60
Requirements: Apple He. He or Hgs running

USA AppleWorks version 2.0. preferably
with an expanded desktop.
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Holdens Computer Services '
where the Apple II lives on!

Yes it's just twelve months since the first shipments of Apple liGS reached us and many
patient Apple II customers realised their ambition to own the new Apple flagship.

For the Apple 11+ and lie
Used 400K Macintosh Disk Drives

Complete with Controller Card
£199.00

(With Free Copy 11 Plus & Paper Clip!)

Apple Fashion Watch
Quartz Movement

Water Resistant to lOOft

£25.00

PASCAL 1.3
Just a few packages available

Brand New with Workshop Binder
Apple Price £175.00

Holdens Special Offer £99.00

Used Profile Hard Disks 5Mb
Complete with Interface He

£350.00

SPECIAL

ONCE ONLY OFFER!
Apple IIGS 1Mb Memory Card

£100.00

SPECIAL OFFER!

Hands On - BASIC Programming
The interactive manual and disk for

learning DOS 3.3 BASIC programming
for Apple II series computers

£19.95

Apple He Colour Systems
Comprising:

Apple He 128K, Apple DuoDisk Drive,
KAGA12" Colour Monitor.

(All used but with 3 month warranty)

£595.00

(Few Only)

APPLE IIGS PUBLICATIONS
Apple IIGS Firmware Manual £22.95
ApplelIGS Hardware Reference 22.95
Apple IIGS Tech Ref Manual 17.95
Apple IIGS Technical Introduction 9.95
Apple IlGSToolbox Revealed 20.95
AppleIIGSProIX)S16RefManual 26.95
Inside the ApplelIGS 19.95

APPLE IIGS SYSTEMS
Apple IIGS Monochrome System
Apple IIGS, Monochrome Monitor,
Apple Drive 3.5 and Mouse £850.00
Apple lies Monochrome System 1Mb
As above but with 1Mb £950.00

Apple IIGS Colour System 512k
Apple IIGS, RGB Colour Monitor,
Apple Drive 3.5, Memory Expansion
Card with 256k and Mouse £1150.00

Apple IIGS Hard Disk System
Apple IIGS, Monochrome Monitor,
Apple Drive 3.5, Memory Expansion
Card with 256k, Apple Hard Disk 20SC
and SCSI Interface Card £1850.(X)

Apple IIGS Hard Disk Colour System
As above but with RGB Colour Monitor £2100.00

£950.00

£1150.00

flPlease

Add

VAT

To All

Prices

APPLE IIGS SOFTWARE

Deluxe Paint £89.00 P
Desktop Manager 79.00 1
Draw Plus 69.00 i;
Graphicwriter 109.00 1
Hacker 35.00 I

Mean 18 Golf 39.00 ;

Multiscribe 99.00 i;
Multiscribe Picture Manager 39.00 1
Music Construction Set 45.00 1
Notes and Files 89.00 i;
Paintworks Plus 39.00 :i
Paintworks Clip Art Gallery 25.00 ?

Printshop 59.00 i
Sensible Writer 89.00 5

Shanghai (Ma Jong) 35.00 ?

The Music Studio 39.00 i:
TML Pascal 125.00 i

TML Source Code Library 45.00 :i

Top Draw 79.00

VIP Professional 219.00 ;;

Visualiscr 89.00 :

Apple lie Enhancement Kits
Complete with Manual
Apple Price £60.00

Holdens Special Offer £39.00

LIMITED QUANTITY!
Used, Genuine Apple, 1Mb RAM Card

For Apple II+, He or IIGS. Just treat it like a disk
drive when using ProDOS or Pascal 1.3

£139.00

APPLE IIGS
Apple Hard Disk 20SC
Apple Hard Disk 40SC
Apple Mono Monitor
Apple RGB Colour Monitor
Apple SCSI Interface Card
Apple SCSI Peripheral Cable
Apple Peripheral Adaptor Cable
Apple Extra memory per 256K bank
Apple Exp Card IMegabyte
Apple Fan Kit
Apple Joystick
Apple IIGS Carrying Case

£895.00

1195.00

90.00

375.00

65.00

35.00

20.00

25.00

100.00

50.00

39.00

70.00

Naturally, we also sell Macintosh and LaserWriters - but then so do ordinary Apple Dealers!

Holdens Computer Services, 191-195 Marsh Lane, Preston, PR1 8NL. Tel: (0772) 561321 or 52686
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A real Lisp for Macs
LISP has been around since it was first

designed by John McCarthy in ) 957. In that
time it has undergone many changes, not
least because one of its virtues is that it is

infinitely extendable by the user: If there
isn't a function to do exactly what you
want in the way that you want it, you write
your own and incorporate it into Lisp itself.

For many years, every serious Lisp hacker
had his/her own personal computing
environment, usually written entirely in Lisp
and usually entirely unlike anyone else's.
This meant that Lisp programs were rarely,
if ever, portable from one Lisp system to
another.

But gradually certain universal favourites
emerged, mainly in the way of program
creating and debugging tools such as the
Emacs editor, the "break" facility and the
tracer and stepper.
Over the last five years or so, the

worldwide Lisp community has been
agreeing on a common core of Lisp func
tions, and in the process has sought to
rationalise and to generalise the functions
themselves. The result is Common Lisp, the
most intuitive, elegant and powerful ver
sion of Lisp ever designed. If a Common
Lisp system is implemented according to
the CL specification, its programs will be
totally portable to other similar systems.

Unstable

Existing Lisp implementations for the Mac
are Le-Lisp which seeks to impose a
European standard more like the outdated
UCI Lisp, Exper Common Lisp which
crashes too often to be seriously usable,
and Procyon Common Lisp, made in Britain
and far better than either of them (David
Betz's XLisp was never intended to be a full
Lisp).

Coral's Allegro Common Lisp has three
big advantages over its competitors: It is a

Tony Hasemer looks

at Allegro,

Coral's Implementation

of Common Lisp

complete Common Lisp implementation -
and none of the 775-odd CL functions are

left over for future upgrades or fail to work
according to the Common Lisp specifi
cation - it can survive many hours of
complex programming activity without
falling over' and it is fully and very smoothly
integrated into the Macintosh user
environment.

Included with the package is Guy
Steeie's 'Common Lisp: the Language,
which IS the manual for the internationally
agreed CL specifications as they stood in
1984. Coral has also implemented exten
sions to the standard as agreed since then,
and include an object-oriented program
ming system which supports multiple
inheritance.

Coral Software Corporation was set up
by researchers from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology - itself the inter
national Mecca for Lisp programmers - so
they knew what they wanted. Anyone who
has used Lisp on a large mainframe or (in
particular) on the Symbolics Lisp Machine,
will at once be at home with Coral's

Common Lisp.
The programming environment consists

of a series of windows. One of them is the

Lisp Listener window, a Lisp top level into
which your newly-created functions can be
"zapped" for instant evaluation and use. If
one of them doesn't work-as is usually the
case, of course! - you have at your disposal
an array of debugging tools with which to
analyse your code under actual run-time
conditions.

The remainder of the windows are

Emacs editing windows, in which you
write your Lisp functions, your program.
Once you've found the bug in your pro
gram, you go back from the Lisp Listener to
the appropriate edit window and cure it.

This run-edit cycle is the fastest method
of program development yet devised. There
is no waiting around for the system to re
compile a whole program, no obscure error
messages because the interpreter can't "see
inside" compiled code.

If you've written your Common Lisp code
according to a few simple rules - mainly
involving lexical scoping for variables-your
functions can be incrementally compiled,
and then decompiled on the fly if necessary
- say, while "stepping" through them in
search of a bug.

Significance varies

However, on most machines the window

arrangement is none too flexible. You move
from one to the other via control characters,

and yet the control characters themselves
may have entirely different significances
depending upon which window you are
in. Changing the sizes and the positions of
the windows can be a real pain.
But Coral has entirely integrated the idea

with the normal Mac environment. Not

only can you resize and reposition your
windows to your heart's content in the
normal click-drag way - it's a dream
environment on a big screen where you
can have half a dozen visible editing win
dows besides your Lisp Listener - but most
of the things you will most often want tcr
do, such as loading a new file, evaluating
all or a part of it. debugging it, checking on
the state of your global variables and so
forth, are all there on menus. Suddenly. Lisp
is no longer a teletype-oriented language,
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Figure ii: Another window, obtained from a
menu, displays the Fred editing commands
and the key-combinations which execute them
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but is as natural to use as the Mac itself.

Some advanced Lisp implementations
(the one on the Symbolics, for example)
provide a "top level editor". What that
means is that If, as so often happens, a top
level (Lisp Listener) call to your latest func
tion fails, and hence if you want to repeat
the call, perhaps with a change or two after
editing the function, you can simply
mouse-click on the failed call, edit it In situ,

and then re-execute it.

Allegro gives you a lovely way of doing
this. The mouse, of course, will put the
cursor where you like within the failed call.
Hitting Return will bring the entire failed
call to the bottom of the Lisp Listener
window, Just as though you had ̂ ped It
there yourself - former users of BBC micros
will know what I mean. Via the usual Mac

operations of clicking, dragging or
backspacing and reaping, you can correct
the call either before or after you bring It
down. A second Return then evaluates it.

But that's not all. Every one of the Emacs-
like editor commands works within the Lisp
Listener window. Zipping to the start or to
the end of a line, moving forward or
backward by one Lisp symbolic expression,
moving up or down via the arrow keys, are
all supported.

Calls accepted

Except for the fact that it will execute your
programs, the Lisp Listener window is func
tionally identical to any of your editing win
dows. In this respect only the hugely
expensive Symbolics can hold a candle to
Allegro Common Lisp running on our
beloved little Mac.

What's more, there is one essentially
Lisp-specific concept which Allegro han
dles even better than the Symbolics, and
that is the Inspector. In Lisp, programs and
data are the same thing - the same type of
object. Any function which requires argu
ments is quite happy to accept a call to
another function as one or more of its argu
ments. and the Lisp interpreter is smart
enough to do everything in the right order.

Similarly, actual data objects in Lisp can
get arbitrarily huge, and their slots may well
contain function calls rather than other data

objects. The Inspector is used to "dig into"
complex objects in a recursive way. so that
you can not only see what is in the slots,
but also make sense of what you find.

Allegro's Inspector initially puts up a spe
cial window in which each slot of some

chosen data object is described in terms of
what fills It. And each item is mouse-

sensitive, so that if some particular slot con
tains another data object or function, you
can click on it to get another window with
equally mouse-sensitive items in it. and so
on.

This is the fastest and most intuitive

method I have ever encountered for seeing
exactly what is in some hugely complex
data structure, and it blows the minds of
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our Lab's Symbolics hackers; They have had
to put up with non-mouse-sensitive textual
printouts for years.

Far from common

This is the point where I have to say that
Coral's product is far more than just
Common Lisp. It has full access to the Mac
intosh QuickDraw routines: Put hyphens
instead of spaces, write the whole thing in
lower case, and the name of any
QuickDraw routine becomes the name of a

working function in Allegro CL.
It took a colleague of mine, who knew

nothing at all about QuickDraw, about an
hour to write a full C-curve and Dragon-
curve drawing program, which we later
used at an Open University Summer School
to demonstrate recursion.

Allegro also gives you everything you
need to manipulate windows, menus,
dialogs and Macintosh "events" such as
mouse-clicks. You can, quite seriously, write
your own Macintosh applications in Allegro
Common Lisp without knowing anything
about C or Pascal. If you do happen to have
programmed the Mac in Pascal, there is an
extensive low-level interface for such pur
poses as calling Macintosh traps, managing
the memory, and sharing data between CL

Figure III:
The Inspector being used
rn invpsrigate the Lisp
objecr which creates the
Fred Editing window

and the Mac operating system.
Coral is currently prototyping some

add-on products for ACL. such as the
Dialog Designer, a ResEdit/MacDraw-like
tool to simplify the process of adding real
Mac interfaces to your programs. The com
pany is also planning to implement the
famous Flavors object system. These should
be available within the next few months,

but meanwhile ACL offers its own very
usable object system - complete with its
source code.

Object-oriented programming is very
new and very exciting. Instead of functions
your program consists of a series of
"objects". These are arranged in a hierarchy
of classes and instances (or parents and
children) and can thus "inherit" both values
and functionality from each other.

Pass the message

Any given object "knows" - because you
the programmer gave it the necessary abili
ties - how to do certain things such as
drawing a representation of a Klingon
spaceship at any desired point on the
screen. All you have to do is to "send it a
message" asking it to do so. If it doesn't
know how to. it tries to inherit default

values or methods from higher up in the i>
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<hierarchy. If It can't do that either, you get
an error.

For many tasks, once you've seen how to
do it with objects you wouldn't ever want
to do it any other way. For example we
wrote in Common Lisp a Prolog interpreter,
in which each each new Prolog subgoal
encountered became an object, inheriting
of course from an earlier object represen
ting the Prolog goal whose subgoal this
was, but having its own value-slots for
Prolog variables.
When the Prolog interpreter needed to

backtrack - a process notoriously difficult to
implement efficiently - the system simply
threw away all the now-redundant
subgoal objects. One of the real joys of the
program was the way in which it made the
sometimes confusing operations of Prolog
clear and obvious.

File Edit Eual
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Figure Vl; Much of the
working environment can

readily be customised
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Customised, naturally
Astonishingly. Allegro's basic Common Lisp
programming environment comes in a
single application which still fits com
fortably on to an 800k disc. You get the
usual personal initialisation file (Lisp isn't
Lisp unless you can immediately start
customising everything in sightlj run auto
matically at startup, and from it you can
load the various extensions to Lisp itself -
the QuickDraw routines, pop-up dialogs,
and so on.

Once up and running, this review copy
of Allegro needs around I Mb of ram. and
then of course you need room to run your
own programs. It will, only just but utterly
reliably, come to life on a Mac Plus, where
it runs incredibly slowly because of virtually
continuous garbage-collections - auto
matic freeing up of unused memory
pointers.

On the Levco Prodigy (68020. 4Mb) it
feels as though I had a Vax all to myself!
The release version will come in various

sizes, so that for example by being willing
to forego a few of the more esoteric facili
ties you could have a copy which will run
at perfectly usable speeds on your Mac
Plus.

One very sensible piece of marketing is
that the price of Allegro to educational
institutions will be very low Indeed, con
sidering how much you get. To get Allegro
firmly ensconced in the universities and
colleges, where of course most real state-
of-the-art Al research is done, strikes me as
a very smart long-term policy.

This IS a beautiful product, the one which
Lisp-hacking owners of Macintoshes have
been longing for. If you love Lisp, then
despite the probable conversion of dollars
directly into pounds you'll be glad you
bought Coral's Allegro Common Lisp. It's a
real Common Lisp, with a great many
extras besides. What more can I say?

Product: Allegro Common Lisp
Prices: full version. S600: Mec+ subset. $100-

Educ^tioncil discount. 50%
Publisfier: Frcrnz Lisp Inc. Berkeley. CdHfornui
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Figure V: The user can
control the format of all

screen printing

Professional
productions

LASERPAINT offers the opportunity to
Draw. Paint. Write and Paste-up - with
professional, camera-ready results -
from within one Macintosh program.

it offers the now "traditional" Mac
creative tools, but will also produce
autonatic four-colour and line-colour
separations on the LaserWriter or Lino-
tronic printers. Colour selection is based
on the Pantone Matching System.

LaserPaint can import low or high
resolutiom scanned images, then allow
resizing, tracing, cleaning and colour
enhancement, all the while retaining
output precision.

The program will accept pictures,
drawings or graphics from almost any
scanner that will save in a Paint (72 dpi)
or TIFF 1300 dpi) format. The image can

AppkLpdate

then be blown up to 300 or 600 dpi and
high resolution painting tools used to
enhance and retouch.

The image can be resized or cropped,
and output resolution can be 300 dpi.
1250 dpi - or higher. Alternatively, the
retouched image can be exported to
anotherprogram, such as PageMaker, or
integrated into a page within LaserPainc
using-the program's text and page-
layout capabilities.

Product. LaserPaint
Price. £458.50
Supplier: P&P, Todd Hall Road. Carrs

Industrial Estate. Haslingden. Rossen-
daic. Lancashire BB4 5HU.

Tel. 0706 217744
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Service—

has new

specialist
role
ONE of the country's leading
learned societies has joined
MicroLink.

The British Psychological
Society has nearly 12,000
members and is involved

with government, the health
and education services,
academic institutions and
other organisations here and
abroad.

Last year its charter was
changed to allow it to main
tain a register of chartered
psychologists which the
general public will soon be
able to consult.

This gives the country a
new breed of chartered spe
cialists whose education and

professional conduct the BPS
oversees.

The society is no stranger
to the benefits of electronic

mail. For some time its

members who work in

academic institutions have
been communicating via
JANET, the Joint Academic
Network.

By joining a more widely-
used service like MicroLink,
BPS members working in all
areas of psychology can now
communicate faster and

more efficiently with the
Society's offices in Leicester.
In addition the society's

extensive business activities,
which include publications
and software, will be
enhanced by MicroLink Email
and telex facilities.

A bulletin board

for business
MICROLINK has joined forces
with the University College of
Swansea to provide a unique
electronic bulletin board for

businesses.

Subscribers can get advice
free of charge from experts in
various fields, and discuss
business problems with
others who may have experi
enced similar difficulties.

As well as being instant and
free, this access to profes

sional expertise comes with
no strings attached, no axe to
grind and no commercial
bias.

The wide range of business
sectors covered includes
legal matters, exporting,
industrial relations, manage
ment, market research, per
sonnel and training, statistical
and systems analysis.

Expertise is also supplied in
the areas of computing and

Translation back
the same day

LANGUAGE expert and
Swansea university lecturer
Dr June Salmons has started

what is probably the world's
fastest translation service on

MicrpLink.

Subscribers who send for

eign language documents to
her mailbox can get the trans
lated material back the same

day - a vast improvement
over the post, particularly for
businesses.

"Initially I can offer transla
tion facilities in Italian, Span
ish and French - but if the

demand is there, other
European languages can
easily be added", said Dr

Salmons.

Subscribers can use either
the standard service, where
the translated document is

returned via MicroLink the

next day, or the super-fast
same day service.

Dr Salmons, a lecturer in
Italian, said: "Europe has
always been an important
area for organisations to
develop into. However,
barriers are often erected
solely because of linguistic
difficulties.
"Hopefully, a fast and

efficient service like this

should make it easier for

more firms to enter Europe".

computer systems, electrical
and electronic engineering,
expert systems and artificial
intelligence, and mechanical
engineering.
Users of the Business

Bulletin .Board can browse

through the messages and
replies for items of interest.

All messages are read by
the system operators who
pass them on to the relevant
expert.

Big cash
savings

THE first commercial bulletin

board on MicroLink has been
launched.

Called LoadLink, it will help
Britain's 2,000 removals
firms avoid expensive wasted
space on their vehicles.
The service provides infor

mation about spare capacity -
part-loads - available
throughout Britain and
abroad.

Firms using LoadLink can
sell or buy space on part-
loaded vehicles, enabling
journeys to become more
efficient and profitable.

It also enables firms to give
their customers better service

by accepting small loads that
were previously uneconomic.

hebrusry IVSS Ah'FLb UbbK 2/
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Good relations

REFLEX for the Mac is an easy-to-use, low-
cost relational database system from
Borland International. Firstly, if there are any
IBM users out there, it's important to say
that this is not the same product as Reflex
on the IBM (also from Borland). In fact it's
not even remotely related - so I am at a loss
as to why it carries the same name.

Easy to use

Reflex for the Mac was originally released
under the name Interlace, and subse

quently taken into the Borland stable;
Indeed the manual still contains a couple of
references to Interlace in the text. With that

sorted out I shall attempt to explain what
Reflex is all about.

Reflex is a database system capable of
handling single or multiple-file databases in
a very easy way, using a strongly visually-
oriented. intuitive approach. Its major
strength must be the ease with which even
quite complicated databases and reports
can be set up and used.

As always, ease of use means some loss
of flexibility, and it is certainly the case that
Reflex IS not in the "power-user" league of
say Omnis. Double Helix, or dBase Mac -
but then again, it Is a fraction of the cost.

Reflex comes on two, unprotected, discs
and with a hefty 326 page manual. The first
80 pages are a tutorial session on creating a
single file database and associated reports.
The documentation is excellent and eveiy
page contains pictures of what to expect
on the screen, in the menus, and in the

dialogue boxes: I wish all software com
panies put so much effort into their man
uals. There is also an interactive online help
facility covering all aspects of Reflex.

File Edit Fortnot

Enter quoiificatlon for the recordtsj desired.

Peter Gorry tries out

Borland's low-cost

alternative database

If you have never created a database
before this must certainly be the most pain
less introduction (bar one niggle - see later)
that you could get. If you are an old hand
then you will be able to pass through this
section veiy quickly. It starts by defining a
few key concepts, such as field, record and
file. It then moves on to setting up a "Birth
day" database containing three fields: a first
name, a surname, and a birthdate. I'll briefly
explain the procedure.
On launching Reflex you are placed in

the Database Overview window and it is

from here that the major database func
tions are accessed. Your first task is to start a

new database and right from the begin
ning the visual approach is prominent.

Variable fields

As each new field is created the emerging
database is represented by a box con
taining the field titles. The database box
and field names can be resized, moved and

edited veiy much like objects in MacDraw.
The type of field is set from the Describe
menu: The first two fields are simply text
fields, and the third is a date field.

The text fields in Reflex have one major
advantage over many older (and newer)
databases in that they are of variable
length. This means you don't have to
decide the maximum length to be allocated
for each one when you start off. This is

Field to Search:

LastName

Birthdate

Ualue to Find:

Operator to Use:

® Equal

O l^ot Equal
O Less

O Less Or Equal
O Greater
O Greater Or Equal
O Starts Ullth

O Includes

FIrstName - 'Patricia'

Using the Query Build
facility to construct a
search condition

especially useful for things like bibliogra
phies, say, where a field like "Authors" may
contain one name or ten.

Fixed length fields mean you have to set
aside enough space for the maximum you
might need, resulting in a lot of wasted
space in most entries. In fact Reflex has a
maximum field length of 1002 bytes (a lot
of text) and you can have 254 fields, but the
maximum record length is constrained to
1008 bytes - so you must bear this In mind
when planning how much to put in a
record, though I have yet to find the size
limitation a problem.

Solitary bug

The manual states that the date field is in

the format Month/Day/Year (the US format),
but if you have localised the Mac Inter
national resources to the European con
vention of Day/MonthA'ear Reflex will
expect it in that format instead. Attempting
to enter an invalid date results in an error

message and examples of correct dates -
but in the US format. It's a small niggle, but
any ambiguity early on in a tutorial can
cause a lot of trouble to new users.

In fact the only bug I encountered in
Reflex occurred with the date field later on

when I attempted to change its format to
one that shows the date with the month

written out in full. Any attempt to change
the format resulted in an Unknown System
Error #3970 - can there really be that many
unknown errors?.

Fortunately, clicking the OK button
actually let you carry on unharmed - a
miracle in its own right. I found the only
way to reformat the date field was to
relocalise to the US standard, change the
date format, and localise back again. I'm
sure that this is a bug that will be cleared
up in future releases.
Anyway, back to the tutorial. Before you

can save the database layout - and hence
use the database - you must first set one of
the fields to be a Key field. This is just the
field that is used to index the database. For

example, if the FirstName field is chosen the
database will be sorted alphabetically by
people's first name - regardless of the order
that they are typed in.
You can use more than one field as the

key: In this case the highest one on the list
takes precedence, then the next one. and
so on. Key fields must uniquely define the
record, so first names would not generally
be sufficient. Surname and first name

would be adequate for small lists of people,
but large databases (where the possibility
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Setting up a Linked-flle database system

of two "John Smiths" can not be
neglected) would need something more -
a point we shall return to.

Data entry is achieved by simply double-
clicking on the database name in the Over
view window. A data entry window
appears with the field names opposite
empty boxes. You just type Into the empty
boxes, using the tab or Return keys or the
mouse, to move from field to field. When a
record is completed you can move to a
new one with the New Record item in the
Database menu, or Command-i-E, or by
pressing Enter.

Sophisticated commands
The database can be browsed through
using the First. Last. Next, and Prior Record
Items in the search menu, or their keyboard
equivalents. Obviously this is only useful for
small databases and Reflex allows the
search commands to be very much more
sophisticated than this - and you are
quickly introduced to using the OueiyBuild
option to construct such complex search
criteria.

This is a simple way of building up
search commands with the minimum of
typing and its use is illustrated for the Birth
day database example. The top left
window contains a list of the fields in the
database and one can be selected simply
by clicking on it. The middle column con
tains the search criterion for that field and
the right hand column contains the words
used to 'join up" multiple conditions, as
well as the Help. Cancel and Enter com
mands.

The search command is built up for you
in the lower box as you use the various
options. For instance to search for people
with the first name "Patricia" requires the
following actions: Click on the FirstName
Field, now click the Equals button, type
Patricia and click the Enter button. The
search criterion FirstName = "Patricia" now
appears in the lower box.

Quite complicated search expressions
can be built up very quickly in this manner.

The browse commands now only locate
records that meet the search conditions so
you can quickly look at each record in turn.

Furthermore, the search condition
appears in a little panel above the record
where it can be edited directly - in a
manner somewhat similar to editing the
formulae in spreadsheet cells. In this way
making simple changes to the search con
dition ("Fred" instead of "Patricia", say) can
be performed without returning to the
OueiyBuild window.

One of the most important parts of a
good database is its report generating
capabilities. Reports are the devices by
which a database can be interrogated to
extract particular pieces of information,
generally in a concise form. For instance,
you may have a client database with details
of share portfolios. A typical report might be
one thatjust lists the client names and their
total share values.

Like everything else in Reflex, the gener
ation of reports is very easy, although a little
more planning and concentration is
required here, especially in the earlier
stages. The report capabilities are extensive
and I can only give a flavour of them here.

After first defining which fields are to be

accessed by the report and defining its
layout (more of this in a minute) the "basic
report" will appear on the screen. In its
simplest form this isjust a series of columns,
one for each field selected. The contents for
record one are in in row one. those of
record two in row two and so on. This can
be scrolled through, sorted, printed or
whatever.

Simplified

As with the search facilities we can define
extensive report criteria, by using the Paste
Query option. This again invokes the
QueryBuild facility and hence greatly
simplifies the process. There are also more
than 50 functions covering text, arithmetic,
financial, statistical and date/time oper
ations which can be used. These can be
typed in directly or pasted in via the Paste
Function option - which removes the need
to remember all the names and minimises
typing errors.

While on the topic of errors it's well
worth saying that the UNDO command is
well supported in Reflex and will allow you
to recover from most mistakes. Users of >
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< spreadsheets will find the method in which
report formulae are built up is similar in
style to the way spreadsheet formulae are
constructed.

Having established the basic database
and reports, the real fun starts when you
select Form Layout. This enables you to
alter the data entry form to look just the
way you want it to. In this mode a
background grid is imposed on the data
form layout and all items can be
individually selected, moved, edited,
resized, aligned and justified.
The feel of this part of the program is very

similar to Macdraw in the way it operates.
Each field and label can be in any font type
and Style and you can add labels anywhere
on the page. You can also group items, and
even change the names associated with
each field. Finally you can incorporate pic
tures pasted from the clipboard into the
form and put your fields and labels any
where on or in the picture. This certainly
produces one of the simplest and most
versatile form layout procedures I have ever
used.

The same process is available for report
design and allows you to produce reports
with considerable style and individuality. In
fact this versatility leads, perversely, to one
important limitation. The way additional

Hot pursuit
THE latest Infocom release —

Sherlock: The Riddle of the

Crown Jewels — enables you to
work beside Sherlock Holmes,
arguably the world's greatest
detective.

As Watson - for once the main

character — you take the iead in
trying to abort a diabolicai
scheme: You can confer with

Holmes, but the crime's solution

is in your hands.
And the crime? The crown

Jeweis have been stoien from
the Tower, and the Queen's

Designing a report
format. The pane! at
the top shows the
formula in the

highlighted cell.

text IS placed on the screen (in a box like
MacDraw) makes it difficult to put items
from the database into the middle of a

block of text.

For instance, suppose you want to send
a letter to everyone on the database and
you want to include their first name in the
middle of a paragraph of text. This means
creating a box with the first part of the
paragraph, then a box for the FirstName
field, then a box with the remaining text.

Messy solution

Unfortunately there is no facility for varying
the length of the box containing the name
according to the name length - so you end
up with big gaps, or truncated names
depending on the size you choose. You can
overcome this by putting the paragraph in a
sort of super-length formula box which
incorporates text functions to do the job,
but it is rather messy.

Probably in recognition of this Reflex
does provide a mail merge format to output
fields to a file to be picked up by Microsoft
Word say, but this really isn't a substitute for
having the facility within Reflex.
A point mentioned earlier is the necessity

to ensure that Key fields are unique. Reflex

Applet^^^
Jubilee celebrations are only
two days away. You must ret-
rieve them, aided only by a trail
of infuriating riddles left by the
thief.

On-screen hints are featured,

and the ligs and Mac versions
also offer high quality sound.

Product: Sherlock: The Riddle of the

Crown Jewels

Price: S24.99

Requirements: Apple II. lIgs or Macintosh
Supplier: Activision. Activision House. 23
Pond Street. Hampsiead. London NW3
2PN.

Tel 01-43! 1101

provides a special Sequence field to provide
a unique number for each record which is
automatically incremented each time a
new record is created. The manual also

says that a check is made to see if the
number is already used and will prevent
duplicates: In fact I found that this was only
the case if the sequence field was the only
key field.

Good value

If multiple keys are used then you can type
in an already existing sequnce number
providing then the rest of the key items
distinguish the record. This is a potentially
dangerous problem if you want to use the
sequence number to identify items un
ambiguously.

If the facilities discussed so far were all

Reflex offered it would still be good value
for money, but it will also handle multiple
linked-file databases involving up to 16
files. Section two of the manual is a further

80 pages on how to construct a three-file
stock-holding database.

This section is well written and easy to
follow and starts off with a simple analysis
of why you might need multiple file data
bases and how to design them. I'll give a
somewhat simpler example here to
introduce some concepts.
Suppose you want to keep a database

on authors and their book titles. This could

be done using a simple single-file database
with a record containing fields for the
author's name and for each book title.

Unfortunately some authors are very prolific
so you may have to set aside say 10 or 20
fields for the titles, which would leave a lot

of wasted empty fields for most authors.
A better solution is to have two data

bases, the first. Author, would contain a list

of authors and the second. Books, a list of
book titles. The only task then is to link the
authors to the titles. This is done very simply
In Reflex by defining a field in each data
base record to handle the linking.

For instance in our example here we
could add a field call Titles to the Author

record and one called Author-name to the

Book record. The link is achieved simply by
drawing a line from the one field to the
other. Finally the link type must be defined.
This is perhaps the only part which needs a
little thought.

Links can be of two types: They can link
to many records or they can link to only
one. Since an author can write many books
It is clear that the link in the Author record

must go to many records in the Books data
base. If books were only written by one
author the link from the Book record would

be to a single record in the Author data
base. If you wish to allow for multiple
authors then you would need both links to
be of the multiple type.

Entering records in a multiple-file data
base is obviously a bit more tricky than for a
single database since you must update all
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Che linked files. Reflex contains automacic

checking co aid in this, but care is still
required, and although the tutorial example
worked well I found that the process
became rather more hazardous if none of

the linked fields were defined as Key fields.
In this case it is possible to type into fields

that should merely be copies of entries in
the linked file. I think a little more thought
in this area would greatly improve Reflex.
Report generation involving linked files is
fully supported and a single report can
collect information from all the associated

files.

Custom file

Reflex can also import and export the data
base information to or from other files.

Exporting/importing is carried out in one of
four file formats, all variations on simple text
files or the clipboard. The last option is a
"custom" text file where you get the
chance to define the way the file to be used
is structured.

I used this last option to transfer a 700
record file with variable length fields from a
custom-written database on an Apple He to
the Mac (via Red Ryder) and to read it into
Reflex, The process was remarkably easy.
It's a pity, however, that Reflex does not

explicitly support some of the 'industry
standard' file formats by name.
You can also use the export option to

create a smaller database from a much

larger one simply by writing out only the
fields you want and then reading these
back into a new database.

Are there things missing from Reflex? The
answer must be yes and they are the things
you get by paying a lot more for your data
base package.

If I had to provide a wish-list it would
rectify the following. There is no application
language facility, so you can't write pro
grams or macro instructions to make turn
key database applications. This means that
you are always "in Reflex" and even the
most lowly user must learn a substantial
amount to operate it.

For the same reason it is not possible to
stop users altering whatever feature of the
database they want to. Although data and
report layouts can be protected from
inadvertent changes you only have to select
the appropriate menu command to turn
this off. Along the same vein there are no
facilities for password protection of fields or
to offer restricted access.

It would also be nice to provide users
with default options for fields at data entry,
or to allow users to choose from a restricted

set of options only. You can set some limits

on data entry, but the facility is rather lim
ited. Finally, there are no graphical display
options such as pie or bar charts - you get
so used to good graphics on the Mac that it
rea\iy does seem a major omission.
These criticisms should be taken in con

text and one can't expect everything from a
low-cost product. It's an indication of Just
how fast software has developed in that
Reflex would have been seen as offering
facilities up with the very best only two or
three years ago.

I would recommend Reflex to anyone
looking for an easy to use but powerful
database package for small to medium
sized databases. Large business users
would require the extra power (and
complexity) of the more expensive pack
ages and would probably find Reflex
somewhat limited.

I must say I enjoyed using Reflex and I
have two fully operational databases in
constant use and I haven't felt the need to

upgrade them to anything else - you can't
say fairer than that.

Product: Reflex

Price: £99.95

Supplier: Borland International, I Great Cum
berland Place, London WIH 7AL

Tel: 01-258 3797

O
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America's No. 1

^OTED Apple game

This is the classic game no
Apple user should miss
... now it comes to you at
an exceptionally low price!
Elite challenges you to undertake a fantastic voyage of
discovery and adventure - making it a supreme test of
your combat, navigational and entrepreneurial skills.

There are more than 2,000 different planets you can
visit, bartering with their Inhabitants, fighting off space
pirates and bounty hunters.

The package includes a Space Trader's Flight Training
Manual, a short novel to set the scene, a Quick Key
Control guide, a Ship identification guide - all designed
to help you make the most of this superb game.

Suitable

for R.R.P.

Special
Reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Apple lie £19.95 £14.95 £5 £27.95 £10

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 65 >
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Homemade Mac

Simon Whomsiey

finds a use for the

leftovers from your

Mac upgrades

WHEN Apple first produced the Macintosh,
priced at around £2,000. it boasted a 128k
memory and a floppy disc with a capacity
of 400k.

Its superb operating system and good
graphics soon took up the 128k provided,
so Apple produced the 512k version - the
price for an upgrade from the older Macs
was about £800,

A lot of third party firms took the
opportunity to upgrade the old 128k boards
by changing the 16 x 64k dynamic rams for

the 16 X 256k rams that were rapidly
becoming cheaper, giving the required
512k. Apple's roms automatically recog
nised the extra memory and gave the user
access to larger applications.

Taking out the ram was a particularly
tricky affair as a lot of heat had to be
applied before the chips could be extracted
from the four-layer board. Many people
preferred to cut the chips out instead, and
to insert a small multiplexer circuit to
provide the address decoding necessary to
handle the extra memory.
The price for this upgrade varied from

supplier to supplier, but was usually around
£200.

The next upgrade from Apple was the
I Mb (1024k) Mac Plus, which gave the user
an 800k drive, wide keyboard with keypad,
a SCSI port and a new type mini DIN 9-way

connector for the serial ports.
The SCSI port allows vety fast communi

cations between the computer and devices
such as hard discs and scanners.

A new back case was also supplied to
accommodate the different port shapes
and an upgrade meant an exchange of
mother board with the dealer who could in

turn return the board to Apple for a cash
refund.

Out Of Stock

As the circuit board was in effect the largest
part of the computer, and 400k drives - and
keyboards - were also available, many
dealers preferred to keep them for service
stock, rather than return them for the rela

tively small credit involved. In fact, the only
components missing were the power
supply and monitor.

After buying a 128k mother board from a
dealer I decided to try to interface it to a
standard monitor and power supply. The
power and video on the Mac go through
the same cable (connector J7) from the
mother board to the Joint power supply
and monitor board.

The connections are as follows:

J7-I Video out

J7-2 Not connected (polarising slot)
J7-3 HSYNC (inverse)
J7-4 Sound out

J7-5 VSYNC (inverse)
J7-6 -1-5 volts

J7-7 0 volts (GND)
J7-8 -12 volts

J7-9 0 volts (GND)
J7-I0 -t-12 volts

J7-I 1 Battery (4.5 volts)

The finished product
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Ihe first step - powering up the board -
was easy. The power supply I decided to
use was the Apple ligs, because of its
availability and comparative cheapness.

Also, being a switch mode type it
occupies relatively little space, and being
efficient does not produce masses of excess
heat. The connections to the Mac connec

tor are shown in Figure I.
After connecting a 64 ohm speaker to pin

J4 and switching on, the usual power-up
bleep can be heard.
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not under £100 or so as I had originally
hoped - so an alternative had to be found.

I decided to try modifying an existing
monitor that was available to me, the Apple
figs monochrome monitor, once again
readily available from Apple.

After playing around for a few hours,
using an oscilloscope to measure the line
frequency, I found that by swapping the
capacitor C609 from 5.7nF to 3.9nF the
correct line rate could be achieved.

The Mac's video signal needs to be
mixed with its horizontal and vertical sync
pulses and to do this a small circuit had to
be made. The circuit also has to get these
syncs to the correct format for the ligs
monitor.

The way to do this is to delay - and
stretch the horizontal and vertical sync
pulses with monostables. The circuit dia
gram shows the complete circuit based
around the 74LS22I monostable.

The modified sync pulses are mixed
together with the video out from J7 in a

The custom-built csse meets a// requirements

The next step was to look at the video
circuit with the object of interfacing it to a
monitor. At this point I found that the line
rate (how often each line is sent to the
monitor) was a lot higher than normal.
Apple had decided to use a frequency of

around 22Khz instead of the more usual

i5.7Khz as normally used in monitors for
two very good reasons - the resolution Is
better and the frequency is above that
which you can hear, so there's no annoying
whistle.

Looking at monitors that could handle a
22Khz rate I found that prices were high -

Interfacing the mother
board to a standard

monitor and power
supply

SV0kT$(J7-«)

T41S23I

VKO

OJT

0
(J7.|)

AH ports are easily accessible

small piece of logic and finally the output
voltage is achieved by a few resistors and
this signal can be fed into the modified
monitor.

Also, a 4.5 volt battery has to be fed via a
diode to J7-11. The results on the 12 inch

monitor were great and all that remained
was the case.

I tried to find an existing case that I could
modify, but the two boards, power supply
and 400k drive took up far too much space.
I eventually found a firm willing to make
one up out of sheet metal, and this put the
final touches to the project.

For further details, contact JS Electionics on
02605 2017 A sample price, for collection of
your lIgs monitor. PSU. S Mac logic board
and KBD connector - to be returned cased

modified and working - is £ 150. Total cost is
around £600.

□
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IF I asked you what
do six video cameras, an array

of theatre lights, a pair of roller skates,
a stage manager and an Apple He have

in common what would your answer be?
The unlikely answer is "Starlight Express".
Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical, set

among a model train set, was undoubtedly
a technical masterpiece of theatre when
the show opened back in March 1984.

During the show the trains (actors on
roller skates) race on the different tracks
which run around the auditorium and the

front of the circle. The different levels on

which the "Races" take place are linked
together using platforms, and a six ton
metal bridge, all using hydraulics which
would look more at home as a press in a
car factory.

In the middle of all the various tracks and

moving pieces (like roller skaters) sit the
audience. Here a problem arises: The
people sitting upstairs in the circle, can't see
the skaters beneath them on the stalls track,

and there's the same problem when the
skaters are on the circle track for all those

sitting in the stalls.
Fortunately, this problem is solved by the

use of the aforementioned video cameras,

situated all around the auditorium. The pic
tures are vision mixed at the video control

desk situated at the rear of the auditorium.

- David ffitch is

video deputy stage
manager for Starlight
Express
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the output finally being projected by three
large screen video projectors, two screens
for the stalls and a larger one for the circle.

With the cameras so remote from the

video desk, and the cost of six camera

operators far too great, a method of remote
control was needed so at the centre of this

operation you will find an Apple sitting
right next to my vision mixer.
The system for moving the cameras was

actually a spin off from the lighting system
used in Starlight Express. A London firm
called Lightworks was commissioned to
design and build movable lights with the
faciliiy to move up and down, side to side,
and change the colour of the light beam
using a colour roller system.

Preset cues

This system named MRL, or as we more
affectionately call them Ayatollahs, went
from design to construction in less than
three months. The whole system was
designed around the Apple lie using a
single disc drive, 80 column card and a
serial communications card for its connec

tion to the outside world.

The Ayacollah units themselves carry
onboard microprocessors, basically holding
the preset cue positions in its own memory.
The Apple is used both to program the unit
and. when in an operating mode, send to
the unit the next cue number and its "GO"

command.

The Apple then monitors the unit's pro
gress while executing a cue, refreshing the
coordinates on screen, and basically makes
sure that in my case the camera is pointing
in the right position. These positions are
read as Pan and Tilt (X and Y) simply, by
using potentiometers attached to the
respective axles. For the lighting version.

THIS IS THE CURRENT CUE NAME LISTING. WITH COMMENTS

PRESS 'X' TO EXIT, 'C TO EDIT, <- TO SCROLL BACK, -> TO SCROLL FORWARD

RACE 1 PRESET

5 L 6 R

C2 R

C6 L(ZOOM)

C4 L

4R

C4L

C4 MID

C6 R

C6 STAGE C2L

C2 R 5 R

**Race 2 Preset**

5L 6 R

C1 R

.09

AppleWorks organises rehearsal calls

another sensor is used to detect the

number of times the roller has turned, this

corresponding to a current colour position.
As I have mentioned, both lighting and

camera units are situated quite a way from
their controlling Apples, therefore a "buffer
box" is employed. This has the effect of a
bi-directional amplifier for the information
both sent to. and received from, the Aya-
tollah units.

The software was written by Kevin
Neville of Lightworks. Understandably,
given the short development time, it is not
that user-friendly, but it sen/es its purpose.
Apart from the Go command, other com
mands allow you to dump the onboard
Ayatollah memory to disc, reload the
memory from disc - very handy on those
occasions when the unit has ditched its
memory - set and store positions for the
preset camera/light positions and a small
text editor for the comment section, which
appears next to the current cue.

Picture mixing

I have made a few changes to the original
software, basically on the screen appear
ance, and cutting down on disc accessing,
every time a Go command was given, a
comment was read from disc before the
relevant information was sent to the remote

unit. This was easily solved by changing
from dos 3.3 to Prodos, and setting up
/RAM to hold the 'COMMS' (comments)
file. The change of disc operating system
produced a few teething problems, but
with these soon debugged the system ran
a lot faster.

During races, the video uses two
operators. I mix the different pictures from
the six cameras all around the track, and my
assistant, operating the Apple, provides me
with the correct shots for that particular
race.

Pressing a button to move video cameras
to a preset position sounds easy, but this
job Is very artistic - starting the cue at the >
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< correct time can mean the difference

between an excellent panning shot of the
skaters racing around the track, or won
derful shots of the walls with not a person
in sight!

All in all the system, originally designed
as a new form of moving light, seems to
function better for us on the video side at

Starlight, probably because we only use the
pan and tilt functions: The colour rollers
always seem to throw up problems for the
electricians working here. In the words
from one song in the show. "Wasn't in the
right place, at the right time..."
So. we've covered the array of lamps, six

video cameras and in general the roller
skaters - enter the stage manager, Simon
Garrett fills that role at Starlight Express,
being responsible for the technical aspect
of the show for the last two and a halfyears
of its run basically making sure that
everything is "all right on the night".
He also has a tremendous amount of

paperwork to cope with this includes
scheduling rehearsal calls, which involves
picking the correct members of the 42
strong cast to be at their various understudy
calls, organising stage schedules - whether
the stage is available for technical work or
for rehearsals, keeping contact lists,
ordering skate parts - the list is endless.

Rehearsal calls

All of this was done until recerruy uy usmy
a big stock of typewriter ribbons, and a vast
amount of biros. That was until the day that
Simon caught me using AppleWorks out on
the 'Video desk', where I should have been

replotting camera positions.
After giving him a quick trip around

AppleWorks, showing him the word
processor and a couple of my database
files. Simon could already see the poss
ibilities of its use toward easing his own
manual workload. The merits of the word

processor were obvious, but the database
seemed an excellent candidate for the

File: REHEARSAL.Dfi

Selection: All reeordj

REVlew/ADO/CHANCE Becepe: H»in Menu

Record 2 of 38

Reference: Cest
Titl.

I: Brarbon

2: Beverlej
Principle Role: 2nd Claee Sleepe

Covers: Pearl A Dinah

2nd Covers: Buff^i Ashle^i Joulei Volta* Wrenohi Krupp
2nd Covers <2>: -

Perroras in <1>: tRll•R21IR41iR52iCROl
Perforaa in <2>: • ~

rt No.: l«

B»caP«-

rec

Bufty
S-ln*
Joul.®

win*

BoverloJ'
Cars'*
Zoe

An"* ,„v
Beverl"*
Hi®

Sh®**""
c.J-

Cardel'
Caryi
Oani®^
Kay
tee®®" V

MualT
pow®'*
Ban*"
Voyd
Beiby

«i®»

Volin *
fcahle*«l»"

guln*
S«ln* VoV «®^^«i®*

Ml»n
!iv»»

Custom-wnnen

software makes

sure the camera

IS pointing in the
right direction

address book, and could revolutionise

rehearsal calls.

Having sought permission from our
general manager to purchase an Apple For
our office, the system was quickly bought,
and in operation. We acquired a lie, 64k
•80-column card and two disc drives, Epson
UK kindly supplied us with an LQ-800 prin
ter and interface so we were ready to start
our own big bang,

I can say that the first couple of weeks
were very painful for me, changing from
the old manual to the new computer
system, Being the only person at that time
conversant with AppleWorks, having to set
up, and input all the various databases, two
spreadsheets and teach Simon how to use
these different functions. I found myself
spending every moment glued to the key
board.

I also had the problem of the cast
huddled around the new acquisition at the
end of the room, each of them asking if

they could type their name in. or if they
could play space invaders! Then there were
the sceptics, even in our own department
I'm afraid to say - probably because the
printer encroached slightly on the type
writer space - referring to the Apple as
"That thing over there". However, with the
typewriter moved out of the way. I am glad
to report no cases of sabotage, as yet.
The office Apple has helped Simon

immensely to deal with the backlog of
paperwork, and to speed up scheduling so
that the old hours spent sorting through
pieces of paper are now down to a
minimum, leaving more time to deal with
important matters.

A SIX ton metal bndge links the tracks across the stage
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What next?

I have only lound one problem; My copy ol
Print Shop seems to go missing quite often.
Simon has learnt veiy quickly how to use
ApplcWorks and other programs, which is
due to hands on experience. I would say.
although sometimes I have to lock my disc
box to keep hands off I
Where do we go from here? We are

hoping to expand our office system with a
hard drive, extended memory and hope
fully a Flipper card. All the different areas in
which AppleWorks is used tends to spread
over several floppies and could be man
aged better on a hard drive. The Flipper
card would be wonderful for using
enhancement products like Sensible
Speller/Grammar and such like.
One main aim for the future is the pos

sibility of putting live graphics into the
video coverage of the races, similar to those
seen in American football. These would be

projected with the pictures from the
cameras on to the video screens during the
show.

With the wonderful graphics capabilities
of the ligs or the Mac, why shouldn't we do
that with an Apple? □



The first Apple User

Games Disc was one of the

most popular packages we've
ever offered our readers. Now comes

Apple User Games Disc No. 2 - more great
games that we thought were ideal but which

were just too long to be printed in the magazine. And
the price is still £5.95 for 7 games — that's just 85p a game!

hwWser

GAIN/IES
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No. 2

ALIEN ZAP-Good, old-fashioned machine code arcade game by Peter
Ibbotson. Clever Apple graphics, and plenty of action.

SATELLITE CONTROL - A game of skill on the hi-res screen by
Edwin Long. You're challenged to change the shape of a shuttle's orbit.

LIFE - This ubiquitous game has seen many forms. This latest, by
Gerrard Manning, uses the hi-res screen to create new challenges.

TYPING TEST - A nice, simple game from Lawrence Tan, but one that
will help improve your typing and keyboard skills. Ideal for beginners.

CARD TRICK - The computer is an excellent medium for performing
feats of sleight of hand. Play tricks with cards with J. Taylor.

NOUGHTS & CROSSES - The graphics may not be sensational, but
Frank Lewis shows how to play a fast game using only the lo-res screen.

THE PERILS OF PRINCESS EMMELINE - Oenise McKnight invites
you to face unknown foes as you immerse yourself in this adventure.

MURDER - Can you deduce who the murderer was? Roger the Lodger,
maybe? And what weapon did he use - an exploding cigar?

BOMBER - Flatten the deserted city to provide a landing strip for your
plane. If you're in a destructive mood you'll have a field day!

PELMAN - A two-player game of memory. Pit your wits against
another human for a change — and let your Apple be the referee.

DINGHY SAILOR - We've all seen flight simulators. Now for some
thing completely different. See how you can handle this sailing dinghy.

NIM - It may look like a straightforward game. In fact, nothing could be
simpler. But YOU try beating this challenging program.

MASTERMIND - No, not the black leather chair version, but the much
older, brain-bending code-breaker. It's just as compulsive!

WORD SEARCH - Hook up your printer and use this program to
create your own word square puzzles to try out on your friends.

3D ENERGY FIELD - A superb three dimensional maze game. Can
you escape from the labyrinth or will the energy field catch you?

games

O

No. 1



Programming i

The gentle art of
directional printing

Ly^ST month's article described how to

place level text on a drawing with the LB
(Label) command. Directions of printing
other than level are possible by first imple
menting the command Dl IDirection), Dl
requires two parameters, run and rise: A
horizontal followed by a vertical dimension
which together define the angle at which
any following lines of text will be plotted.

It is normal practice to use run and rise
values that lie between zero and one. The

horizontal default is thus Dl 1,0 while Dl 0.1

gives an ascending vertical and Dl O.-I a
descending vertical. Parameters 0.3.-0.2
give text sloping downhill at I in 1.5 (34
degrees below horizontal). Parameters -I.O
will give inverted text, written from right to
left.

Modifying angles
A sister command. DR. works in a similar

way except that it modifies the angle
according to the PI and P2 settings. Either
PRINT "Dl;" or PRINT "DR;" without par
ameters restores subsequent text plotting
back on to the level.

When text is being laid out on a plan.

Geoffrey Jago with

part 4 of his series

on piotter programming

techniques

help IS provided by another command: CP
(Character Plot). This moves the pen in
exact steps of one character space up,
down, left or right as set by SI, by SR or by
default. CP is followed by two parameters:
X moves, Y moves. Positive values move the

pen right or up, negative values move it left
or down. CP also conforms to any special
direction previously set by Dl or DR.
As well as printing a string of characters

with the LB command it is possible to print
other characters one at a time for special
applications. When plotting graphs and
scatter plots it is sometimes useful to dis
tinguish between overlaid sets of data by
plotting each set with a different symbol -
Figure I illustrates the effect.
The S/YI command accepts, as its single

parameter, one printable character. X. * or
-f suggest themselves as markers for points.

I  I I I—b

Figure I:
Distinguishing
between

overlaid sets

of data by
plotting with
different

symbols

but alphanumerics are effective when
several graphs are overlaid as in the dia
gram. Nearly all the keyboard characters
can be used except semicolons, which the
system uses as command input terminators.
The Sf\/1 command is illustrated in Listing

I. which was used to draw Figure I. Once
PRINT "SPvlA:" for example, is sent to the
plotter, the character A will appear
wherever a point is defined by a PA (Plot
Absolute) or PR (Plot Relative) command.
Sending PRINT "SM;" switches the facility
off.

DIY characters

A more interesting command allows you to
make up your own symbols which can be
plotted like other characters, albeit one at a
time. Such user-defined characters can

have their shapes modified by the com
mands which affect the alphanumerics that
the LB command plots, and so indepen
dent variation of width, height and slope is
possible for UC shapes as well as for stan
dard text. Indeed, when a UC shape
appears too tall, fat or sloping it is because
SI, SR or SL have been set to suit the let

tering.
The command allowing DIY shapes is

UC (User Defined Character). The letters UC
are immediately followed by a series of
data numbers separated by commas and
terminated by the ubiquitous semicolon.
These numbers are a series of X and Y pairs
each representing distances relative to the
previous position.

For instance, a set of four numbers (two
X.Y pairs) UC 0,-6.3.0: would move the pen
down SIX units from its starting point, and
then right three units to form a letter L. To
keep a user-defined character about the
same size as a letter and so avoid overlap
ping, the pairs of relative movements
should keep the pen within a grid of 6
vertically by 16 horizontally, but much
larger shapes using relative moves of up to
98 units are possible.

Pen picking
What if you want to pick the pen up
temporarily in the middle of a shape? This
is possible by injecting a large negative
number in between the pairs for pen-up or
a large positive number for pen-down.
Pen-up is -99 or less and pen-down is 99 or
more. Any number between these values is
read as one of an X.Y pair.

In fact the starling condition is pen-up so .[>
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< a 99 must be sent at or near the start or the
pen will work diligently in mid-air. After
successfully drawing a shape the pen is
picked up automatically, so a final -99 is
unnecessary.

As an example, the following would
draw a rectangle 5 units high by 7 across:

PRINT 'UC 99,0,5,7,0,0,-5,-7,0;*

The fourX,Y pairs tell the plotter: Up 5, Right
7, Down 5, Left 7

This may look a little cumbersome at first
sight but if the data is stored in a text string
and saved to disc file life becomes simpler.
This works:

CH$ = "99, 0,5, 7,0, 0,-5, -7,0;"
PRINT "UC" CH$

How big your tracery appears on paper
will depend upon the plotter used and the
settings of character size. Losing track of
which is an X and which a Y, perhaps by
inadvertently adding or subtracting a
comma, can lead to bizarre shapes with an
accompanying danger of profanity. It can

Figure II:
Drawn from

Listing II -
repeated plots in

different sizes

help to leave spaces between X,Y pairs as I
have done in the line above. The plotter
should ignore spaces without being foxed.

Demonstration of

the UC 8c CP Commands

XYZ
+ OA

When the codes are tried out the shape
seldom comes out exactly as planned and
some modification is usually necessary. >

Listing /

110

120

130

REH LISTING 1 - SYMBOL

NODE

REN (C) 1987 G.JAGO
C$(1) = "A"

:C$(2) = "8"

:C$(3) = "C"

;C$(4) = "D*

:C$(5) = "E"

FOR J = 1 TO 5
: REN GENERATE 5 SETS 0

: REN PICK PEN UP AFTER

EACH GRAPH

300 NEXT J
310 PRINT "SN;"
:  REN SUITCH OFF SYHBOL N

ODE

320 PRINT "SP0;"
.  0

: REN PEN HONE & DISABLE
PLOTTER

-5,3,-7,3,-1,4,13,48,19
,-1,2,-36,-14,-5,-6,-5,
-15,-7,-7,-11,5,-99,23,
16,99,7,1,9,8,0,2,5,0,-
14,-17,-10,-2,8,-16,-2,
-27,4,0,-10,-3,-2,18,-8
,-24,3,-3,-10,2;"

Listing II

F SPURIOUS DATA

140 D(J,1) = J * 6 100 REN DENONSTRATION OF PL

150 D(J,2) = J * 10 OTTER COMMANDS UC AND C

160 D(J,3) = J * J P

170 D(J,4) - INT ( 110 REN (C) 1987 G.JAGO

SQR (J) * 19 + .5) 120 REN FIRST LOAD 8 USER C

180 D(J,5) = INT (.5 ONNAND SHAPES

+  ABS ( SIN (J) 130 C$(1) = "99, 10,10, -99
/ J * 50)) ,0, -10,99, -10,10;"

190 NEXT J 140 C$(2) = "5,0, 99, 0,5,
200 PR# 2 -5,5, -99, 10,0, 99, -5
: REN ENABLE PLOTTER /-5;*

210 PRINT "IN;SP1;" 150 C$(3) = "0,10, 99, 10,0
J REH INITIATE PLOTTER - , -10,-10, 10,0;
SELECT PEN NO. 1 160 C$(4) = "5,0, 99, 0,10,

220 PRINT "SI.25,.4;" -99, -5,-5, 99, 10,0;"
• REN SET CHARACTER SIZE 170 C$(5) = "3,0, 99, -3,3;

230 FOR J = 1 TO 5 0,4, 3,3, 4,0, 3,-3, 0
: REN LOOP TO WORK THRO ,-4, -3,-3, "4/0;

UGH 5 GRAPHS 180 C$(6) = "99, 5,10, 5,-1
240 PRINT "SN'CSCJ)";" 0, -10,6, 10,0, -10,-6;

: REN SET NEXT SYMBOL ■

250 PRINT "SP'J*;" 190 C$(7) = "-99,0,35,99,1,
: REN SELECT PEN NO. J 0,5,-1,2,1,2,0,3,-2,2,-

260 FOR K = 1 TO 5 3,3,0,9,-2,4,3,2,1,12,-
: REN LOOP TO DRAW GR 3,6,-2,-8,-2,-5,-3,5,-4

APH ,7,-5,-15,-1,-1,6,1,-6,
270 PRINT 'PA'K * 1200" 1,-4,4,-8,-19,12,1,7,0,

,"D(K,J) * 160";PD; 4,0,-4,-5,6,-3,2,-3,1,-
■ 2,1,-2,2,-7,4,-99,27,-7

: REN DRAW TO NEXT PO /99,11,-6;"
INT IN THE GRAPH 200 C$(8) = "99,5,30,-5,12,

280 NEXT K -6,4,2,10,6,3,-2,3,1,7,
290 PRINT "PU;" 5,2,5,-2,3,-4,0,-4,-10,

This is one of hundreds of

pTfltgrams now avaiiabio
RACE for downloading on

mkroUDh

210 REN ************ end of

UC SHAPE INPUT

220 PRINT "CP DENONSTRATION

:  PRINT '****************

230 INPUT "GIVE THE X,Y POS
ITION ";X,Y

:  REN UHERE TO PUT IT ON

THE SHEET

240 PR# 2
:  REN ENABLE PLOTTER

250 PRINT "*SP3;*PA"X","Y";

:  REN SELECT PEN 3 & NOVE

TO START

260 PRINT "*SI;"
:  REN DEFAULT LETTER SIZE

270 PRINT ""LBDenonstratiorr

of"; CHR$ (3)
:  REN WRITE TITLE WITH LB

CONNAND

280 PRINT ""CP;"
:  REN GIVE LINE FEED S CA

RRIAGE RETURN

290 PRINT ""LBthe UC & CP C
ODDands"; CHRS (3)

:  REN WRITE TITLE WITH LB

CONNAND

300 PRINT ""PU;"

310 PRINT "•CP-13,-2;"
:  REN NOVE BACK 13 AND DO

WN 2 SPACES

320 PRINT ""PR0,0;"
:  REN RESET START OF FUTU

RE LINES TO THIS X POSI

TION

330 PRINT ""SI.I ,.2 ;"
:  REN NAKE LETTER SIZE SN

ALLER

340 FOR J = 1 TO 3

:  PRINT "'UC"C$(J)";*CP
2,0;"

:  NEXT

:  REN PLOT UC CHARACTERS

1,2 8 3 WITH TWO SPACES
IN BETWEEN

350 PRINT ""CP;"
:  REN GIVE LINE FEED & CA

RRIAGE RETURN

360 FOR J = 4 TO 6
:  PRINT ""UC"C$(J)";'CP

2/0;*
: NEXT

:  REN PLOT UC CHARACTERS

4-8 WITH TWO SPACES IN

BETWEEN

370 PRINT ""PU;"PRl00,-400;
*UC"C$(7)";"PU;"

:  REN PLOT RIGHTHAND DUCK

380 PRINT "'SI.12,.23;"PR-2
50,50;"UC"C$(7)";"

:  REN PLOT MIDDLE DUCH A

LITTLE LARGER

390 PRINT "•SI.15,.25;"PR-2
50,50;"UC"C$(7)";"

:  REN LEFTHAND DUCK LARGE

R STILL

400 PRINT "'SI.08,.25;*PR-2
00,-400; •UC"C$(8)";'

:  REN NAKE NARROWER 8 PLO
T GUN

500 PRINT ""SP0;"
:  PR# 0
:  REN HONE THE PEN 8 DISE

NABLE PLOTTER

510 END
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< One thing to remember when beginning to
edit shapes is chat all X,Y pairs in the chain
are relative moves. Editing would be sim
pler if they were absolute coordinates from
a single reference point because changing
one would not affect the others. As it is, the

alteration of one pair moves all the subse
quent points by the amount of the alter
ation.

Thus if you wish to lengthen a nose
down and to the right, all the subsequent
part of the individual's silhouette will be
similarly shifted. So to alter only one apex of
a shape, first make Che change and then
apply the same change to the next pair in a
negative sense - then that point and all
subsequent ones will stay where they
were.

Figure II was drawn from Listing II to
Illustrate the use of the LB, CP and UC

commands. The UC shape codings are first
stored in the CS array and Che program
operation is explained in the REMarks.
Codes CS (I) CO CS (6) are fairly simple and
the curious with supplies of squared paper
will be able to decode them into the six

symbols shown immediately below the title
text (X, Y, Z, plus sign, octagon and five-
pointed scar). These six all lie within a grid
of 10 by 10.
To illustrate more complex shapes on a

wider grid the supplement to Listing II of
lines 190, 200 and 370-400 was written to

produce the graphics in the lower part of
the diagram. The use of repeated plots of a
single shape in different sizes suggested a
display of the popular ceramic ducks. Shape
CS (8) was later added in deference to

chose who have strong views on wall
plaques.

available. The parameter value is read by
the plotter as a percentage figure of the
whole pen travel over the platen or as lim
ited by the settings of points PI and P2. A
parameter of 100 therefore means all the
way at the current setting. For axis ticks, 0.5
gives about the right length.

Circles arcs 9 polygons
The plotter language caters for circles by
the command Cl which for most work

requires a single parameter, the radius. The
circle is drawn caking its centre as the cur
rent pen position. Most plotters in fact draw
a polygon of 72 sides which is indis
tinguishable from a circle unless the figure
is very large.
A second parameter can be used

optionally which defines the angle sub
tended from the centre to the sides. This is

input in degrees, five being the default
which gives the 72-sided polygon. For
better resolution for larger circles a smaller
number can be set. On the other hand the

same parameter set to 60 will produce a
hexagon, 45 an octagon and so on, and
this allows polygons to be drawn with the
Cl command-

Drawing sector (pie slice) outlines with
the EW command was dealt with earlier in

this series. It is also possible to draw an arc
from the current pen position by the AA

(Arc Absolute) or AR (Arc Relative) com
mands. Both comrriands require three par
ameters but a fourth is optional. The usual
commas separate the parameters and a
semicolon rounds the commands off.

The first two are X and Y coordinates

which with AA are given as an absolute
position from the plotter's base point, but
with AR are distances relative to the pen
position. Either way the radius of the arc is
defined by the distance between the X.Y
point and the pen position, which is the
starting point.
The third parameter is the centre angle of

the arc in degrees, which tells the plotter
how far around to draw. This can be any
number between -360 and 360. Positive

numbers draw the arc anticlockwise from

the pen position. As with the Cl command
the arc is resolved into many small straight
lines subtending, as the default, five
degrees at the centre of the circle.

If finer resolution is required the fourth,
optional, parameter may be added as an
integer between I and 4 to control resol
ution, Numbers higher than five are also
legal and will cause the "arc" to be made
up of longer straight lines and this facility
may be used for special applications.

# Next month's article in this series will
give details of how to get your plotter to
talk back to you via yet more plotter com
mands. n

SCORPION intelligent controller
Ifccwi Hofteim IM. c*nwrw(«

Ticking off axes
The axes with tick markings in Figure I were
produced with the help of two more com
mands that draw X-ticks and Y-ticks

respectively and are suitably named XT and
YT. They require no parameters and are
merely followed by a semicolon.
When drawing axes the pen is sent to

each tick intersection via PA or PR com

mands within a loop and at each intersec
tion the command XT; (vertical tick) or YT;
(horizontal tick) is sent to the plotter.

PRINT "PA" X -/ Y ";XT;"

An associated command. TL with two

parameters controls the length of the ticks,
and which side of the axis line they are
drawn or whether they are drawn crossing
the line. The first parameter defines the tick
length upwards from the X axis or right
from the Y axis while the second parameter
deals similarly with the ticks on the other
side of the line, in this way a variety of styles
are possible.
XT and YT may also be used to draw

grids or tables because their lines can be
extended up to the whole span of paper

Seeing is beiieving
A COMPACT device combining a solid
state camera with a contra! computer
for less than £5(X) has been launched by
Micro-Robotics.

The Scorpion Vision system, linked to
an Apple via an RS232 interface, is suit
able for use on a production line for
selecting or rejecting parts, and in the
laboratory for measuring applications.
The system is currently being used to
monitor the growth of seedlings, calib
rate car speedometers and to investigate
the various applications of structured
lighting.

The microprocessor is simple to pro

gram. using its own on-board high level
language. Similar to Pascal, this incor
porates a number of commands to
capture and analyse scenes viewed by
the camera.

The Scorpion micro-processor has a
32k rom and 24k ram. plus numerous
interfaces for Unking the system with
other control equipment.

Conracr Micro-Robotics, 39 Springiieid
Road. Cambndge CBI 2L0.

Tel: 0223 462212.
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Graphic

IF you're familiar with Cricket Graph you'll
know that it allows you to represent data as
various kinds of pie chart, histogram, line
graph, and so forth. With such a good
package already on the market, you might
be tempted to question Cricket's wisdom in
releasing a histogram-only package, I know
I was.

However, if you've read a newspaper in
the past few years, you might have some
idea of the reason behind the release. You

know all those histograms with the bars
made up of little pictures? That's right, the
car sales figures with little cars representing
the values, or the comparative unemploy
ment figures with little men standing in
lines.

It's those type of histograms, or picto-
grams as the manual calls them, which
Pict-O-Graph lets you produce.

Image library

As you might expect from a program that
will set you back something in the region of
£200, there are several variations on this

theme. Your bars can be horizontal or verti

cal, and for each orientation there are three

possible styles: Stretched, where a single
car is dragged out to the appropriate
length, clipped, where a line of separate
people are drawn to the required length,
and filled, where the bottles are filled to the

relative proportions.
You're not limited to cars, people or

bottles, of course. There is a whole library of
images supplied in the package, and if you

David Russell turns

facts Into figures

with PIct-O-Craph

don't like them you can design your own
with the built-in fatbits-type pixel editor.
The program will accept Cricket Graph

data files (or StatWorks files for that matter),
as well as SYLK files. Alternatively, you can
enter the data from the keyboard in the
same way as Cricket Graph and StatWorks
- pressing Return moves you down a
column, pressing Tab moves you across a
row. It will also allow various transform

ations to be performed on the data.
In fact, the program interface is

remarkably similar to Cricket Graph and I
wouldn't be surprised if the same code lies
at the heart of both. Double-clicking on

A vertical

stretch

torm^t with

depth added
and the

plotting
fi-ame

removed

practically anything brings forth a dialog
box where, for example, the axes can be
labelled, the style, font and size of text
chosen and so forth,

Ifyou've got an ImageWrtter II fitted with
a colour ribbon, then the package will
support colour printing. The manual also
mentions that enhanced versions of the

software are available to drive certain high
quality colour film recorders and printers,
but I didn't investigate this further, I must
admit the only time I've used a colour
ribbon in my ImageWriter has been to
check that software which claims to

support it actually works.

Exporting files

If your pictogram is destined to be incorpor
ated in your latest report, there are two >

1  2 3 4 5 6 7

Age (years)

9  10 11

# File Edit Dnio I'ldoitrnm Icons Goodlet Formats 10:04:52

■.^IIIII.UIM

4 +

Part of the library of military icons

Gnomes per square

A horizontal dipped format. Pict-O-Graph offers
a variety of shades and orientations
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# File EdU Dnin Pi<>Dqrr>m Itons Coodlet rormatt 10:32:5>

^ IIIIIHfll l llltffTTftTTTtil
^  M hn ^

□ I
o ;ii ; ;

o

< methods of exporting it. The first Is the
usual copy-to-clipboard, paste-in-
scrapbook method which can then be
transferred to MacPaint or straight into your
word processor document. Alternatively,
you can save the file in PICT format and
then move it into MacDraw or MacDraft for
further manipulation.

Pict-O-Graph worked well and did
everything it claimed to do, and if you really
want to produce histograms I can recom
mend it. For my own part, I could probably
manage to live without it. Cricket Graph
satisfies practically all my requirements, and

If you
don'I like
the icons
provided,
you can
design
your own

I don't think I could justify paying the extra
£200.

The ability to produce pictograms would
have been nice as an additional option in
Cricket Graph; It's a pity Cricket decided to
produce another package rather than
upgrade the existing one.

Product: Picc-O-Graph
Price: £20125
Supplier: Cricket Software/Heyden & Son.

Spectrum House. Hillview Gardens.
London NW4 2JQ

Tel: 01-203 5171

^Apple^^r^^-
Crystal dear

NEW releases from Great Wave Soft
ware include Crystal Paint, a mouse-
driven graphics too! for the Macintosh
with easily-produced symmetry as its
key feature.

Aimed at everyone from children to
graphics designers. Crystal Paint
includes two different drawing modes
to allow for symmetry based around a
centre (ideal for drawing flowers, for
example/, or on variations on the plane
- pattern transformations which
resemble wallpaper.

These transformations "represent the
two-dimensional ways in which crystals
replicate"- hence the title.

Crystal Paint can be used in conjunc
tion with other write, paint and layout
programs and output can be to either
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.

Products: Crystal Paint.
Paces: tba
Supplier: Great Wave Software. 5353

Scoits Valley Drive. Scotts Valley. CA
95066.

Tel: 010! 408 438-1990.

truth

about

TELEX
But why use i„,|on between businesses. Today

rre'';Vc rxerrhinls'ruse Btita^^-^" as ^""ir':sin;\rprrrrrrre«icient. because you have a bard copy o

conventional way doesn t offer. Telex

rn;:^:er'e': an;time. HOW S tbat .or your business efficencyT
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Dave Russell

tests a package that

gives MacWrite a

mailshot option

Economical

mail merging
WEVG all had them, haven't we? Those

letters which tell us that, yes, Dave Russell
has been personally selected from all the
residents of Haddock Gardens to receive a

once-in-a-lifetime offer. Even though it
looks individually typed, it's the third once-
in-a-lifetime offer you've had this week and
you know all your neighbours have had the
same thing. You've been mail-merged
againi

Joking aside, the mail merge technique
has become an important weapon in the
war which is business, but it also has appli
cations in fields like educational administra

tion - in fact anywhere that roughly similar
letters need to be sent to several people.

It's a technique which blossomed with
the advent of word processing, and Merge-
Write from Software Discoveries offers a

means of using the technique to anyone
who has a copy of MacWrite.
The basic process involves a form letter

containing the text interspersed with field
names, and a database file which is

merged with the form letter to provide the
filling for the fields. MergeWrite lets you use
MacWrite to create both the form letter and

the database.

Suppose you've developed a new
grunge-pin for the patent Scrobulator
machine which you sell. Naturally you
want to tell all your customers about it. so
you write your form letter something like
that shown in Figure I.
The international quotation marks are

used to indicate a field from the database.

The first line of your database document
will contain the field names, and not

unnaturally these must be the same as

Product: MergeWrite
Price: £57A4

Supplier: Software Discoveries/Heydea Spec
trum House. Hillview Gardens. London

NW4 2JQ

Tel: 01-203 5171

those used in the form letter.

Of course, your database can contain
fields which aren't used in the form letter.

These and any other fields can be used as a
basis for selecting a record for printing. For
example, not all your customers may have a
Scrobulator. An "item" field could contain

the name of the equipment bought, and
only those records where item =

Scrobulator could be selected (see Figure II).
In fact, you can be even more sophisti

cated than this because MergeWrite will let
you specify alternative forms of the text to
be chosen on the basis of the contents of

particular fields. This is achieved with an
IF-THEN-ELSE conditional structure, and

these can be nested up to 10 levels deep.
The example used in the manual is a
threatening letter, the extent of the threat
being decided by the size of the amount
owed.

It's easy to prepare a database document
In MacWrite. The field names form the first

row. with fields being separated by tabs
and records being ended with a Return (see
Figure III). Of course, you may have already [>

4 file EdU Search Tormat Font Style

My Sample letter I

otltleo <ifirst nemen «lBst neme»

«street address*

«lown»

ocountg* «postcode»

Dear xtltle* «surname>.

Apni I, 1966

I  Here at KrankI Enterprises we've been working verg herd to
I  Improve on the design of the Scrobulator, and now we can announce a

major leap forward...
I  Now you can be the first person In ctown» to own a brent}new

Krenkt 6runge-p1n.
6runge-p1ns are taking the county of ̂ county* by storm.

Thousands have already fallen for this amazing offer - what are you
waiting for? Can your Scrobulator manage without a grunge-pIn for any
longer? And now, and only for the people in «town*, we are cutting our
price even further, to a ridiculous C0.01 per unit. Buy now!

Figure /: The form letter prepared m MacWnie. with
international quotation marks showing where ihe
contents of the database fields will be merged

* File tdll Opliurn

My Sample letter

Specify selection conditions beloiu. Only matching data
records tulll be merged.

Item • Scrobulator

KrankI 6runge-p1n.

Grunge-pins are taking the county of «countg> by storm.
Thousands have already fallen for this amazing offer - what are you
welting for? Can your Scrobulator manage without a grunge-pin for any
longer? And now, and only for the people In «ilown», we are cutting our
price even further, to a ridiculous CO.O I per unit. Buy nowl

Figure II: Using a field as the basis for selecting records from the
database. Only the appropriate records will now be used for printing.
The 'Hem' field need not be used in the form letter

A File Edit Search Format Font Style

Cflunlg
Wores

N«lt9

L«1ci

Ptvon

Ch«iM ri

Yorfcjhlra

LtMi

Kent

Sutsex

Cernvill

hUdx

Oxford

Berki

Postcode

W0Z9KJ

NOS SIR

LE6 dQT

0S2 6YJ

CH7 6JK

YOl ZHO
L28 4SP

CT4 6TY

BT3 3TB

BP9 2XP
HA6 2FS

0X1 9NK

SL4 9Ka

item

Serobulater

Krenkutalor

Scrobulator

Scrobulator

Krenkulator

ScrobuUlor

Scrobulator

Scrobulalor

Krankulttor

Scrobulator

Krankulilor

Scrobulator

Scrobulator

Flrat Name

Yuri N.

Pollu
Jill

Lou C.

ShIrlau U.
Sua

I ma

Oacar

Peter

Hena

Mary A.
Coodvin

PittI

Surname

Alyala

Andrava

Bird

Furr

Geate

Hlipeuov

Koeg
Late

lioaa

Off

Rlchman

Tvoahoaa

Wegon

Street Addreaa

72 Hoapllal Rov
101 Nuptial Circle
SI Wall St.

66 Britnatene Rov

SdClrcuaWay
78 Kanparoo Court
91 Firmhouae Road

5 Lovera Lane

6Crcen1awn Ptiva

1 Puritan Lane

90 t^tddlner St.
ISSctiooI St.

18 Dooaberry Lane

Town

Medicine Lake

Hanafleld

lelceatar

Pevll'a Pen

Cheater

Lavvardale
Hoyytovn

KlaatRimaa

BovltoyCraan
liarmitapa
Harrov

Collayt Park
Wtndaor

Figure III: The database document, prepared m MacWnte.

The first line contains the field names, which must correspond
with ttiose used in the form letter
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<set up a database in a different application.
If so, all is not necessartly lost. As long as
the application will save the database in
Ascii format. MergeWrite may be able to
read this version of it.

In ordt?r to test this. I saved a Microsoft

Works database of mine using the Export
File option. MergeWrite seemed to cope
with this perfectly well. In fact Works has its
own form letter .facility so somebody with
this package wouldn't need MergeWrite.
Having said that. MergeWrite is simplicity
itself to use.

Although it's not a database package, it
will allow sorting of the records for printing
(see Figure IV). For example, you could use
Che sort facility to print out the letters in
alphabetical order of country in the address.
This could well be useful when it comes to

mailing the letters. You can even sort on
more than one field - say, by last name
within country.

Printing out

Once you've got the form letter and
database document sorted out. printing is
equally simple. You can either set the pro
gram to churn through non-stop, or you
can be prompted before printing each

copy. In this case, the program shows you
the data about to be used and asks you to
either confirm printing or skip this data. In
this way. you can weed out any oddities,
although at the cost of having to stay there
during the print run.
MergeWrite isn't the most powerful

package I've ever used, but it works well
and does everything it claims to do. The
22-page manual is concise but shows signs

of having been rushed - for example, page
7 ends mid-sentence but page 8 starts with
a new topic.

However, if you're trying to run a small
business on a shoe-string or struggling to
keep up with college administration while
facing yet another cut-back in funds, a
package like MergeWrite could well make
your job easier without requiring you to
spend a long time learning to use it. □

«  Data Fleldi

'  |Flr»tNatne K>l

Stree^ddres^^^^jJ
Town H

t  County H
Poitcode ^

1 ® Ricending (normal) order
r O Detcending (reuerte) order

Specify Sort Order B—

Sort Fields

3  Icountq

□ Numeric field

|i Click one or more field names to specify tort order

j ( Done J [start ooer] [ Cancel

longer? And now. end only for the people In «town», we ere cutting our
price even further, to e ridiculous £0.01 per unit. Duy nowl

F/gure /[/: Selecting the print order on
the basis of one or more of the fields

PERI PHERAL CARDS
VISION & MEMORY EXPANSION
Colour Molulilor • »und lor lie
PAL lor use wilh colour TV lor II
RESOLUTION (80 col He)
RESOLUTION 64 (80 col . 64K RAM > lie
RESOLUTION 64 . DOS RAM disk
RESOLUTION 64 ♦ CT/M RAM disk
RESOLUTION 128 (80 col • 128K RAM) lie
I6K RAM Old (or 11
128K RAM Card for II
SCREBU 80 (60 column II)
40/80 llardswiich
40/80 Softswitch
DMSC12 ROB (or It or lie
DM5 C24 RGB lor II or lie

PRINTER CARDS
PARA-GRAPH printer cerd ♦ cable
CACHECAHD 16 wilh csble (16k BulTer)
CACHECARD 64 with cable (64k BulTer)
ScnaUCommumcation DOS. Basic, Applcworfc cotapalible
Scnal Printer

INTERFACING & CONTROL
IEEE.48B
Clock Card (battery back-up)
I/O Card (Four 8 bit ports ♦ 2 oountcr/limcrs)
A/D Convener <4 channels, 12 bit)
EPROM Writer uplo 27256 from

OTHERS
Z80 Card (11 or He)
Disk Controller
Graphic Tablet Interface Card
Speech Board

MONITORS
HANTAJIEX 12** (green screen)
TAXAN 12" lii-Rea (Green Screen)
Momtor (Tilt & Twist)

All prices shown exclude VAT & delivery and are
correct at time of press

DELIVERY:
£3.00 + VAT - orders under £100
£5.00 + VAT - orders over £100

£10.00 + VAT - printers, etc.

PRINTERS
EPSON LX-BOO

FX 800
STAR NL10

£239
£339
£219

DISKDRIVES
Apple II compatible drive
Apple lie compatible drive
XEBEC Hard diaka.Run DOS 3.3, ProDOS, CP/M and Paaeal programs
SIDER 2 (20 MS wilh controllar)
BSIDER (Tape Badi-up)

ACCESSORIES
Detachable Keyboard (IBM Style ID
Numeric Keypad for lie
AC Cooling Fan (low noiac, hi^ reliability)
Metal cased two button joyatick II or He
Heavy Duty Power Supply
Data Switch aerial (1 input. 4 output)
Data Switch parallel croii (2 input. 2 output)
Diak Doublet
Diak Storage Boa (20)
Disk Storage Box (40) loekable
Disk Storage Box (100) lodtablo
ProDOS Technical Reference Meoual

APPLE III
Pkaao

SOFTWARE
Formal 80 CnnAnccd (DOS & ProDOS venion) IT or fie
ApplcWorks Venion 2.0
MuliiKrib« Version 2.0
EAR ACCOUNTING PACKAGE
Limited (^mpsny Statutory Accounts
Solo Tredcr/Paiincrship

Rosco Ltd
289 Birchfield Road,

Birmingham B20 3DI>
Tel: (021) 356 7402

Telex: 334303 TXAGWMG
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CATALOG pause
Changing * for L
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Font handling on Macs September 21

Fonts on the Macintosh May 29

December II

Forms with MacPaint Jarxjaiy 19

Fuiltexi adapting Januaiy 57

Functions added to Mac keyboard November 8

Garbage Collection tips February II

Gardner & his Mac September 67

General Basic input routine February 46

Glossaiy for computer artwork November 54

December 45

Glossaiy on comms Decembw 57

Graphics cursor position February 44

Graphics cursor program May 49

Grajohics Faaory tour M^ch 32

Graphics plotters programming November 30

December 38

llgs/Mac mouse corwersion Ju^ 41

igs micropraessor June 24

July 24

August 8

GSRAM review September 15

ligs Dp of interest November 46

Handic^ped people aid August 29

Hard drives on Mac February 45

Hires chataaers into shj^ie table
program October 59

Hires, double, saving pctures December 27

Hires saving to /RAM September 53

Hires screen invert program July 44

Hires screffi locations February 44

Honorware October 61

November 5

June 67

July 63

August 53

Icon edrting on the Ma: September 6

Image analysis Apnl 38

imageW/nter dip switches August 70

ImageWriier screen dumps January 45

Index to Apple User 1986 January 55

WFO command program July 32

Instant Dos eprom program Febfuaiy 48

Invert hires screen proyam July 44

lOBTfE in CP/M March 9

Kilimanjaro climb Januaiy 22

Label pnniing program August 44

Large saeens on the Mac in software October 56

LaserWnter March 36

July 11

LaserKey November 8

LAYO resource on the Mac August 67

letting interview August 12

Ijne numbering program February 21

LOGO on the Mac June 14

Macintosh

Desktop personalised June 10

Finder/system December 55

Font design December II

Fonts May 29

Keyboard functions November 8

Mxiligs mouse conversion Ju^ 41

Mac II. S£ introduced April 6

Mac-Apple II connections with ProLnk Oaobei 53

Scanners November 65

SE, first impressictfis June 47

Shareware applications August 21
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Feature Month
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System '  Jul)'
December

Transfer, use of December

User group address

Macbotiom review Febfuaiy

Machane code tracer program June

MacPaint, use for forms Januaiy

Macrovroiks warnings Apnl

MacWnte personalised July

McQueen i DTP January

MGA company profile December

Menu program in Pascal October

Menus in Basic April

December

Miao MiKar>IS Oaober

Micolink, new agreemere Decemter

Miaotek MSF-300C scarmer No/emOa

ML for prmier switch on Fetxuary
Modems recommended Nwember

Mouse repairs Januaiy

MousePaint dumps on the Epson November

Muliichoice Quiz program May
Mufiiscnbe notes May

Music on Apples, sources December

Nanonal Museum of Photography August
New Order & the Mac September

NEW, program to restore Basic program December

Omm-reader address May
Orreny program January
Orreny program coneaion June

Patol

1.3 and errors April

1.3 and slot 7 MtfCh

Cnangir^SYSTEM.CHASSET November

Commands not m manual December

Dos conversion July
File control Ociciet

May
June

August
Sefxember

Font editor program Novemoef

Pascal lives on June

Menu program Setxember
October

Premature obituary March

Printer cor^rol Febiuaiy
Apni

Punier control unit March

Screen connol unit Januaiy

Patience, si* games March

Personalised Mac desktop June

Picture Manager printing Dp December

PIP use ol Februaiy

Planet Suite program januaiy

Ranet Suite program correaior Ajne

Rotters & programming November

December

. PR#I & "eOninML February
Print Shop graphics program Apnl

Printer control umt m Pascal Februaiy

ProdM

Basic system •Septembe'

R800T, RLOAD SepiemOe:

1 Disc patching program December

Rodos Inside & Out book review November

/RAM creation up Septembe'
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Out; progiam May 51

Radio Teletype program June 48

RAMdiscsonthe to October 8

Random records in CP/M August 62

RBOOT, RLOAD & Prodos SeptemOer 45

Reader survey form Ociobei 17

REMs and spaces up February 38

Rent-a-0a( profile June 8

Repair of mouse Januaiy 46

Resedit August 67

Resedit 8 keytxrarfl functions Ntwember 8

Resedit, use of June 10

July 36

Reset key vectors February 38

Restore a NEWed program December 9

Robots game fxoyam August 51

Rungrstan clue June 69

Sampling via cassette port January 57

Scanners on the Mac November 65

Screen editing program July 50

Screen listing program June 17

Scrolling bar menus in Basic Apnl 36

December 13

Scrolling bar menus in Pascal October 57

September 41

SCSI addresses on to October 63

Shape Chaser program July 28

Shape Table progam for characters October 59

ShapeTabieprogrsBs July 28

S^ernber 53

Shareware see Honorware

SD commands Apnl 46

Snail Trail gartie program Oaober 41

Sounds tip for lls December 61

Speech controlled Stemko August 29 Updating Oos seoors June

Stemko descnb«l August 29

Steve Wozniak interview Jai^ary 40 Ven^ng if file on disc Januaiy
February 40

Staks & Shares, software December 62 WIMPS on to 8 iigs June
SYSTEM,CHARSET changing set November 38 Wizard lips August
System parameter area in CP/M March 9 Wotd counting program fcx CP/M August
System software on Mac December 55 Word piocessors Apnl

Wotd processors & Multiscnbe May
Toolkit Assembler i the Flipper May 40 Wcrdsmrdi Fet)fU3iy
Toolkit Sfvcer program October 59 Wozmak interview Januaiy
Tracing program for ML June 60 Febfuaiy
Tricky DiCky patches March 38

Your Best Interest, address January
Ultra Cipher program March !  45

April ,  51 Z80 insmjcnon set March

May 1  53 ZAP, update to program December

This subroutine reads the keyboard
^^and converts lower case text to
upper case. To remove the temptation
to press CR, no cursor is displayed on
screen.

It was used for multiple choice
menus, where minimum operator Input
was required, and characters could be
entered as upper or lower case. It returns
with a character string, KS, and a
number. KD.

499 REH Subr to read Kbd

500 POKE 49168,0 : REH Clr Stb
505 KD = PEEK (49152) : IF KD < 128

THEN 505 I REH Halt for key
510 POKE 49168,0
515 KD = KD - 128 : IF KD > 96 THEN

KD = KD - 32: REH If L/C aake U/C

520 KS : CHRS (KD) : KD = VAL (KS)

525 RETURN

How to get your
Apple II or Mac

to talk to

a BBC Micro
{or a Spectrum or a Commodore

or an Amstrad or an Atari or an

IBM... or ANY other computer).

Language problems become a
thing of the past when you join
MicroLink. Now you can use your
Apple or Mac (plus your
telephone) to send messages to
any other computer user, with no
restriction on make of machine -

or even on

distance.

Details from 0625 878888

Avro Systems
Technology Ltd.

fl pple*IBM*RpricofEpsQn*Rmstrad

128K-512K RAM Upgrade £175
2MB Upgrade for Mac Plus £375
2MB SIMMS (2xlMB) £445
MousePad™ 8.95 Disk Head Cleaner 11.95

Sony DS 3.5" Disks (10) £19.50
Verbatim DS 3.5" Disks(lO) £15.25
Imagewriter Ribbons 13.95 (5)

25.95 (10)

LaserWriter Toner Cartridge £79
IrnQgeUlriter Compatible Printers;

80 column £295 132 column £395

Please call for further details

01-848 140?)
A ^ Coldharbour Lane,
.Srp Hayes, Middx. UB3 3EF
^ ̂ Tel: 01-848 1407 Fax:01-848 8724
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Programming

Transfer fees

THE review of ProLink {Appl^ User. October
1987) confirmed my experience that it is
easy to transfer AppleWorks word process
ing files to Microsoft Word or Works. But as
N.S.R. Duffin found (Feedback, December

1987). it is not easy to transfer AppleWorks
spreadsheet files to Excel or Works.

ProLink will not read AppleWorks
spreadsheets files directly; it will only read
text, Ascii, DIP and SYLK files. A client of

mine had many AppleWorks spreadsheet
files to transfer, so I needed to find a way.

First, I saved an AppleWorks spreadsheet
as a DIF file. Excel and Works cannot read

DIP files, but I transferred it to Dos 3.3,

loaded it Into VisiCalc, then read the

VisiCalc file into Multiplan (on an Apple II),
saved the Multiplan file as a SYLK file, trans
ferred it to Prodos and used ProLink to

transfer it to the Mac where it could be read

directly by Works or Excel,
But DIF files do not save the formulae so

these had to be re-entered at some stage,
either within VisiCalc, or in Multiplan
before creating the SYLK file, or in Excel or
Works. Moreover, some of the AppleWorks
files were created on an Apple II with extra
memory, so they were too large to read into
Multiplan which offers only 35k in an Apple
II.

Next I tried transferring an AppleWorks
spreadsheet via the clipboard into an
AppleWorks word processor file. However,
when I transferred this file with ProLink and

loaded it into Excel, the contents of the

columns of each row of the original
worksheet did not appear in separate-
columns - they were all in the first column
with text spilling over into others.

Like Mr Duffin, I realised chat this prob
lem could be solved by using a word
processor to insert tab characters, but I felt
that this method was too tedious.

Asci files?

In an attempt to find alternative methods, I
tried printing an AppleWorks spreadsheet
to the disc as an Ascii text file. When I

tranferred this file by ProLink and read it into
Excel, the contents of each cell across Row
I of the orginal worksheet appeared in
successive cells down Column A, followed

by Che content of Row 2, and so on.
In the process of printing to disc, the

formulae were converted into answers. In

Excel, I used the Transpose comrhand to
transfer the data out of Column A into Che

correct rows, then I used the Copy and
Paste Special (Values Only) commands to
fix the data into the cells.

Although this method was tedious, it

Geoff Wood converts

AppleWorks spreadsheets

to Excel

was quicker than retyping the data and
probably less prone to error. I tried to trans
fer the formulae by using the Open-
Apple-l-Z command in AppleWorks to dis
play the formulae, then printing the file to
disc, transferring it to the Mac and reading
it into Excel, But this file proved to be
exactly the same as the previous Ascii file:
The formulae were converted into values.

By now, the problem had become a
challenge. Out of curiosity, I went back to
the AppleWorks word processor file and
tried importing it into the spreadsheet pro
gram of Microsoft Works as a text file, Lo
and behold, it came up with most of the
labels and values in the right cells.

Like the DIF method, this process did not
transfer the formulae, only the values. But
whereas the DIF method converted the

answers to the formulae with several deci

mal places, this process converted with the
values as displayed.

Fortunately, many of the formulae simply
added up the columns and rows so it was
easy to reconstruct them by entering a
formula at the bottom of one column or the

end of one row and copying them across
into the other columns or down into the

other rows.

Problems arose where there were empty

cells or centred labels in the original
worksheet, but these could be overcome by
modifying the original. Also, I found it best
to delete narrow columns which contained

only demarcation symbols. The Works file
could be transferred to Excel as a SYLK file.

This method was fine for small files

(though you may need to set the platen
width to I3.2in and the characters per inch
to 17) but it would not work with large files
because the AppleWorks clipboard is lim
ited to 250 lines. I found that I could transfer

large files in sections, but it was a tricky
process. Recent versions of Applied Engi
neering's modified version of AppleWorks
allow up to 2000 lines on the clipboard, but
you need a RamWorks or UltraRam card.

Try anything!

Then I remembered that Works and Excel
can read files created by Lotus 1-2-3 with
the suffix ,WKS, so I used VIP Professional
{Apple User. July 1987) to convert an
AppleWorks spreadsheet to a .WKS file.
Unfortunately, ProLink would not transfer
the .WKS files to the Mac,

I tried using Access II and the communi
cations program in Works with the Apple II
and Mac connected by cable. The .WKS file
transferred all right, but Excel would not
read it.-

In a "try anything" mood, I printed the
VIP Professional file to disc as a file bearing
the suffix .PRN. This file transferred all right
with ProLink, and when I imported it into >

File: SUfiriARY REVIEW/ADD/CHANGE Escapes Main Menu

Jan FetJ

1100

800

1400

1000

700

1300

1200

900

1500

+B3+B4+B5 +C3+C4+C5 +D3+D4+D5 +E3+E4+E5

nSUMMARY

21

aiDept A
41Dept B

51Dept C

61

71 Totals

81

91

101

111

121

131

141

IS!

161

171

181

Als ILabe!) SUMMARY

Type entry or use ® commands

The original AppleWorks spreadsheet, dumped,
warts and all. with OpenApple+H

Mar Totals

+B3+C3+D3

+B4+C4+D4

+B5+C5+D5

®-? -for Help
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3 Works as a text file, most of the data came
up In the right cells. However, as with the
AppleWorks word processor method, the
formulae were lost in the process-

Finally. I found an answer to transferring
the formulae. An option within VIP Profes
sional allowed me to print a file to disc with
the formulae. When I transferred this file

with ProLink and read it into Excel, the

.  contents of each cell appeared down
Column A - with the formulae. The con

tents of each cell were preceded by the
coordinates of the cell and a colon.

Final touches

I tried again, but before reading the file to
Excel via Works. I used Word 3 to strip out
the coordinates and colons. I used the

Transpose. Copy and Paste Special com
mands and found that this technique put
the formulae into the right cells, but as
labels.

It was then necessary to edit the formula
by inserting = signs and replacing .. with :
in SUM formulae. I went back to Word and

edited the formulae, but found that after

using Paste Special in Excel, formulae were
converted to answers. I reverted to the

Summary

A B C D E

1 SUMMARY Jan Feb Mar Totals

2

3 Oept A 1100 1000 1200 =B3+C3+D3

4 DeptB 800 700 900 =B4+C4+D4

5 Dept C 1400 1300 1500 =B5+C5+D5

6

7 Totals =B3+B4+B5 =C3+C4^C5 =03+04+05 =E3+E4+E5

The finished spreadsheet transferred
to Excel, with formulae displayed

method that gave formulae as labels.
I wrote a macro to perform the Trans

pose. Copy and Paste Special commands
but I still had to edit the formulae by hand.
To perform these methods of transferring

files from AppleWorks to Excel you need
VIP Professional and Microsoft Works as

well as ProLink and a 3.Bin drive on your
Apple II. If you have many worksheets to
transfer, it may be worth buying the pro
grams. Alternatively, you could find
someone with the programs and the right

hardware and pay them to convert your
files.

I  felt that there must be an easier way.
and eventually found a dealer who said
that a program called File Exchange (to be
released with the new system folder for the
Mac) would transfer all types of Prodos files
to the Mac. I was told that AppleWorks
spreadsheets could be transferred and read
by Works.

I can't wait to get my hands on this
program to see if this is the easy answer. □

The Cotswold Press
Linotronic 300

Desktop Publishing Bureau

Full Desktop Publishing output to
Linotronic 300 image setter from all
IBM and Macintosh DTP software.

Ventura Training & Typesetting
Bureau

Contact Pieire Macke or Kaye Morrison
The Cotswold Press Ltd
Stanton Harcourt Road

Eynsham Oxford OX8 IJB
Tel: 0865 880608
Fax: 0865 880675

NOW!

Disks & Ribbons
DISKS
3.5" DS unbranded £0.90
Library box for 10,3.5' £0.75
5.25" Memorex branded SS/DD £0.60
5.25" 96 tpi DS, unbranded. labels etc £0.35
ribbons

Cannon PW 1080A £2.69
Citizen MSP 10 £4.90
Epson LX 80/86 £2.50
KogoToxan £2.69

Imagewrlter £2.95
Citizen 120D £3.50
Epson MX/RX/FX80 £2.75
Epson MX/RX/FXIOO £3.10

Please odd 15% VAT, carriage free

T-Systems Ltd
The Signal Cabin, 61 High Street, Orpington, Kent BR6 OJF

Access Card accepted. Tel. 0689 22196

Beagle Bros TimeOut series
TimeOut Graph £89.95
TImeOut SuperFonts £79.95
TimeOut Quickspell £69.95
TimeOut UltraMacros £59.95
TimeOut SideSpread £49.95
TimeOut FileMaster £49.95
TimeOut DeskTools £49.95

TimeOut series requires AppleWorks 2.0 and is compatible with
most enhancements to AppleWorks

All pflces include VAT and P&P. Paymeni is accepted by ACCESS. VISA of Cheque

DIAMOND SOFTWARE, Dept AU, Clayton Holt End, Underhill Lane,
Clayton, Hassocks, West Sussex BN6 9PL

Telephone; Hassocks (07916) 2531 (24 hours)
Telex; 934999 TXLINK G Quoting MBX 079182531
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1 ^ Review

Into the fifth

generation
THERE is a Joke char says chat the second-
worst thing that can happen to you is that
you don't get what you really want: The
worst thing Is that you get what you want,
and that you don't like it.

For some time now, the Mac operating
system has been criticised for its single-
tasking operating system, with systems like
the Amiga held up as an example of what it
ought to be like. With MultiFinder. Apple
has given its critics what they want, but I
don't suppose they will be satisfied.

MultiFinder is an extension to the Finder

that lets you open several applications (up
to 30 if you have the memoiy) at once. It
works like the Switcher - Apple's previous
effort in this area - with each application
maintaining its own windows in a separate
layer. The difference is that the Switcher's
layers are opaque so that you cannot see
other application windows, but MultlFinder
layers are transparent, so that windows
belonging to other applications can be
seen underneath those of the currently
active application.

Like the Switcher. MultiFinder only
allows the currently active application to
take control of the menubar and to interact

with the user: Unlike Switcher. MultiFinder

allows other applications to continue to run
if they do not need to interact with the user,
and have been written to take advantage of
this facility.

Installation

MultiFinder is distributed as part of the
System software 5.0 package. This is (or
should be) included with all new Macs, but

if you already own a Mac. you can get the
package from your Apple dealer for £35.
Apart from MultiFinder. there is a new
System. Finder. LaserWriter driver. Image-
Writer driver. Font/DA Mover to list just a
few things.

In short, it's a complete overhaul of the
system software, and all MacPlus, Mac SE
and Mac II owners should go and get a
copy-you may be entitled to a free copy if
you bought your Mac recently, so check
with your dealer. Mac 5I2K [enhanced or
otherwisej, and Mac I28K owners are
advised not to upgrade to the new system.
The System software 5,0 package is

made up of four discs and a manual, and
even without installation instructions, the

Readme file on the discs and rhe similarity
to previous system upgrade procedures
makes it easy to see what to do. Briefly,

Stik Wathanasin sees if

Apple's long-ay\^aited

MultiFinder lives up to

expectations

# You boot from the Mac Tools I disc, and
launch the Installer program in the Utilities
folder. When the dialogue box appears,
choose the appropriate installation script,
then click the Install button.

You must use the Installer and not simply
drag the System and Finder to your system
discs because the three roms are different,

and different resources have to be installed

for each system.
# Boot from the Mac Tools 2 disc, and
launch the Installer. When the dialogue box
appears, choose the appropriate printers to
be installed - you can select more than one
by holding down the shift key while
clicking - and click the Install button,
# Drag new versions of the system utilities,
such as the new Fonc/DA Mover from the

two Utilities discs to your working discs.
After installing the new system, simply

restart the Mac with your new system disc,
and MultiFinder will be started auto

matically. Like many other Macintosh pro
grams. MultiFinder is hard to describe
because of the way it uses graphics in its
interaction with the user. Moreover, as with
all good Mac programs, you are in control,
and will no doubt find your own preferred
ways of using the program - the best I can
do is to describe some features of the

system.

When MultiFinder starts up. it auto
matically starts up the Finder, and you are
presented with the familiar Mac desktop.
MultiFinder indicates its presence in two
ways: It puts a small icon of the currently
running application in the right end of the
menubar (where the Switcher arrows used
to go - see Figure I - and it puts an "About
MultiFinder" item under the Apple menu,
though you may have to scroll the menu to
see itj.
To start an application, you simply

double-click on its icon. It puts up its
menubar as with previous versions of the
system, but a small application icon is dis
played on the extreme right of the
menubar. Instead of the application taking
over the Mac screen completely, however,
it opens any windows that it needs in a
separate layer on top of any windows that
may already be opened.

Inactive windows from other applica
tions are visible in any part of the screen
that isn't occupied by the top window. It's
Just like opening a desk accessory: Indeed,
an entry for the application is inserted into
the Apple menu.
With MultiFinder, you do not have to

quit an application in order to start another.
You Just activate the Finder's windows by
clicking anywhere in them and double-click
on the application's icon as usual - you
may have to open a few folders to find it. If
there is enough memory, the application
will be launched as described above.

You can see how memory is being used
by selecting the "About Finder I" item from
the Apple menu. Figure I shows a screen
with three applications open: The Print-
Monitor is active, with the Finder and Excel

in the background. You can tell which
application is active from the icon in the
extreme right of the menubar. and from the
"About I" item in the Apple menu.

Switching around

As With the Finder, only one window can
be active (accept input) at any time, and it
has its title bar highlighted. To activate
another window, you Just click in it. but
with MultiFinder. the application that owns
the window is reactivated or "brought to
the foreground". All other open applica
tions are said to be "in the background".
Another way of bringing an application

to the foreground is to double-click its icon
on the desktop - the icon will be dimmed
because it is already open. A third way is to
select Its entry in the Apple menu. You can
also switch between any open applications
by clicking in the small icon in the
menubar, which brings each application to
the foreground in turn.

Switching between applications is pleas
antly fast compared with having to quit to
the Finder and lauching another program.
Switching to the Finder is very fast because
it does not have to keep reading the
Desktop file from disc, and it may be worth
running MultiFinder just because of this.

Cutting and pasting between applica
tions IS particularly simple and is carried out
just like cutting and pasting between two
windows of the same application or
between an application and a DA window.
You can change the amount of memory

allocated to an application by clicking on
the application icon while in the Finder,
and selecting Get Info, The suggested
memory size is displayed near the bottom £>
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< of the window and can be changed. This
change is written to disc and is permanent,
so you should have a backup copy of the
application; there seems to be no way of
changing the memory allocation for just
one run.

The Background work

An application that is In the background
cannot interact with the user, but it can

carry on executing. For example, once a
communications program has established
the name of a file to transfer, it can do so in

the background without having to interact
with the user. Similarly, long calculations
can be carried out in the background.
Another example is printing (see later).
Only a few applications can take advan

tage of this feature now. but I would expect
that to change as MultiFinder is more
widely distributed. For now. Apple supplies
the Print fyionitor program that prints to a
LaserWriter in the background, and there is
a new version of Versalerm which can

transfer files in the background.
However, by setting the canBackground

bit (bit 12 of the SIZE PI resource), you can
make some existing applications run in the
background. With this trick. I was able to
use MacTerminal to transfer large files in
the background while doing something
else in the foreground. If you want to
experiment with this, make sure that your
discs are well-backed up because it can be
risky.

The Print Monitor

Figure I shows a screen dump with the
Print/Wonitor window at the fiont. It shows

which jobs are in the queue, and which
one is currently printing - print jobs can be
reordered just by dragging them to the
appropriate position in the queue. You can
also schedule them to print at a particular
time or to be suspended indefinitely.

If you have background printing on
when you print from an application, the
print file is sent to disc. When this has been
done, control returns to the application: the
Print Monitor will run whenever the fore

ground application is idle.
It is a shame that the Print Monitor only

works with the LaserWriter - it would have

been more useful if it could have handled

the ImageWriter as well. It seems to me that
ImageWriter owners need this facility more
than LaserWriter users since printing on the
ImageWriter is so much slower.
One useful by-product of the Print Moni

tor is that it allows you to generate print
files even though you don't have a Laser
Writer, These files can then be taken to

another Mac that is connected to a Laser

Writer and printed.
To do this, first use the Chooser to select

the LaserWriter and to specify Background
printing. Then run the Print Monitor by

double-clicking on it. Now select Suspend
printing from the File menu which stops it
from trying to print on the LaserWriter that
you don't have. From now on. every time
you Print from an application, a file is
created in a folder called Spool Folder in
your System folder - make sure you have
lots of disc space.
The spool files can be copied to a floppy

and taken to a Mac that has a LaserWriter. If

it is not running Print Monitor, start it up as
described above. Now all you have to do is
to drag your spool files into the spool folder
on this Mac: the Print Monitor will notice

that there is work to be done and will start

printing automatically.
You run a DA in the usual way by

selecting it from the Apple menu. However,
all DAs are now run in a separate "applica
tion" called the DA Handler, and the DA's

windows are kept in a separate layer
belonging to the DA Handler.
DAs no longer share the memory parti

tion of the application in which you started
them. This means that they can remain
open, even if you quit an application

Unfortunately, some DAs expect to be
able to access the host application's data
and won't work if they are run in a separate
layer. For example, the spelling checkers
(such as MacLightning) won't work prop
erly under the MultiFinder.
However, there is an undocumented

"feature" that allows you to run a DA in the
same memory space as the foreground
application: Hold down the option key
while selecting the DA - but make sure that
the application has lots of memory, DAs
started in this way will be closed if the
foreground application quits.
Many software houses are bringing out

MultiFinder-compatible versions of their
products. For example. LightSpeed C ver
sion 2.13 does not quit when, using the
Run command a program under de
velopment.

Instead, it launches the program in a
separate MultiFinder partition this means
that you can bring back the LightSpeed C
window with a mouse-click and examine

the source code while testing your pro
gram. Unfortunately, this feature is only
available if you have 2Mb or more of ram.

MultiFinder can arrange to start up
several applications or DAs automatically.
You can either select several application
icons while in the Finder, then choose Set

Startup [all the icons must be in the same
folder), or you can Set startup when you
already have several applications or DAs
open. There does not seem to be any way
of attaching a document to a startup appli
cation.

It can be argued that the large "inte
grated" all-singing, all-dancing systems like
Works or Jazz or even LightSpeed C are
now made redundant by MultiFinder, I
think that there is now a good case for
developers to go back to the slim, do-one-
job-well programs that were characteristic
of the early Mac software, but to allow

"hooks" so that other programs can coop
erate.

Wouldn't it be great if. for example, you
could change a drawing in one window
and that change was reflected in a docu
ment in which you had pasted the
drawing? In other words. I think a "hot-
view" feature should be a standard Mac

facilify. If Apple could provide support with
operating system utilities and well-defined
protocols, all Mac applications might be
able to cooperate in this way in the future,
just as they mostly all. support the standard
"cut-and-paste" facility.

Some problems

MultiFinder needs a lot of memory: On my
Macplus. after booting, the Finder's
memory display shows only about 500k
free. This means that it is only possible to
open two or three programs at once, and
that HyperCard, which needs 750k, will not
run. Tested on a Mac II with 2Mb of ram.

MultiFinder ran comfortably, but I think that
a hard disc running MultiFinder is unprac
tical if you do not have a hard disc.

Related to the memory problem is the
question of DA partition size. Every open
DA apppears to be allocated some space
on the system heap using an undocu
mented procedure. It would appear that
large DAs such as Acta are not allocated
enough space since it reports "out of
memory" if I try to paste more than 4k into
it,

I can get around this by forcing the DA to
use the application heap space, but that
means that I cannot use the DA when I

switch to another application.
The initial launch of an application (or

the opening of the first DA) can be slow
even on a Mac II. as MultiFinder has to do a

fair amount of work allocating memory
partitions and so on. The window refresh
can be a bit slow on a MacPlus when

switching between applications: On a Mac
II. it is almost instantaneous.

I have problems with some software that
maintain a private clipboard. This problem
is well-known to Switcher fans, but there

does not appear to be a simple way around
this problem in MultiFinder.

I also find that the desktop gets very
cluttered even on a large screen - see
Figure I. One reason for this is that you
have to keep opening folders to find the
applications you want, I am not sure if the
Switcher's opaque layers are not an advan
tage - perhaps it might be better to use
these, but allow them to be sized and

moved just like a normal Mac window.
Having an opaque window would

benefit the desktop - the Finder's window
layer. At the moment, if you switch to the
Finder, its windows are brought to the top.
but the trash can and disc icons remain

covered.

This can make it difficult to copy files to
or from a disc, for example, especially as
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Icon shows active application-

Finder: 6.8(B1]
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Total Henory:

I PrinlMonilor

Microsoft Excel

^ Finder
B System

Memory usage window
(I enlarged it with
ResEdit; hooray for
resources!)
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PrintMonitor

Printing

UJaltin

O

Remoue From List [ Set Print Time,
Document information: Monthig budget

1 page from Microsoft Excel
Spooled on: Tue, Jan 5, 1988 at 2:35 pm

Finder Window

166.66

87.36

Print Monitor window (currently active)

Excel

Window

Figure I: MulriFinder indicates irs presence on ihe desktop in two ways - with a small icon at the right of the menubar and a reference under
the Apple menu. Here three applications are open: The Pr/ntMonitor is active, with the Finder and Excel m the background.

some applications still do not support
"zoom Poxes".

If you try to open a document that
"belongs" to an application that is already
open, you will get an error. The trouble is
that if the application has no windows
open and it is not in the foreground, then
there is nothing' on the desktop to remind
you that it is open: The application's icon is
dimmed, but that may be in a closed folder.
Many people, especially those new to

the Mac. are baffled by this error message. I
think that MultiFinder should at least bring
the application to the foreground before
displaying the error message or, even
better, force the application to open the
document.

One serious problem is that if one appli
cation bombs, the whole system crashes.
Only hardware memoiy protection can
adequately protect running applications -
and the system - from one another. This
may be a future option on the Mac 11. but it
is unlikely that this will be offered to Mac-
Plus and SE users.

Most applications that I tried worked
with MultiFinder, even ones that were writ

ten in the days of the 128k Mac, and this is
a tribute to Apple's software engineers. It

seemed to. work well with all the INITs and

FKEYs that I had in my system except for
Popkeys 3.0.

Development problems

Some programs run. but do not update
their windows correctly. The "Stars" DA is
one of these. Some DAs do not check for

out-of-memoiy errors and froze the system
when I tried to paste a large clipboard into
it (McSink).
Under MultiFinder. if you launch an

application from within HyperCard, it does
not return to HyperCard when you quit, but
to the Finder,

But. as i said earlier, developers are
working to fix these problems, and by the
lime you read this, MultiFinder compatible
versions should be available. In the

meantime, make sure your discs are backed
up.

Remember also that MultiFinder comes

with a new System and Finder, and the
compatibility problems may be because of
them.

There are reports that PageMaker 2.0 has
a problem with the new FOND resource

that result in menus and dialogues being
messed up.

It is possible to disable MultiFinder
temporarily by restarting the Mac and
holding the command key down while it
boots. This allows you to test whether it is a
MultiFinder compatibility problem, and to
run "rogue" applications. To disable Mul
tiFinder permanently, set the startup appli
cation to be the Finder. Ifyou have disabled
MultiFinder. you can restart MultiFinder by
holding down the Option and Command
keys while double-clicking on its icon.

Conclusions

For the moment. I have gone back to using
Finder 6,0 on its own: It's not that I don't

like MultiFinder - it has lived up to all the
rumours about it - it's Just that 1Mb is not
enough memoiy to use it properly, I will be
getting a memory upgrade as soon as 1 can
afford one. which is a good indication of
how much I liked it.

On the Mac II I use at work. I run Multi

Finder all the time with no problems - and
would not want to go back to using just
the Finder, □
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Apple User
Has upgrading your computer given
you hardware you no longer need? Or
have changing interests left you with
unwanted software? Then THIS is

the place to advertise your surplus
items. Apple User readers are always
on the lookout for a bargain and this
is the first place they look!

An added bonus!

Your advert will also be automatically displayed
on MicroLink, the electronic mail service
operated in association with Telecom Gold. This
means it will be seen by thousands of computer
enthusiasts who can send an instant response.

• AppiG III L'150, Monitor III C60, plus soft
ware (conipleie with manuals) each at
C25:- Visicaic, Quickfile, Applewriter,
Access. Business graphics, Pfs & report,
system software, offers. Tel: 01 968 7556
(evenings),
# Apple II curoplus with language card,
accelerator 11;. monitor. 80 col card.
Cumana Iwm drives, OKI M80 printer &
interface, acoustic hood (as new), offers.
Tel: 0895 635463 evenings.
# Apple II software (each with manual):
Ouickfilo, Access, Apple Writer. Micro
Modeller V2.2G, Superbase, Business
Graphics. Pfs graph, Ormbeta compact
accounting, Format 80 enhanced. Pinpoint,
offers. Tol: 0895 635463 evenings.

• Epson PL-B printer interface card and
cable for Apple HE, also joystick IIE, Any
offers considered. Tel: 0932 65642,

# Wanted: CCS 7712-01 synchronous
serial interface - urgent requirement- Tel:
0895 34207.

• Contplete Apple IIE system, extended 80
columns silent fan, two Apple drives,
hi-res Apple monitor III, monitor stand. 16k
ramciird. 128k ramcard, Romclock. Apple
Drnp printer, parallel printercard.
colourcard, all manuals. Mint condition!
Including expanded Visicaic, Sideways,
Superscript wordprocessor, spellchecker,
mailmcrgo, Superbase database, various
names for L'675. Also Snapshot system.
Shuttle, Ramox1?8, Champion 64k,

Commscards for £125. Bargain £750
combined, Tel: 0245 259369.

• Apple IIE, 80 column card, disc drive and
monitor £300 o,n,o, Tei; 09904 2816 (dayl
09904 4611 (eveningsl,
• Apple IIE software cheap, professional
and games Phone for list. Tei: 09904 2816
(days 09904 4611 (evenings).
• Mac XL/Lisa 2/5 with Lisa 7/7 software

and Macwrite, Macpaint offers. Tel: 09904
2816 (day) 09904 4611 (evenings),
• Mac software including OMN153 Mac-
project, Microsoft basic etc including
games cheap. Phone for list, Tel: 09904
2816 (day) 09904 4611 (evenings).
• Apple Imagewriter 10" immaculate,
offers, Tel: 09904 2816 (day) 09904 4611
(evenings).
• 2 Apple II Europlus. 1 carrying case. 3
drives. Monitor 40 discs + box £250.

Canon PN1080A NLO printer boxed £150.
Philips 12" green monitor £40, Tel: 0865
722158.

• Apple lie software: Multiplan. Apple-
Writer. Ormbeta Database (main menu) *■
utilities, text editor, Ormbeta sales ledger
(4 discs) all complete with manuals -i- 16
discs £30 each £100 the lot, Tel: 0772
721489 or 0228 23568.
• For Sale: 256k Cirtech Ram card, Apple
DMP utilities and triple dump graphics
printing program. Offers invited,Tel: Barry
Keal 0695 75831,
• Apple II GS 1.25MB colour system, 3.5 8i
5.25 drives, joystick etc. All colour keyed.

Classified advertisements will be accepted
under the following conditions:
• This service is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of

private readers. No trade ads will be allowed.
• To avoid encouraging software piracy, all ads

will be carefully vetted before they are
accepted.

• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a
photocopy of it).

• There is no maximum to the number of
words you include in your ad. If there is
insufficient room on the form, continue on a
separate sheet of paper.

• The cost is 20p per vyord, with a minimum of
10 words.

• We GUARANTEE your ad will appear in the
March issue (on sale February 24)
providing it is received by January 29.

Plus reference manuals and other items,
£1199, Te): 051 920 9629.
# Apple IIE: Borland Turbopascal, sensible
speller - prodos. both latest versions, as
new, business graphics, sysiemalics slock
control. Apple III: Keystroke database,
report, Tel: Nige) 0203 503042,
# Apple Macintosh plus for sale, only four
months old. Complete with 800k external
disc drive. Imagewriter printer and mixed
software, £1550- Tel: 0865 723313
evenings.
% Apple 11+ twin disc drives, monitor,
basic, joystick, printer, 80 col card, busi
ness software and games £400 o.n.o, Tel:
0885 4324 evenings.
S Wanted 11+ disc drive. East Midlands
area. Tel: 0332 831649.
# Alpha Syntauri CMS 16 track sequen
cing, layering, 8 splits. Velocity keyboard
midi option. Apple II disc II cp/m, serial
expansion and language cards. Will split
£1000 or silly offers. Tef: 01 482 3205
(Chris Full).
# Wanted, Appleworks. graphics software
for Apple II. Tel: 0395 277977.
# Apple HE, Dos disc drive, green monitor.
Apple writer 11, manuals, spare discs. Mint
condition £450 o.n.o. Tel: Ipswich 217422.
# Complete Apple IIC system including 2
disc drives, monitor on stand, power unit
etc. AH manuals, game, discs etc £550
o.n.o. Tel: 0794 388297 anytime.
# Apple IIE (American), Ext.80c, mouse,
20.drives, numeric key pad, all manuals

vgc £550. Apple graphics tablet £150. Tel:
(0732) 355951 (evenings).
# Apple He, External 5.25" drive, monitor,
stand, ProDos3.3 with Appleworks. Never
been used £800 inci case manuals. Tel: 01
935 6328 Peter.
# Macintosh 512k with 400k internal and
external drives. Imagewriler, Microsoft
"Word" (Wordprocessor), "File" (Data
base) and usual macsoflware. All leads
and manuals £1295. Tel: 01 360 4142.
9 Apple He 128k 2dd 80 col, Z80 Apple
monitor, Appleworks, Graphworks,
Wordstar all in good condition. £700 Tel:
0203 612848,
# Apple 2+, 64k £90, disc and controller
£75, Zenith green monitor £45. Tel: Dave
061 747 8383.
# Apple IIE 2dd, monitor, excellent condi
tion £425. Tel: 01 385 9338.
# Apple HE - Microsoft Z80 CPM2.23,
Dbase II + utils, Wordstar, Supersort, Mul
tiplan, Compiler (Tasc) • £250 o.n.o. 64k ext
80 col £20, 80 col £10, 2 x 128k ram £50
each, Automoulh £20. Visifile, Visicaic,
Wsitrend/Ploi, VIsischedule £50 o.n.o.
Applewriter 11 £15, Lastone Generator £20.
Tel: 0803 25275.
9 Apple IIC monitor twin dies Imagewriter
printer, Appleworks software, all manuals
£400. Tel: 0702 205819 evenings,
weekends.
9 Bargain. Apple II + , twin disc drives,
monitor, discs £150 o.n.o, Tel: 01 368 1092
anytime.

Fill in
now for
the next
issue
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10 words £2 00

15 words £3.00

20 words £4,00

25 words £5.00

30 words £6.00

I
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POST TO: Apple Classifieds, Europe House, Adiington Park, Adlington, Mecciesfield SK10 6NP,

Cheque enclosed for C_

I certify that any software offered
for sale is original and not a copy

Signed

Name-

Address.



Feature

Apple Writer
made easier

Tab and print format files
You can set up special tab and print format
files and save them on a disc by using the
Control+Q menu. If you want to use these
files immediately after starting up, you don't
need to use the Control+Q menu: Start up
Apple Writer, but when the copyright
screen appears, remove the program disc
and insert the disc with your special ver
sions of the tab and print format files which
must have the names SYS.TAB and SYS.PRT.

With the ProdQs version of Apple Writer,
this disc must have the same volume name

as the program disc, for example,
AW2MASTER.

Using your printer as a typewriter
The Apple lie and Prodos versions of Apple
Writer have an option in the Control+O
menu to connect the keyboard directly to
the printer. Some printers print out as you
type, others print when you press the
Return key. This can be useful for adding a
postcript to a letter you have already
printed.

Transferring text
between computers
The Prodos version of Apple Writer has an
option in the Control+O menu to set a

printer/modem interface. You can then use
the option in the Control+O menu to trans
fer text files from one computer to another,
for example, to or from a Macintosh or an
IBM PC for which you will need a suitable
communications, program.

Addressing on an envelope
If you use Apple Writer for correspondence,
type the address and print it out before you
type the letter, You can embed a suitable
left margin, say .LM20, before the address
and perhaps also .LI I for double spacing.
Don't forget to reset the margin and
spacing before printing the letter; the safest
way is to embed the commands .LMO and
.LIO after the address before you print it out.

Printing page numbers
and footnotes

Apple Writer does not print out the page
number and footnotes at the end of the last

page unless you embed the .FF code at the
end of the document. Do not press the
Return key after the .FF, otherwise it may
print another page bearing only a page
number.

Using the top margin
If you set the top margin to zero, you may
find that the first two printed lines are too
close together, especially with hand fed

Geoff Wood offers more

of his tested tips

for Appie Writer users

paper. If so, leave the top margin set at one
line, even though it makes it more difficult
to locate the exact position of the first
printed line on letterheads or forms.

Counting the words
The Apple Writer disc has a WPL program
for counting the number of words in a file.
On some versions it is called COUfMT, on
other versions COUNTER. To operate it,
press Control P, ̂ pe DO COUNT (or DO
COUNTER), press the Return key and enter
the name of the file. It loads in the file and,

after a time, displays the number of words
in the file.

How does it work? It converts all the

carriage returns to spaces, converts all the
multiple space gaps to single spaces, then
counts the total number of spaces.
A faster but less accurate method is to

take the number of characters in the file, as

displayed on the data line, and divide it by
six.

Locking flies for protection
When you save a file with a name that is
already on the disc, the Prodos version of
Apple Writer asks if you want to replace the
original file but Dos3.3 versions do not -
Nor does the Prodos version if you use the
= sign with Control+S.) To prevent acci
dental loss of important files, use Control+
O and C to lock the files. It is easy to unlock
a file if you wish to amend it.

Saving disc space with
shortened files

If you load in a Dos3.3 file, shorten it and
resave it. the file still uses the same amount

of disc space as the original file. You can
save disc space by deleting the file from the
disc before resaving it, Prodos automatically
uses fewer blocks, provided you have
deleted sufficient text.

Rearranging files on a disc
If you have several files on a disc and you
load in and expand some of the earlier files
and save them, the extra text is saved on

tracks which are not adjacent to the first
version. Eventually, you may have problems
because the read/write head in the disc

drive has to jump tracks as it loads in the
file.

To avoid this problem, load in each file in

turn and save it on a new disc. Alternatively,
you can use the Apple Filer program or
similar utility to copy the files from one disc
to another. Don't just copy the disc: This
makes an exact copy of the original disc, so
you may have the same problem.

Using the Word
Processing Language
Newcomers to computing may find the
Word Processing Language (WPL) formid
able but it's easier than Basic because it has

fewer commands. If you follow the
manual, you should soon be able to write
some very useful programs. For example,
you can get it to number or renumber the
paragraphs in a document.

Printing lines starting
with full stops
A full stop after a carriage return tells Apple
Writer not to print that line but to interpret
any embedded code that follows the full
stop. To print a line of full stops, or a line
that starts with a full stop, the manual tells
you to leave a space at the beginning of the
line. However, this space is apparent on the
printout.
To eliminate this space, set the left

margin for all the text to at least I, then
embed margin settings .LMl and .LM + I
before and after the line that starts with a

full stop.
Alternatively, you can use space charac

ters Instead of a carriage return before the
line that starts with a full stop. If the mar
gins for printing do not correspond with the
screen display, you can adjust the number
of spaces so that it prints the full stop at the
beginning of the line. Test it by printing the
text to the screen.

Printing 1.5 spacing
Apple Writer can print with double spacing
(.Lllj, giving three lines per inch with most
printers. Some printers can be set to give
eight lines per inch, which, with double
spacing, prints four lines per inch,
equivalent to 1.5 line spacing.
On some printers, the line spacing can

be set by sending Escape codes which can
be embedded in Apple Writer by using
Control V.

Using the glossary
If you use certain words or phrases fre
quently. put them into a Glossary file which
you can load in off a disc. Although these
are limited to 2048 characters, you can have
as many Glossaiy files as you wish, and
each could include a command, say, gCon-
trol Oe. to load in another Glossary file. □
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PC SCAN PLUS AND DEST SOFTWARE
How do you get documents into your
system? Simple. Use PC Scan Plus with
DEST Software.

In seconds, PC Scan Plus scans text,
photographs, line drawings, logos,
graphics, - saving you hours of re
typing or drawing time to enter
information into desktop publishing and
word processing files. Text will be read
using optical character recognition,
which means the information is fully
editable.

And the quality? See for yourself. The
left-hand page of this ad features actual
documents and photographs. The right-

hand page shows the scanned results.
This text, photographs, our logo -
everything is scanned.
Impressed? Yes, so were we. That's why
we took the package on. And now that
you want to know more, contact your
dealer or give us a call,

ALSO AVAILABLl-
FOR THE IBM PC

Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial Estate, Haslingden,
Rossendale, Lanes. BB4 SHU. Tel: 0706 217744
Telex: 635740 PETPAM G.
1 Gleneagle Road, London SWl6 6AY
Tel: 01 677 7631 Telex: 919220 PPMICR G.
Dale Street, Bilston, West Midlands WV14 7JY
Tel: 0902 43913

»
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DBASE UNDER FIRE - Anicle oa Ihe daubase markei poinling oal
ihal deipile fierce coiitpelilion Aihton-Taie is holdinj iu own.

REVIEW OP PC-FILE* - Cailon Compuler Systems has released
PC-File*, a shareware product in the US but for sale in Ibe UK. It
is a database tnana{iemeni package and is recommended by the
reviewer, particularly at its price of £49.93.

DEALERS SCOUT FOR IBM SUPPLIES - Desperulc deulers are
turning to nvcrscas distributors in a bid to meet demand for
IBM's PS/2 machines. Some are trying to import scarce models
front France and Germany. Others are being approached by
distributors offering grey imports from the states. IBM has
reacted by sending dealers a letter warning that accepting
imports from the US will invalidate Ihe warranty on the
machines. Meanwhile, they have started round Ihe clock
production at its Grccnock plant to cut Ihe backlog. Some dcalen
arc saying ihai some large companies are holding off from
purchasing the new system because of the delays.

SYMPHONY UPGRADE TO DROP COPY PROTECTION • A new version
of Lotus Symphony, to be launched later this year, will cotite
without copy protection. MD, Floyd Bradley conrirmed last week.
"Symphony 2.0 will he a new way of discouraging illegal
copying,' Version 2.0 of Symphony will have an enhanced word
processor and make better use of expanded memory.

DEC CO.MES CLIiAN ON LICE.\SL\G SCHEME • DEC has cottfirmed

thai it is licensing Microsoft's OS/2 operating system and plans to
ship it to customers early in 1988. "The company bad previously
refused to be drawn on its plans to respond to IBMs April
announcements. The most it had promised was to consider
Integrating PS/2 systems into its networks as they became
prevalent. However, they indicated last week that they will
release OS/2 at the same time as other manufacturers.
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Stacks and shares
NEW releases are coming thick and fast for
HyperCard, and in the last few weeks I've
managed to get hold of a series of 20 discs
of stackware which are being distributed by
Educomp in the States. Each disc contains
one stack or series of related ones, the

majority of which are in the public domain.
This is reflected in the price: S8.50 per

disc, reducing to as little as S4.99 per disc if
you buy the complete series. A few of the
stacks are shareware, requesting a nominal
payment in return for which you may
receive information or an unrestricted ver-

Chris Payne explores the

latest HyperCard

compilations

sion of the stack.

The sheer variety is quite bewildering
and Just shows how much HyperCard has
been embraced by the American Mac
intosh owners. And even if you are not
particularly interested in the contents of a

Purd Or, Brr«rW Cruihtr

Star Trek meets

HyperCard - in

sound and pictures

HyperOunshy

Cducomp's answer to
Shanghai - time
consuming but

addictive

stack, you will find a wealth of ideas in the
screen layouts, graphics and clever Hyper-
talk routines which you can easily incor
porate into your own discs. Indeed what
makes some of the stacks so interesting is
that they positively invite you to modily and
develop them further to suit your own
needs.

In order to squeeze as much as possible
on to a single disc, some stacks have been
compacted using Packlt. but these can be
reconstructed on to a blank disc within a

few minutes. Two of the stacks, each taking
up a disc, have already been mentioned in
this column - Macazine (the HyperCard
equivalent of the popular US magazine)
and Megacorp (the new-employee orienta
tion guide for a fictional company) - but
most of the rest were completely new to me.

Wide range

On the information side, one disc is
taken up with a 688k AIDS stack which
offers comprehensive information about
the virus, how it has spread across the US
and so on. It Is one of the most professional
offerings in the series, with some attention-
grabbing animation at the beginning and a
wealth of clearly laid-out text, maps and
graphs.
On another disc there's a vitamins and

minerals guide, and a detailed periodic
table for budding chemists. A further disc
acts as a standalone information centre for

the 1987 Macworld Expo in Boston.
There's help for a wide range of pack

ages such as FullPaint. SuperPaint, Mac-
Draw. PageMaker. Excel and many others -
each in a separate stack, neatly laid out and
well worth referring to for new techniques
or shortcuts. And it's no surprise to find an
interactive guide to programming in Hyper-
talk too. However, only a few commands
are covered - you have to pay to get the
rest.

For those who want to get organised
there are two stacks to help sort out record
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collections and others to do the same for
your wines, recipes, clip art and books. The
restaurant guide may help you choose the
best places to eat, though at the moment
the only ones listed are in the States.

One disc is devoted to a working demo
of Business Class, It coversjust England and
France rather than the complete 65 coun
tries which can be found in the commercial
version, but there is enough there to give
you a good idea of its potential.

The kid's disc includes (nigo Gets Out,
the animated story I enthused about last
month. Other delights include Laura's Let
ters which teaches letters and numbers
using a digitised voice, SpellTest which
gives a verbal spelling quiz and FlashCards,
a teaching aid for babies as young as six
months. However, you will need Macintalk
to get many of these stacks to speak.

Utilities

Utilities include minifinders with Shut
down XCMD, stack detectives to enable
you to delve into protected stacks and read
all the scripts, a routine to add PostScript
printing, another enabling you to import
any tab-delimited text file into a new stack
and a further one which means you can
add your own pull-down menus.

Fascinating - but quite useless - is Bill
Sez..„ a 600k stack which consists of pic
tures of HyperCard's creator Bill Atkinson

and assorted Images linked to a portion of a
speech he gave on HyperCard - and which
lasts for a total of about 30 seconds. In

similar vein, the new series of Star Trek
started recently in the States, and one stack
introduces you to the characters with
superb digitised sound and graphics.

For those interested in games, most pro
mising offering is HyperGunshy, which is
very similar to Activision's Shanghai. Its
main disadvantage is that it takes a number
of minutes to set up each game, but it's
amazingly addictive as you remove match
ing pairs of icons in a bid to clear the pile
and reveal the image underneath. An
added bonus is that you can change the
icons to those of your favourite applications
using ResEdit,

Educomp has done an excellent Job in

compiling this first series of stackware. I can
ill afford room on my hard disc for greedy
memory-grabbing software which I rarely
use, but I found quite a few stacks which
were sufficiently useful to warrant a per
manent space on the disc, and many more
have been archived for future use.

Stacks I have trashed include the collec
tion of toilet cartoons, a collation called Evil
Noises, another rejoicing in the name of
Ron's Hot Fudge, a potato-head maker and
various other similar mischief.

By all means send off to Educomp for a
complete catalogue: But I think you will
find that many of the best stacks will be
available from public domain libraries and
bulletin boards for a nominal fee. □

• For further details, contact Educomp

The 688k AIDS stack
- professional and

well-presented

AIDS HOTLINES
AND INFORMATION
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA

'EH/DSSTHCK
C Basic AIDS liformatlon
O C«rrmonlyAsk«dOu«st)ons

O Glossary
O AIDS Related Syrptoms

BUTTON NOTE: TlwM buttons occur throughout
The AIDS Stock end con eld nevlgatlon through
the sleek. Click on eng button to reveel its use.

D AIDS infonnation In Ton'Area

C Statistics arxl Charts

C Introduction Anrnation
C formation on This Stack

HFiPii

INPORMATON
fOPAPEA
INDICATED

Th* ADS SiKdc vu «>d vrltlfi bv HiehM) Tidmus. «
own^todHjrri for thoM 60fte*rn*4 vith ih* ADS,

Th* ADS S1*ck vM crutM «i Sh«r#v«r«. Ifgou frid IMs irform ion useful,
pWa«o *P>form«fion on Thir Sloek' for friformoftor on Nov ond vhtn to fond
I (m4l1 den*ltori ond pUy * port tn tho fi^t otgomct ADS

KATONAL AIDS-RELATED ORQANEATONS

• AIDS Action Council
FederettonofAIOS ReletedOrgeniietlons
1115 1/2 Indepiendence Avenue, SE
Weshlngton, D C. 20005 n
202 547 5101 XT
202 547 5102

• TEXAS
Stele Oepertment of Heelth
512 4Sa 7504

AuetlnAIDS Project
6901 North Lemr. Suite 109
Austin, TX 70752
512 452 5966

AIDS Tesk force
DellesGegAlllence
P.O. Bex 190712
C>e)lse,TX 75219
2I4S23 4255

Oek Levn Counseling Center
AIDS Action Project
5409 Oek Levn, Suite 202
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Creative tools for

creative people
CONTINUING our glossdry of terms to help
you understand creative artwork in the
computing world.

MTBF: Or Mean Time Before Failure -

essential data especially for electro
mechanical devices such as printers and
disc drives. The data is not often given in
the manuals of cheap dot matrix printers,
but it IS there with the better printers or in
the service manuals.

For example, for the Epson FX-85 the
MTBF is 5 million lines for the mechanism

(excluding the print head) which is about
4000 hours of printing at 50 per cent page
density. The print head has about a 100
million character life. Other printer manu
facturers claim an MTBF of between 2500

and 5000 hours.

The rated life of a laser printer engine is
from 180,000 to 800,000 pages. Always
check the MTBF, engine life, and monthly
du^ cycle - usually around 10,000 pages
per month - before deciding which laser
printer to buy. Hard discs usually have
MTBFs above 20,000 hours, some manu

facturers claim 30,000 and even 40,000

hours.

NLQ: An abbreviation for Near Letter Qua

lity which refers to printed output on dot
matrix printers. Characters are made of
overlapping dots forming a solid outline
rather than characters with the dots visible,

typically of the faster "draft" modes.

NORMAL: Refers to a white screen image
on a black background. If printing in normal
mode the dot which is printed on paper as
black appears on the screen as white - or
amber, green or whatever. The opposite
mode IS INVERSE.

OCR: Optical Character Recognition, see
Scanner.

Overlay: Has rather different meanings in
diverse environments. For example, with a
font editor overlay signifies transfer of
characters from the original cell on top of
whatever is occupying the target cell (edit
window). You can therefore combine
several characters in the edit window and

create a new one.

However, in some programs there is a
special typing mode where the overlay
mode signifies non-destructive placement
of a character over the background or
another character. See also Transpar-
ency film in connection with creating a
product or semi-product.

Page layout: Refers to the design of
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documents for printing. Look at some dif
ferent magazines and notice how some are
in two column format, others in three:

There are vertical and horizontal rules, lined

boxes, pictures and other graphical
elements.

To think like a layout designer is your
most important step. First the basics. How
many columns, how wide, how many
graphics and how are they to be placed?
Later you will add borders, lines and rules.
Photos and drawings may be Cropped to
eliminate unwanted parts and maybe
enlarged or reduced to suit. With the Apple
II familyyou can start with the simple page
layout software with limited features as in
Springboard's Newsroom and later turn to
more extensive programs such as the new
Springboard Publisher.

With fully featured page layoutprograms
you can create excellent output with full
control over all elements of design. If you
don't have such software you should use
the traditional typographical method -
Paste-up

Paper: Best results will be obtained from
your printer or copier with premium quality
paper with a smooth finish for sharp
imaging. If using pin-feed paper on the
printer, use the clean-edge, micro-
perforated kind. For certain purposes colour
ribbons and tinted paper (and maybe
matching envelopes) can add flair to your
document. Antique-gold textured copy
parchment paper is excellent for both
copying and printing to produce certi
ficates. diplomas, invitations and so on.

Paste-up: Traditional typographical term
for creating the composite Page-layout
by hand, using scissors and glue as the
principal tools. First a designer integrates
the text and graphics to prepare a draft
layout, then the text is proof-read and
corrected. Then the paste-up artist glues the
headlines, text, captions and the graphic
parts into place to create the final page
layout.

This final page is sometimes referred to
as camera-ready copy because the last step
is to photograph it to create the plates for
the printing process. Nowadays the

camera-ready copy can also be made
directly on the plates. (See Typesetting
devlce|.

In our case you will be a one man team
creating the page layout. All the paste-up
work can be done by computer with the
right software, but for many the traditional
"paste-up by hand" will suffice, using com
puter generated text complemented by let
ters, symbols, designs and pictures from
Letraset type sheets or from the Instant
Artwork volumes.

You can also use Transparency film
to create impressive effects. Note too that
the size* of the page layout can be different
if you plan to use a copy machine with
enlarging/reducing facilities and that, as the
creators of PostScript stressed, "the total
impact of a printed page depends on a
complex interplay of presence and
absence, light and dark, symmetry and
asymmetry, uniformity and variety."

Patterns: You can create different pat
terns (textures) as graphic layout to fill
enclosed areas or to make broad lines. In

some programs you can also choose
colours other than black or white for the

background and foreground. These appear
as different dot patterns both on the mono
chrome screen and the printed output.

In the latter case the result is often con

fused with the result from different

Density because of the similarity of
output. Here the dimensions are the same,
only the dot patterns (visually perceived as
thickness) of the graphics are different. The
thickest are in black and the patterns look
and naturally print different in normal and
inverse modes.

The Print Shop Companion (along with
some other software) uses the term "pat
terns" in its font editor for real graphic
layout patterns which have nothing in
common with patterns as monochromatic
expressions of colours.

PEL: An abbreviation of Picture Element:

see Pixel.

Pica: A fundamental unit of typographic
measurement. A pica equals 0.16605
(about one sixth) of an inch. The pica is in
turn divided into 12 points. See Type size.

Pin: The printing element in a dot matrix
printer's head. The diameter is about 0.2 -
0.3 mm.

Pin stripe: A veiy unpleasant effect -
white stripes within the black areas of a
Screen dump with some Dot matrix
printers. With some software (for
example Print-Quick) or hardware (for
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example Snapshot) you can elect to use an
overstrike mode which causes the printer
head to make two passes of the paper for
each line printed. The second pass fills in
the gaps left by the first and effectively
removes the pin stripes.

Pitch: Usual measure of the number of

characters in one line for a particular Type
size. The dot matrix pica has 10 characters
to the inch. Elite 12. Sometimes you will
also see the term "vertical dot pitch" which
is the smallest possible line spacing on a
particulai printer. See also Font and
Point: Also used in connection with

colour Monitor resolution.

Pixel: One picture element (dor) on the
screen. Some suppliers also use the term
PEL (picture element). When printing in
normal mode and normal size one pixel
equals one dot.

Point: Typographical measurements of
Type size. One point (pt) equals almost
exactly 1/72 inches and with dot matrix
printers one point is usually the distance
between neighbouring printer head pins in
7, 8 or 9 pin machines. There are 12 points
to the Pica-

PostScript: A device-independent lan
guage. Software applications generate the
PostScript code which describes all the text
and graphics of a document. The printer
interprets this code and creates a raster
(dot) image at the printer's resolution which
is transferred to paper or film. A PostScript
file from any computer (Apple II, Macintosh,
IBM and so on) can be printed on any
PostScript printer such as the LaserWriter
and the Linotronic 10) and 300.

Post-shade: A feature to enable a large
area of black to be printed shaded. Figure I
shows normal, pre and post-shaded print
outs.

Pre-shade: A feature to enable large
areas of white to be printed shaded. See
Figure I for an example.

Printing: In the Apple sense, an image
from the screen becomes a snapshot on
paper by printing [Screen dumpj. Or, a
graphic may be printed directly without
creating it first on the screen (for example
from the Fontrix Graffilej.

Printing is not always a simple process -
Apple graphics often look much more
impressive on the screen than on paper
Most good hi-res programs allow you to
print double size or larger but the resolution
stays the same.

Publishing: Armed with an Apple II and
the right software your dot matrix printer
becomes a good alternative to expensive,
time consuming graphics and typesetting
services. Maximise your creative ability and
your system's potential, but use its features
sparingly. The document with 10 different
fonts and a multitude of styles on the page
will never be as effective as one with three

or four fonts and Just a couple of styles. The

Hac3aaaaoDi3oaoc3M
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Figure I: Examples of normal,
pre and post-shaded output

only likely exception to this rule is a very
rare one, perhaps an invitation to a crazy
carnival.

Printer: Here we will concentrate on the
impact Dot matrix printers because
they are adequate for most creations.
Laser printers are without question the
best for professional appearance, but still
expensive, though you do not need a Mac
to use one - an Apple II will do as well.
Plotters are not really suitable for creating
graphics for publication.

Unless otherwise mentioned, all the fig
ures in this series were created on an Epson
FX-85 with a true 1 .1 printing ratio with a
resolution of 72 x 72 dpi. Better results
would come from one of the more expen
sive, 24-pin dot matrix or a laser printer.

Note that most software does not allow
you to send printer control codes, having
no way of creating Printer drivers. Thus
you can only manipulate effects such as
density with the fixed, program choices
available.

With the printer comes the printer

interface card which is nearly as important
- you certainly need one with graphics
capabilities. A good choice is the Epson
8132 Apple Parallel card as long as the
Image Maker eprom from Dark Star Systems
IS fitted. This IS because practically all soft
ware supports the Epson card: Likewise the
Grappler - or one of its clones - is well
supported.

Some cards, like the Videx PKASO can
print both hi-res and lo-res screens in

Halftone, photo-like graphics with a 16-
level grey scale.

Printer driver: A piece of software
which translates a program's output to the
form needed for a particular model of prin
ter. It IS important to have the correct driver
to obtain a Screen dump with a true U
Ratio.

Proportional spacing: A featuie where
different characters take different widths.
An i, for example, does not need the same
horizontal space as an m.

An annoying disadvantage of many pro
grams running on the Apple II with propor
tionally spaced fonts is the poor editing
facilities. Backspacing for example, within
Fontrix or Shape Mechanics, to delete and
retype a character, is not easily possible.
Honourable exceptions to this are Multis-
cribe and the Print Shop (and all Mac and
ligs specific programs) where you do simply
backspace and type the new character.

Ratio: If the X and Y axes of the printed
hi-res image have the same ratio as
expected on the monitor display then we
call this a true I: I ratio - for example when
a circle appears as a circle on both the
monitor and the paper. The ratio does
depend on the print Density. For most work
a ratio of i: 1 is a necessity due to the design
of fonts and pictures.

Some software allows you limited con
trol over the print density. For example Fon
trix will not allow true 1 :1 printing on an
Epson FX-85. The way round the problem
is to print with the Fontrix magnification
ratio of 3:2. The printout will be in a 1 :1
ratio, but with dual density and double size
- each pixel on the screen will be printed as
two dots.

There is no easy way to get a true 1 :1
print ratio with one dot on the screen repre
sented by one dot on the paper. Using
Fontrix's magnification ratio of 2:1 you will
get one to one dot printing but with the
infamous Epson 1 .2:1 ratio. The annoying
thing is that the newest version of Fontrix
(v. 1 .5) has new Printer drivers for the
Epson printers, but unimproved results.

In such cases or if the software is totally
incapable of directing a 1:1 ratio, or if you
wish to dump from protected software, you
will have to use a special card such as Dark
Star's Snapshot with the Printerrupt soft
ware and with this you can also crop or
invert select density.
# /Wore next month.
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PRICES
RETAIL OUR PRICE

ILLUSTRATOR 450 365

READY SET GO 4 495 395

PAGEMAKER 450 364

RAGTIME 299 223

CRICKET DRAW 225

MAC DRAFT 168

MAC AUTHOR 199 144

E2-PUBLISH 395 325

WORD 3 295 199

QUARK XPRESS 695 595

VICOM 150 113

MS WORKS s 178

MORE 160

TRAPEZE 295 189

LOTUS JAZZ 295 234

USERWRITER FONTS From 33

MULTIPLAN 150 117

OMNIS III PLUS 445 298

MACMAX DBASE 295

HARDWARE

40 MB HARD DISK 1295 895

THUNDERSCAN + 284

POSTSCRIPT LASER PRINTER 4500

MEGASCREEN II 1795

MACSCANNER

HYPERCHARGER SE 1295

LASER TONER BLACK 99

IMAGEWRITER EMULATION-

CARD FOR FX, RX, LX 100 i

Prlc0$ ittown •xcfud* poit and packing and VAT
and ara comet al llmo of printing

WHYPAYMORE?
• Call us (or our famous eyo-losling Price

list with over 2,000 Hems Inc:
Apple, IBM, Apiicol, Epson sotlware
and hardware, prinlers, monllors, disks.
All al great savings.
• Past delivery.
^Quantity discounts.

• Credit accounts (or PLC companies,
government depts, hospitals, local
aulhorilles, schools, colleges,
universities.

• Professional advice.

• Hotline support on all
products sold.

AC. INTERACTIVE
8 CLARENDON AVENUE, LEAMINGTON SPA

WARWICKSHIRE CV32 5PZ, ENGUND

0926 450099
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Keeping in touch
/ BUY your msgszine regularly because of
its good articles and reviews. Would it be
possible for you to send me information
and addresses of user groups m Europe
and possibly the USA? - Geert Hailer-
neesch, Belgium.
# If anyone sends In addresses and infor
mation of mainland Europe user groups we
will print them here and pass them on to
Geert.

You could cry POM'S at Editions MEV,
64/70 rue de Chantiers. 78000 Versailles,

France for more information. Ther'e arc
many USA user groups but we don't know
most of their addresses. Since we are all in

Europe, it's probably only worth con
sidering those with regular publications.

So. cry the Apple Co-op at A.P.P.L.E.
Co-op. 290 S.W. 43rd Street. Renton. WA
98055. USA and for general Apple 11 infor
mation Open Apple at P.O. Box 6331.
Syracuse. N.V. 13217. USA.

ligs comms
HA ViNGjust started using my Hgs with the
Gazelle and Miracle Technology's WS4000.
/ have been reading the recent articles on
lIgs comms with great interest. / have also
had problems with the lIgs cable connec
tions due mainly to the lack of
compatibility/commonality of the lIgs and
WS4000 manuals and technology.
To avoid anyone else having to go

through the same problems the system will
work with the following minimum pin con
nections'

Apple Pin
Frame Grnd

WS2000 RS232C pin
I  (Frame Grnd)

2

3

7

To avoid everyone going out to buy a
serial cardJust to handle split baud rates on
the llgs. using a speed buffered modem
such as the WS4000 solves the problem.
Just set the llgs and the Gazelle on 1200 full
duplex and the WS4000 handles the
changes to 1200/75. - RJ. Potts, Poole.
# Thank you for the information. It was
very remiss of me not to point out the use
of a speed buffered modem to handle split
rates - Max Parrott.

Secret passages
ON your recently published Games Disc 2.
the adventure game The Perils of Princess
Bmmiline has baffled and annoyed us con
tinually First of all. trapped in the castle
only to be refused exit by the guards, we
'could not possibly see a way to get out.
Then while the king was absent we were
helped to the panelling behind the throne
where an extremely badJoke was printed
on the screen. On further examination the

panelling sprang back in our faces and to
our astonishment a secret passage was
revealed, so we entered it.

It IS from this point that we write to you
because IWePlcan 't!*!getl*loutl

Please, please, please help us with this
problem. We would be eternally grateful.
Yours, getting angrier by the second -
Daniel Henderson and Stuart

Walker, Cheshire.

% In order to see the way out through the
secret passage, you need a light. There is a
lantern in the locked cupboard in the outer
guardroom. The key can be found by
examining the contents of the wardrobe in
the empty bedroom. Matches arc easily
available in the kitchen.

Before you leave the castle. I hope you
thoroughly explore the treasury because
there is an item there which you will need
later. Command the guard to let you pass -
after all. you are meant to be of royal bloodi
Good Luck. - Denise McKnIght.

Sound effects

/ HAVE recently bought a Mockingboard
for my Apple He. I'd like to give anyone else
who plans to buy one an advanced warn
ing. if headphones or Walkman style
speakers are going to be used. You may
have to cut mto your Apple's case (as / had
to do} to ensure that the headphone Jack
will go into the socket because the placing
of the socket is directly in line with the top
part of the back of the computer.
Even if you plan to run the board

through an amplifier you will probably
have to cut into the back of the case, so the

the leads will go into their connectors.
Even though the Mockingboard is great

for sound effects, it only works on one of
my games, namely Skyfox but the manual
claims It will work on others such as

Poppye. Lady Tut. Spy Strikes Back and
Digital Dimension. It's a pity that / only have
Skyfox out of all the games listed.

/ would like to be able to program the
board but the measly manual of 24.
extremely small, pages does not help one
bit. Could you help by giving me any advice
about programming the Mockingboard
and any books or Mockingboard-related
software which is available?

If there is nothing available you will
probably reduce me to tears, as it is a bit
much buying an expensive card which only
works with one game. - Kevin Gordon,
Burgess Hill.
# We would love to help but have no
programming experience with the Mock
ingboard for the reasons you outline - it
was too expensive for us to buy without a
very good reason for doing so.
We're not aware of any books but. from

past experience on these pages, there are
many people who do have a Mock
ingboard so perhaps some information will
arise. If anyone wants to write an article on
programming the Mockingboard

Mac transfers

/ AM a freelance writer working with a
Macintosh Plus. Rodme 20mb hard disc.

ImageWriter II and MacAuthor. about
which / am enthusiastic to the point of
evangelism. With no experience of com
puters at all. ever. / was up and earning,
while learning, within two days, which
speaks volumes for both the Mac's original
concept and for MacAuthor.

The problem is straightforward. / work on
Mac. My clients work mainly on IBM. They
want to put my work through their equip
ment for presentation to their clients on
then headed paper and handle the small
revisions themselves. Sometimes they want
my work to go straight to photosetting on
disc, which IS an obvious time and cost

saver.

Question I. What's the easiest way for
me to get from a Mac document to an IBM b>
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< disc that clients of mine can use straight
into their IBM based word processors?
Presumably / copy text only on to a

floppy as the first step. Then what? I don't
want to get into new hardware or software
and neither do they Arc there any transla
tion houses? Near me? What sort of cost?

Question 2. What photosetting systems
use what Mac discsf Do they want them
single or double-sides? Presumably text
only?

There's so much technology around
nowadays, but no-one has gathered up all
the loose ends for people who are relatively
unversed in the arcane workings of the
systems, but who know they want to get
from A to 8 in an effort to give better
service.

Maybe Apple User should start a lay
guide on how to use what facilities and
services to get from the creative end to the
printed end via as many different systems
as possible? Like how would / get from this
letter into a Rank Xerox Ethernet Office and

Documenter without re-inputting? Or
anything else? - Paul Cloutman, The
Creative Process, London.
# Moving plain, vanilla, text files between
Macs and IBMs is not difficult - we do it all

the time so It can't be. However, you say
you don't want to buy any new hardware
or software. This presumably rules out
direct transfer because you and your clients
would need comms software and a cable

to connect the two machines or a modem

on each machine and the telephone
system.

Alternatively, if both had access to a
service like MIcroLink (via the modems) you
could use that to transfer the files.

There are many companies who offer
conversion services. For example. Microrite
(01 -252-8567) can convert across about 700
different formats. You'd have to talk to the

company directly about price because it
would obviously depend in part on
volume.

All of these methods assume plain text
files, which is a bit of a waste of MacAuth-

or's sophistication and power. However,
version 1.4 will allow you to save text files
with a Style markup, so your clients could
use their word processors to re-create the
style using the usual search and replace
technique to substitute the appropriate
commands for the style markers.
Many printing companies can now take

copy on Mac discs, and they'll be able to
cope with single or double-sided discs. For
example. Imprint (01-935-7140) specialises
in serving Mac and IBM owners - again,
contact the company direct to talk about
formats.

Connecting your Mac direct to an Ether
net system is possible, but likely to prove
expensive (in the thousands of £s) because
Appletalk and Ethernet use different proto
cols. Even then, you'd probably only be
able to move text between the two sys
tems. so why bother?

There are probably many people in a
situation similar to yours. Things may get
better now that IBM has adopted PostScript
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as its page description language because
PostScript files are plain text files. This fact
has enabled us to output a PostScript file
from Xerox Ventura Publisher on an IBM,

send it via electronic mail to a mainframe,

from where it was downloaded to a Mac

and printed on a LaserWriter,
As usual then, it's "jam tomorrow". For

today, you'll either have to do a little work
in transferring files or pay someone else to
do it for you. - Cliff McKnIght.

User groups
/ WOULD like to give details of the Gate
way Computer Club in Suffolk via Feed
back. Unfortunately our chairman has been
recalled to the States and so the contact for

new members is now Phil Herberer. !64d

RadcHffe Road. Lakenheath, Suffolk. Tel:
(Eriswell/ 2363.
We are a multi-user group and have over

150 members. The dub has been active for

almost fiveyears and we meet on the third
Sunday of each month at the Bob Hope
Recreation Centre, at RAF Mildenhall,

between 14:00 and 16:00 hours.

Some ofthe larger individual groups, that
is Mac. Apple. MS-Dos, Atari and Commo
dore also have a separate, extra meeting at
different times of the month, in November

we had a successful families computing
day at which Apple UK demonstrated the
new Mac II with LaserWriter and desktop
publishing software - we gamed another
18 new members at that meeting.
At present our membership fee is £7 per

year which is used to cover the monthly
issue of the Gateway Gazette which
averages 20 pages. We are presently
moving from 10 to 17cpi which will enable
us to reduce costs significantly, or more
probably to increase the content by 50 per
cent. - Martin Randall, Publicity
Officer, Gateway Computer Club,
Suffolk.

Linkword

revisited

IN his recent review of my Linkword
German and Russian courses. Lew Norris

raises a number of interesting points.
First, he IS critical ofmy not using Russian

script. However, this is quite deliberate, as
nothing puts off a beginner m learning a
language like Russian more than having to
learn Russian letters before you start. Far
better, surely, to get into learning
vocabulary and grammar as quickly as pos
sible. At least then one can speak the lan
guage.

Second, he is critical of the kind of sen

tence / use m examples, such as "The
goose is interesting", and suggests little

thought has gone into making up the sen
tences.

The reason the sentences take the form

of being "silly " is that / wanted to get away
from "parrot fashion"phrase learning. With
"silly"sentences each word has to be trans
lated and thought about.
Mr Norris also questions whether the

images provided in the course for learning
vocabulary work, for instance "The Spanish
for cat IS Gato" - imagine a cat eating a
gateaux.

The answer is that they do. For example
we found that in an independent test
carried out by Thompson Holidays. 400
words and a basic grammar were acquired
to virtual perfection in 12 hours, about three
times the normal rate oflearning, and while
it is true that in some instances the

individual can provide his own image,
often people prefer to be given an image
which has been found to be effective.

Clearly the reviewer did not give much
time to the Linkword programs. Had he
done so he would have found that the

ability to pick up some 400 words and a
basic grammar in some 8-12 hours is highly
rewarding, especially for those who find
language learning by conventional means
boring or difficult.
As Paul Daniels remarked after using

Linkword. "Memory systems go back a
long way. but this is the first complete
system that is ready to go. The simple truth
is that one Monday morning at 9 a.m. I did
not speak a singler word ofSpanish, and by
the following Friday / knew 722 words. My
brain reeled with the excitement of learning
so much so fast."

Obviously, if like the reviewer you don't
try it seriously, you won't Find it exciting.

Finally, the Linkword courses are pub
lished by Perspective Software. 100 Baker
Street. London, not Artworx/Linkword.

although / fear that this was an error of our
making. - Michael M. Gruneberg.
# Dr Grunebcrg seems to have inferred
criticism of the link system of memory
whereas I was in fact critical of the program
and course presentation.

Having used this memory system myself
for various purposes over a number of
years, I have been impressed with the
results that are possible.

While 1 accept that Dr Gruneberg pre
ferred the English to the Cyrillic alphabet for
educational and psychological reasons, I
find it paradoxical that a student should be
asked to learn to read and write a language
and yet remain illiterate.
A good Russian course gradually

introduces the letters over a period of time
using words and phrases containing only
those letters the student knows at a given
point.

I found learning the alphabet the least of
my problems. Far from being put off, I was
motivated by the thought of being able at
long last to make some sense of these mys
terious symbols. One can appreciate the
difficulties, however, of attempting this on
a home micro.

Since the 1950s language teaching has
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been moving steadily away from mean
ingless sentences because of their negative
effects on the learner. "The goose is inter
esting" is pallid and forgettable, especially
as "is interesting" is repeated in other
examples. It's difficult to see how such a
sentence demands extra thought from a
student.

To remember "leesa", the Russian for

"fox", the student is invited: "Imagine Lisa
Minnelli chasing a fox". If the creator of
this example had ever heard Miss Minnelli
sing "Liza", he would be wiser ... and
appreciate my suspicion that more effort
could have been put into some of the
examples.

I did not question whether the images
work: I thought my own image for
"koshka" showed that. I merely felt that
some of the visual links the course offered

were weak.

If you have to visualise someone or
something saying or singing something, you
are in effect memorising text. I know from
experience that a lot of such examples can
be confusing.
The reason I suggest that your own

mind-pictures are better is because you
more easily remember things which are
personally meaningful. Students will
utimately need to create their own visuals
and discover what works for them and

what doesn't.

The program and its presentation, as dis
tinct from the link method of memory,
struck me as pedestrian. Interaction with
the student is minimal and there are

weaknesses which in my view would be
better changed than defended.
As a teacher of modern languages, a

former secondaiy school head of depart
ment and coordinator for computer-
assisted instruction, I had a natural interest

in these Linkword courses. I found them

disappointing.
In my efforts to be fair, I did suggest that

the courses could work and possibly form
the springboard to in-depth study. Against
that I feel that a prospective student would
get better value by opting for a good audio
or video course or even night school. The
memory system can be equally well
applied to any of these. - Lew Norrfs.

Keeping time
I READ wnh interest the letter from I.O.Har

vey in the December issue ofApple User in
which he asks about programs for the
production of school timetables.
He may be interested to know that this

school has been using Rostar - published I
think by Hutchinson - for the past fewyears
or so to produce our own timetable.

The program has coped well with, at one
stage, more than MOO pupils and 90 staff.

If Mr Harvey would like to contact Mr D.
Kemp. Deputy Head, we would be only
too pleased to answer any questions he
may have - B.E.Timms, Frederick
Gough School, Grange Lane South,
Bottesford, Scunthorpe, South
Humberside DN16 3NG. □

Mac made intelligent
Use LPA MacPROLOG, the world's most powerful A1 programming language
to build Artificial Intelligence applications and Expert Systems in a fraction of
the time it would take in a conventional language

LPA MacProlog 2.0 now contains a unique high level graphics system
and both C and pascal interface.

LPA MacProlog uses a fast Incremental compiler with a powerful
optimising compiler set in a multi-window, menu driven

program development environment.
A 70 page environment guide and a 400 page manual,
filled with example programs. Helps you utilise the full power

of LPA MacPROLOG.

At £495 LPA MacPROLOG is your passport to fifth
generation programming.

Dealer
& Educational
enquiries welcome

Logic Programming Associates Limited
studio 4, The Royal Victoria Patriotic Building

Trinity Road, London SW18 3SX. Telephone: 01-871 2016
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BACKISSVeS Catch Up on articles you may have
missed. Back issues from January
1987 are available at £1.75.

MmeUseiAmieUser \pple^to*Applet s'ir
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September 1987 October 1987
Reviews: Notes 'n' Files, Disc
hard drive, Sidekick, Plus Ram
memory expansion cards,
Boosting AppleWorks. - Fun &
Games: Prinlshop, Shard of
Spring. Battle Cruiser, Warship.
Airheart. Stalionfall - Opening
up the Mac, True Faith, CAD,
First look at comms. Running a
dtp bureau, Honorware, Apples
and real people - Utilities:
Pascal menu layouts, shape
tables, AppleWorks database
design - Programming: CP/M's
BIOS, Bugs in Prodos, Pascal
Tutorial - PLUS all the latest

Apple news and your letters

Reviews: WordPerfect, Paint-
Works, GS CP/M card, ProMnk,
Infomerge, Labels-234, Apple-
works Companions, Slalom -
Fun & Games: Kings Quest III,
Fokker Triplane, Aliens, The
Lurking Horror. Certificate
Maker - Opening up the Mac,
The man behind the biomorphs.
Future of desktop publishing,
DTP show, AppleWorks add-ons,
lireaiive tools for creative
people. Problem Page -
Utilities: Pascal bar menus,
hi-res graphics - Programming:
Pascal tutorial. Snail Trail -
PLUS all the latest Apple news.

November 1987 December 1987 January 1988
Reviews: HyperCard, Document
Checker, Stepping Out, Print
works, Printrix, Omnis 3 Plus -
Fun & Games: Ferrari Grand
Prix, Space Quest, Ultima IV,
World Builder, Gnome Ranger -
Opening up the Mac, Designing
a book on the Mac. Summer
school, Apple Writer tips.
Creative tools for creative
people. Scanners compared —
Programming; Plotters, Pascal
font editor, Mousepaint
graphics - Comms: Gazelle,
Point to Point, Modems - PLUS
all the latest Apple news and
your letters.

Reviews; Sensible Grammar,
More. 816/Paint, LogicWorks,
MacLightning, Spell sWell,
Works Plus Spell, World Builder
- Fun & Games: Keypunch,
Chemlab, Ski Crazed, Portal,
Beyond Zork - Font design,
Psion Organiser. MGA prohle.
Plotter programming, Apple
Writer tips. Creative tools for
creative people, DTP award
winners. Problem Page, Comms
glossary - Programming; NEW
command. Scrolling bar menu,
ZAP update - Plus all the
latest Apple news and your
letters.

Reviews: MacProlog, Chinon
3,Bin drive, 4th Dimension,
VideoWorks2, Eprom Pro
grammer, Palatino, Micro Plan
ner, Graphic Works — Fun &
Games; Eternal Dagger,
Roadwar Europa, Gnome
Ranger. Street Sports Baseball.
Bard's Tale - Opening up the
Mac, Inside help. HyperCard
slacks. Creative tools for
creative people. Index. Desktop
publishing with the ImageW-
riier - Programming: Calendar.
Plotter scaling - Education: Mac
software. Electronic blackboard.
Language learning.

v5̂OT

Now on the Apple II - the
game that took the software
world by storm!
STARGLIDER is an all-action flight
simulation with the perfect mixture of
strategy and dexterity.

Swoop round the towers and blast the
stompers. Seek out and destroy the menacing
Starglider One with the flapping wings and
dock with the rotating missile silo.

A masterpiece of programming, design and
execution!

ED Best Arcade Game on the Atari ST

Suitable

for R.R.P.

Special
Reader offer

YOU

SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU

SAVE

Apple Me £19.95 £14.95 £5 £27.95 £10

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 65



Apple User
binder

Your Apple User is
the ideal source of

reference for every
user of Apple
computers. Keep your
magazines tidy and in
tip-top condition by
using our top quality
binder.

The Apple User
binder holds 12

issues. Each binder is

embossed with the

Apple User Logo.

Only £4.95
Ste orderform for
pricta outmde t/te U.K.

Secure storage for
your discs (worth £4.95)

,, .when you take
out a subscription

fRee

Holds up to SO 3.Sin discs Holds up to GO S^Sin discs

This is the ideal storage medium for your
discs - a luxury padded pvc container,
strongly made to protect your delicate programs
from harm.

mrfOR

YOUR Mouse
(WORTH £4.95)

.. .when you take out a
subscription to Apple User

Our top-quality Mouse Mat with its specially-
Designed perfect-grip surface, provides the
ideal desktop enviroment for your Mouse.

Ensures much smoother movement

❖ Gives super positive controll
Protects highly polished tabletops

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe
using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain
one by sending £4.95

Apple teer
ORDER FORM

Valid to February 29,1988
Otlers subject to availability
All prices Mude postage. paOiing and VA T

All overseas Kerns despatched
by air mE^I

New

subscriptions
Commence wtth.

UK £18 1001

Europe & Eire £23 1004
Overseas surface £25 1000

Overseas Air mall £36 1005

issue

Subscription
renewals

UK £18 1002

Europe & Eire £23 1006
Overseas surface £25 1003

Overseas Air mall £38 1007

' Free wKh subscripllon - tlcK ONE box only:
Mousemat 1034 I I Disc Box 5.25* 1036 I I Disc Box 3.5* 1038

Disc Storage Box
5.2S-

3.5'

£4.95 1037

£4.95 1039

Mouse Mat £4.95 10351

Silicon Dreams and
Jewels of Darkness
Apple lie WKh Subs'

Silicon Dreams £12.95

Jewels of Darkness £ 12.95

Both £23.90

Macintosh

Silicon Dreams £12.95

Jewels of Darkness £12.95

Both £23.90

Add £3 for Europe (inc Elrep£S for overseas
{It ordering both add £6 for Europe (Inc Elre)/£10 for Overseas

£14.95 1014 1015

£27.90 1018 1019

£14.95 1020 1021

1023

£27.90 1024 1025

Stargllder
WKh Subs* WKhout Subs

Apple tie £9.95 £14.95 1006 I 1009

Elite
Apple lle/llc £9.95

WKhout Subs

£14.95 10S7 1089

Apple User Games Discs
£5.95 UK £6.95 Europe (Inc Eirs)/Over8eas

Apple lie Na 1
Apple lie Na 2

f083

1064

Apple User back Issues
£1.75 UK.
£2.25 Europe,
£2.75 Overseas

1209

1210

JAN 1987

FEB 1987

MAR 1987 1211

APR 1987 1212

MAY 1987 1213

JUNE 1987 1214

JULY 1987 1215

AUGl9e7 1216

SEPT 1987 1217

OCX 1987 1218

NOV1987 1219

DEC 1987 1220

JAN 1988 1221

Binder
£4.95 UK£7.95 Europe (Inc E1re)£11.95 Overseas 1067 I

'Only if accompanied by a subscription order or renewal

Add £2 for Europe (Incl. Eire), £5 for Overseas
to all prices unless otherwise Indicated

Payment: please indicate method (/) TOTAL

{  I AocossA^asiercard/Eurocard/Barclaycafdh/lsa

No.

□ Cheque'Eurocheque made payable
to Datsbase PubUcattons Ltd.

Exp.
dale

Name- SlQned ■

Address-

_Tek
Send to: Database Publications, FREEPOST. Europa House,

Adilngton Park, Adllngton, Moccieslieid. CheshireSKIO 4NP
(No stomp r>eeded If posted in UK) Please aOow 28 days for delivery

Order at any time Of the day ornlght
Fax Orders:
0626 879966

Orders by Piestet
Key'S9. then 614568383

Mictoljnk/TelecomGold
72:MAG001

Telephorte Orders: 0625 879920

Don* forget to give your name, addrmu and credit card number
I  ENQUIRIES ONLY: Q62S 879940 9om-5pm | AU2



FAST, RELIABLE SCSI
MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS

for

Macintosh Plus, Mac SE and Macintosh II
Apple lIGS and lie

Selectable Interleave,

AppleShare and A/UX Compatible

/ Rugged reliable design
✓ 20,000 power on hours MTBF
✓ Whisper-quiet fan cooled system
/ Platinum Colour

INTERNAL:

Macintosh II ■ 40 MB or 80 MB - 29 ms Average
Access time

Macintosh SE - 40 MB - 29 ms Access time

EXTERNAL: 20 MB to 960 MB Hard Drives

MacStack: 20 MB - 65 msec access time

MacStack: 40 MB or BOMB • 29 msec access

TapeStack: 40 MB SCSI Tape Backup System
with Data Compression.

PowerTower: 320 or 640 MB - up to is MB of
Cache - 0.5 ms Avge Access.

All Mac drives Include HyperCard,
SCSI utilities and HyperCard Stacks.

Also available for Apple lIGS and lie
with host adaptor.

Prices start at just £499.00 for 20Mb.

Plus Special Offers on DTP Systems,
Network Systems, Memory Upgrades

Bidmuthln Technologies Ltd.
Brent House
214 Kenton Road
Harrow
Middlesex HAS 8BT

Telephone 01-907 8516

Apple Authorised Resellers
Level 1 Service Centre

for Macintosh, Apple II, Mac II, LaserWriter

"Epcperts in SippCe "LT^pansion

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

AC Interactive 60

Alphatronics 66
Applied Technology 67
Avro Sytems Technology 46
Bidmuthin ..66

Cirtech ..2

Cotswold Press ..48

Diamond Software 48

Holdens 23

Logic Programming.. 63
Micro Computer Consultants 19
MicroLink 4

Pete & Pam 54,55

Rosco 44

Supermac Technology .68
T-Systems 48

FLOPPY DISC DRIVE & EXPANSION CARDS
for the APPLE II family

140K half height floppy drive, pancake motor high quality Japanese XM4
mechanism one for one replacement for the old Apple Unit £89
13/16 sector, twin port disc drive controller £25
16K RAM expansion card ll/ll Europlu$/ii+ £25
64K/80 column extended text card He £25
Z-80 coprocessor card, to run CP/M software il/li EufO/ll+/lle £25
Epson/Centronics printer interface incl. cable £29
Grappler + compatible printer interface incl. cable £29
RS232 serial printer card £29
Serial plus-full software protocol selection also suitable for modem £49
HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY for 11.11+ & lie 7.5A output £49

Add £2 for P&P (items by carrier £8.95 extra) and add 15% VAT

Wolverley House, 18 Digbeth, Birmingham 85 6BJ. Tel; 021-843 9866

1^00

If so we would like to hear from you. Database Software
IS looking for good quality software -games, utilities,
business programs. If you think you have a winner send
It for evaluation (on disc or tape, plus instructions and a
brief oulline) to

The Manager

Database Software

Eu.TOpa House, 68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 SNY.
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DaynaFile
IBM PC-Fi!eC::r:cat:c:l:l'. :orthe Macirt>."->h

The DaynaFile™ disk drive allows the Apple
Macintosh to read from and write to an MS-DOS

formatted data disk using Macintosh applica
tions.

The DaynaFile drive connects to the SCSI (small
computer system interface) port on the Macin
tosh Plus,Macintosh SE and Macintosh II,as

well as to the Macintosh 512E with SCSI port
upgrade. DaynaFile can be daisy-chained to up
to six other peripheral devices using Dayna's
own or any other Apple-compatible SCSI cabling
system.

DaynaFile fully supports the Macintosh Finder,
allowing access to MS-DOS volumes through an
HFS-compatible external file system. Thus the
Mac is able to use the DaynaFile disk drives in
the same way as it uses standard Mac disk drives.
So when you use an MS-DOS data disk in the
DaynaFile drive,an icon for the disk automati
cally appears on the Mac 'desktop' which can be
selected,dragged,opened and manipulated the
same as any other Mac disk icon!

Sub-directories onthe MS-DOS disk are shown

as folders. Data files become documents which

can be opened and edited by Macintosh applica
tions. And you dont need to be a DOS wizard to
edit IBM PC files with your Macintosh applica
tions!

Some MS-DOS data files contain 'formatting
codes' for tab settings,bold and underlined text,
etc.,which certain Mac applications are unable
to understand (and vice versa,of course).

Therefore,to keep these codes and attributes,
Dayna offers optional Translation Software
which converts the codes into a form which can

be recognised and understood by applications on
the other computer.

Marketing
2G Cadcam Centre
16 High Force Road
Middlesbrough
Cleveland TS2 1RJ
Telephone: (0642) 225854 (3 lines)

(0642) 230860 (2 lines)

The DaynaFile drive is available in single- or dual-drive units. The drives
accept all disk formats used by the IBM PC family and compatible computers,
and the IBM Personal System/2 disk formats:
5.25 inch 360kb and 1.2mb disks

3.5 inch 720kb and 1.4mb

Dayna Product Range Retail - £

DaynaFile 5.25" 360kb drive 795.00

DaynaFiie 5.25" 1.2mb drive 795.00

DaynaFile 3.5" 720kb drive 795.00

DaynaFile 3.5" 1.44mb drive 835.00

DaynaFile dual 5.25" 360kb drive 885.00

DaynaFile 5.25" 360kb + 5.25" 1.2mb drive 995.00

DaynaFile 5.25" 360kb + 3.5" 720kb drive 995.00

DaynaFile 5.25" 360kb + 3.5" 1.44nib drive 1049.00

DaynaFile dual 5.25" 1.2nib drive 1095.00

DaynaFile 5.25" 1.2mb + 3.5" 720kb drive 1095.00

DaynaFile 5.25" ].2nib + 3.5" 1.44mb drive 1149.00

DaynaFile dual 3.5" 720kb drive 1095.00

DaynaFile 3.5" 720kb + 3.5" 1.44inb drive 1149.00

DaynaFile dual 3.5" 1.44mb drive 1195.00

Dayna Translation Software 100.00

Contact your local Apple Dealer
for more information ill Dayna

Power T{x)ts for ihe Mind



Goes raster
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When you buy SuperMac add-ons for
the Macintosh you know that your
computer Is being upgraded to the

absolute peak of its performance.

PRODIGIOUS POWER

Take, for example, the Prodigy SE board.
A simple plug-in dealer upgrade which
makes the Mac SE outpace the

Macintosh II (and the VAX 11 /780 for that
matter]. The reason is simple: the Prodigy
quadruples processing power and boosts
RAM by up to 32 Mb and still leaves an

expansion slot for a big screen.

Now plug in a DataFrame hard disk - with
20 to 150 Mb capacities, and average
access times as low as 16.5 ms. The

DataFrame is one of the fastest hard disks

ever built for the Macintosh. It loads your
files as quick as a flash, it's quiet and small,
and it blends in with the Macintosh's own

smart appearance.

SOFT, STRONG AND
VERY, VERY FAST

What's more, every DataFrame comes

complete with SuperLaserSpool, the fastest

print spooler for the Macintosh, DiskFit, the

fastest floppy disk back-up utility for the
Macintosh, and Sent/ne/, (you've guessed
it) the fastest data encryption utility for
securing sensitive information.

ZOOM ZOOM

If you feel that all this big performance
justifies o bigger screen, zoom into your
local dealer and ask to look at SuperView,
the only 19" monitor for the Mac SE which

gives you two full A4 pages to view.

SupsrMac Tschnology
A division of;

Scientific Micro Systems
Langley Business Centre. 11-49 Station Rood.
langley. Slough. BertotJre $L3 6YL

Telephone: (0753) 49553

Telex 646732 SMSITD G

SuperMoc products ore distributed by;
Norttiomber Pic

Units 36c4

Chessir^ton tark Irsdusfrial Estate
Lion Pork Avenue. Chessington
Surrey ia9 1ST

Telephone: 01-39) 2066

SUPERMAC
T ECHNOLOGY


